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Abstr ct
I

In this Jeport, the infinite array model is used to analyse large arrays of tapered-slot antennas.
These ,lntennas are famous for their wide bandwidth and wide scan range in the H-plane. Due
to the iI1finite array model, the analysis can be restricted to one unit cell only. The electromag
netic fi~~d in the unit cell is analysed using the method of moments including the exact Green's
functio1s of the unit cell. Therefore, mutual coupling effects are automatically included.

The mobel is applied to analyse the effects of metallic walls on the E-plane scan behaviour of
these ays. It is shown that metallic walls, placed on the four sides of the unit cell, have a
positive effect on the scan behaviour. However, when grating lobes enter the array, blind scan
angles e likely to occur. This has also been observed in experimental data.

The infi ite array model is also used to examine arrays, which contain two radiating elements
perpendjicular to one another inside the unit cell. In this way, it is expected that the polarization
propertibs of the electric field can be controlled. The results indicate that scanning in the prin
cipal pl~es is very well possible. Unfortunately, for scanning in the diagonal planes strong
couplinf is observed between the two elements inside the unit cell.

I

Finally,la model to analyse single polarized arrays with a triangular grid is presented. This
model Has been used to design an array of so-called bunny-ear antennas. It is shown that the

I

scan be~aviour improves when the elements are placed closer to one another.
t
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Chapter 1

Inttodnction
I
I

1.1 general introduction

Nowad~s, the application of antenna systems is roughly divided into two categories:
I

1. Telectmmunication
2. Activr and passive remote sensing

Ad 1: AI fast growing branche of telecommunication is satellite communication. For this kind
of comqmnication, a high antenna gain and low side lobes are important. Furthermore, the
polarization characteristics are of interest, since for fixed ground stations two orthogonal polar
izations lare used to obtain two communication channels at one frequency band and for mobile
ground $tations circular polarization is used to make the system independent of position and
orientatipn.

I

\
Ad 2: An example of active remote sensing is radar, as applied in civil aviation and navigation
or as in ~ilitary systems. For radar in general, a high antenna gain and an accurate positioning
of the m~in lobe are important demands, as they determine the detection range and accuracy of
the targ~t position determination, respectively. For military radar in particular, multiple target
tracking by means of multiple beams or fast scanning, and jammer suppression, by means of
side-lob cancellation or adaptive nulling, is also significant. Further, the use of dual polariza
tion is b coming more and more an issue for radar.

A typic 1example of passive remote sensing is radio astronomy, where very weak radio sig
nals fro distant stars or galaxies are received to further analyse the physical laws of nature.
For this kind of systems, the antenna gain determines the sensitivity of the radio telescope,
which i its tum determines what kind of phenomena can be observed by the telescope. Other
importa t issues of the antenna system are low side lobes (to prevent terrestrial signals from
disturbi g the analysis, for example), accurate beam positioning, large bandwidth, wide scan
properti s and excellent polarization characteristics, among others.

Demand like high gain, low side lobes and accurate beam positioning can be accomplished by
using bo reflector antennas and phased arrays. For reflector antennas, demands like fast scan
ning, m Itiple beams and side-lobe cancellation are difficult to realise, especially when these
techniqu s have to be time variant, such as adaptive nulling or multiple beams for multiple tar
get track'ng. For phased arrays, these techniques are, at least in principle, straight forward.

Phased rrays are built in all shapes and sizes. The main difference between arrays is the type
of radia ing element, for example: wave guide, wire antenna, patch antenna, tapered slot
antenna r even reflector antenna. In this report, phased arrays of tapered-slot antennas are
analysed. These antennas consist of a conducting surface printed on a substrate that is protrud
ing from a ground plane. The conducting surface on the substrate can have all sorts of shapes.
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Introduction

Some examples are linear tapered antennas, folded dipoles and bunny-ears, which are shown
in figure 1.1. Tapered-slot antennas are known for their wide bandwidth and good scan charac
teristics in the H-plane (i.e. the plane perpendicular to the protruding surface). However, the E-
plane scan behaviour is usually poor. '

bunny-earfolded dipole

Figure 1.1: Tapered-slot antennas

linear tapering
[

I
I

Typical problems in the design of this kind of phase arrays are demands like large b~dwidth

and wide-scan angles in all planes. Also, the application of dual polarization is not str .ght for
ward due to the expected mutual coupling between two elements when they are placed perpen
dicular to one another.

1.2 Model description

Large phased arrays, which typically contain a thousand or more radiating element~, can be
analysed by means of the infinite array model. In this model, the array is extendec\l toward
infinity in both directions, which makes it possible to formulate periodicity condition~. Due to
these conditions, the analysis of the array can be restricted to a unit cell, Le. the smalle~t part of
the array out of which the entire array can be built by means of translation only. Th~ infinite
array model removes the boundary effects of an array. However, it is expected that in a large
array the edge effects are not dominant for the behaviour of the array, since in mos

l
cases a

tapering is used over the array to reduce the side lobes.

The unit cell, containing the protruding antenna, is analysed by making use of the eq ivalence
principle. In this way, the array is divided into two regions: a region containing the ground
plane and the antenna and a region consisting of free space. These two regions can be analysed
separately and more easily than the entire unit cell at once. In case of metallic walls i side the
unit cell, this analysis is especially convenient. Furthermore, it is assumed that the conducting
surfaces of the ground plane and of the antenna are perfectly conducting and that the ubstrate
on which the antenna is printed has no influence on the behaviour of the antenna. The last con
dition is valid when a very thin substrate is used or when the relative permittivity an permea
bility of the substrate are close to unity.

The two separate regions are analysed by means of the dyadic Green's functions ins'de these
regions of the unit cell and by applying the method of moments. In the method of mo ents, the
current distributions (both electric and magnetic) are expanded into a set of basis unctions
with unknown mode coefficients. These expanded current distibutions are substitute into the
integral equations which are formulated from the boundary conditions. The integral quations
are then tested by means of testing functions. In this way, a matrix equation is obtain d for the
unknown mode coefficients. After solving the matrix equation, the mode coefficie ts can be
used to calculate the active input impedance, the active reflection coefficient, the ele ent pat
tern or the electromagnetic field in the far field region.

-2-
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This m thod of modelling arrays of tapered-slot antennas has been developed by Cooley [5].
The me hod has also been applied by Hulshof [8], to analyse arrays of bunny-ear tapered-slot
antenna.

1
I

I

1.3 Qrganisation of the report
I

In Chap~er 2, the formulation of the unit cell model is explained together with the use of the
equival nce principle. Also, the use of vector potentials and dyadic Green's functions to
describ the electromagnetic field is discussed. A model to analyse metallic walls inside the
unit cel is presented in chapter 3, since metallic walls can have a positive effect on the scan
behavio r of an array [6]. The analysis is applied to an array of folded dipoles. Chapter 4 con
tains th description of a model to analyse dual polarization by means of two radiating ele
ments, erpendicular to one another, inside the unit cell. The effects of mutual coupling are
investig ted by analysing an array of dipoles and an array of bunny-ear antennas. Finally, the
extensi9n of the model, described in [8], to a triangular grid is given in chapter 5. A triangular
grid allqws larger element spacings compared to a rectangular grid, when grating lobes are
unwanted for a certain range of scan angles.

!
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Chapter 2

Modelling approach

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the basic ideas of the analysis of large phased arrays are explained, starting
with a discussion about the infinite array model and followed by the model for the unit cell.
Then, the electromagnetic field in terms of vector potentials is defined, after which the bound
ary conditions for the vector potentials inside the unit cell are discussed. The chapter is com
pleted by two examples which use the Green's functions in order to describe the
electromagnetic field as a function of the electric and magnetic current densities.

2.2 Infinite array model

The behaviour of large arrays, which typically contain a thousand or more radiating elements,
can be approximated by the infinite array model. In this model, it is assumed that the array
extends 'towards infinity in both directions and all radiating elements are the same. Further
more, all elements are excited by sources of equal amplitude and linearly varying phase. Under
these assumptions, Floquet's Theorem [7] can be applied. Due to Floquet's Theorem, the anal
ysis can be performed on the unit cell only. The unit cell is defined as the smallest element out
of which the entire array can be built, by means of translation only.

2.3 The unit cell and its equivalent structure

In principle, the unit cell anywhere in the infinite array can be used to perform the analysis.
However, a unit cell near the origin of the array is used here. The unit cell consists of a per
fectly conducting ground plane and a radiating element protruding from the ground plane.
Other features, such as metallic walls, can be included in the unit cell. Figure 2.1 shows an
example of the centre unit cell.

z

z=o
y

=------.. x
x=a

Figure 2.1: Configuration ofthe centre unit cell
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Modelling approach

The ground plane is placed at z =-d and the height of the radiating element is assumed to be
smaller than d. Furthermore, it is assumed that the radiating element is a perfectly conducting
surface. Therefore, the current density on the element will only have y- and z-directed compo
nents.

In order to analyse this kind of structure, use will be made of the uniqueness theorem and the
equivalence theorem [7]. At the aperture plane (z=O), a perfectly conducting surface i1; placed.
In this way, two regions are created: the interior region, for -d < z < 0, and the exterior region,
for z > O. It is obvious that this situation is not equivalent to the one presented in figure 2.1.
However, by defining magnetic current densities on both sides of the aperture plane, the situa
tion can be made equivalent to the one in figure 2.1. This configuration is shown in figure 2.2.

y

Figure 2.2: Equivalent centre unit cell

The arrows on the aperture plane in figure 2.2 indicate the x- and y-directed magnetic current
densities on both sides of the aperture plane. The magnetic current density on the inside of the

aperture plane (i.e. z =0-) will be indicated by Min, while the magnetic current density on the

outside of the aperture plane (i.e. z = 0+) will be indicated by Mex. It is clear that the electric

and magnetic fields in the interior region (E,in and Hin, respectively) are produced by the elec
tric current density on the radiating element and by the magnetic current density on the inside

of the aperture plane, while the electric and magnetic fields in the exterior region (£eX and Hex,
respectively) are produced by the magnetic currents on the outside of the aperture plane.

The uniqueness theorem states that electric and magnetic fields in a region are entirely deter
mined by their tangential components at the boundaries of that region. In the original situation
of figure 2.1, the tangential fields at the aperture plane (i.e. z =0) are continuous. Therefore,
the configuration of figure 2.2 is equivalent to the one of figure 2.1, if and only if Eq(2.1) is sat
isfied.

ginxgzi =gexXgzl '
z =0- z =0+

Hin X gzl = Hex X gzl .
z =0- z =0+

(2.la)

(2.lb)

Eq(2.1b) will be dealt with when the method of moments is considered, while Eq(2.1a) can be
satisfied by examining the magnetic current densities on the aperture plane. This can be done
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by usin the relation given in Eq(2.2)

Min J~Ein X e I (2.2a)-, -z '
\ z = 0-

Mex i Eex X ~zlz = 0+ ' (2.2b)

where tI)e minus sign in Eq(2.2a) is due to the fact that the normal vector has to point into the
region ip which the magnetic current density produces the electric field. Combining Eq(2.la)
and Eq(:g.2), the following relation between the interior and exterior magnetic current densities
can be found:

(2.3)

(2.5a)

(2.5b)

By using an equivalence plane at the aperture plane, the original structure of the unit cell has
been transformed into a geometry that can be analysed in an easier way.

2.4 Electronlagnetic fields in terms of vector potentials

The analysis of the unit cell will concentrate on finding the electric and magnetic current den
sities on the radiating element and on the aperture plane, respectively. In order to find the cur
rent denisities, use will be made of the Green's function for the electric and magnetic vector
potentials. In order to use the vector potentials, it is necessary to derive the relations between
the electric and magnetic fields on the one hand and the electric and magnetic vector potentials
on the o~her hand.

,
For a vacuum right handed coordinate system and an assumed time dependence eirot, Max
well's laws, including the magnetic current density, can be written as

v X E (r) = - jooJ.loll- M (r) , (2.4a)

V xl{ (r) = jooEoE + I ([) , (2.4b)

where led is the electric current density, EO is the permittivity in vacuum and Jlo is the permea
bility in vacuum. Due to the linearity of Maxwell's laws, the electric and magnetic fields can
be written in terms of fields generated by an electric current density (indicated by a sub-index
e) and fIelds generated by a magnetic current density (indicated by a sub-index m), as in
Eq(2.5) (superposition).

E (r) = Ee(r) + Em (r),

II (r) = He ([) + Hm(r) .

Maxwell's laws for the electric and magnetic fields generated by an electric current density,
can now be written as:

V x Ee ([) = -jOOJ.lolie '

V x He (r) = jooEoEe + I (r).

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

while for the fields generated by a magnetic current density, Maxwell's laws can be written as:

V x em (r) = - jOOJ.lolim - M (r),

V x lim (r) = jooEoEm •

- 7 -
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Modellm. app....,h i

Observing Eq(2.6a), it can be seen that the magnetic field generated by an electric current den
sity is divergence free. Therefore, He can be written as the curl of some other vector, 'lccording
to Eq(2.8). )

I

lie(r) = VXd(r), j(2.8)
I

where A is coined the magnetic vector potential. From Eq(2.6a) it can been seen that,~ can be
written as:

I

iEe (r) = -jCOlJ.od (r) - Vel> (r), )(2.9)
\

I

where cI> is the scalar electric potential. Since only the curl of d. has been defined, the diver-
gence of d. can still be defined. In this case, the best choice for the divergence is the so-called
Lorentz-gauge, which is defined as

V . d (r) = -jco£oel> (r) .

The electric field generated by an electric current density can now be written as:

Ee (r) = - jCOlJ.od (r) + .~£ V (V . d (r» .
J 0

(2.10)

(2.11)

When Eq(2.6b), Eq(2.8) and E(2.11) are combined, the relation between the electric current
density and the magnetic vector potential is obtained:

t2.12)

where k6 = co J£olJ.o . Eq(2.12) is known as the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation'
i

When a similar analysis is done for the electric and magnetic fields generated by a ~agnetic
current density, by means of an electric vector potential E the following set of equations can be
found:

Em (r) =-V X E (r) , (2. 13a)

lim(r) =-jco£oE(r) +j~lJ.oV(V'E(r», (2.13b)

V2E (r) + k6E (r) = -M (r). (2.13c)

If the coordinate system is Cartesian, the fields can be written as:

lie (x, y, z)

Ee (x, y, z)

- 8 -
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Modellin approach

2
(kZ + Ox )Fx +0iyFy+ 0izFz

jroEo 2
= - kZ (kZ + Oy )Fy+ oiyFX + oyozFz .

(kfi + o~ )Fz+ 0izFx + 0yozFy

(2.14c)

(2.14d)

2.5 B undary conditions of the unit cell

Yp

z

.k------r-----,..........~y

" /
en " 1/x '1""p :.V

A typica~ feature of phased arrays is the fact that the direction of the main beam can be control
led in ani electronic way. This can be done by applying a linearly varying phase to the radiating
element~ with respect to their position. In order to describe the direction of the main beam, the
coordin~te system of figure 2.3 is used.

I
!,

x

figure 2.3: Coordinate system

For a ph ed array with a rectangular grid, the vector potentials (and thus the electric and mag
netic fiel s) must obey the following relations:

A(x a, y, z) = A (x, y, z) e-j'Px ,

A(x, + b, z) = A(x, y, z) e-j'Py ,

(2.15a)

(2. 15b)

0'P
E(x-fj-a,y,z) =E(x,y,z)e-J x,

E(x, + b, z) = E (x, y, z) e-j'Py ,

(2.15c)

(2.15d)

where~ s the magnetic vector potential, E is the electric vector potential, a is the dimension of
the unit ell in the x-direction, b is the dimension of the unit cell in the y-direction and '¥x and

-9-
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'¥y are given by

'Px = koasin (8) cos (q», ( .16a)

'Py = kobsin (8) sin (q». (2L16h)

These relations are dne to the fact that all radiating elements of the array are equl and all
sources have equal amplitude and a linearly varying phase with respect to their posihon. The
relations are the so-called periodicity conditions and can be used as boundary cond~tions for
the vector potentials inside the unit cell. I

2.6 The electromagnetic field in terms of Green's func ions

When an electric dipole inside the unit cell is considered, the magnetic vector potenti I can be
determined by means of the boundary conditions of the unit cell and the inhom geneous
Helmholtz equation. The electric and magnetic field, caused by the electric dipol , can be
found by applying Eq(2.14a) and Eq(2.14b) and are the so-called dyadic Green's fun~tions of

the electric dipole. For example, suppose Gxm is the magnetic vector potential for an x directed
dipole inside the unit cell, i.e.

I
V2Gm+k2Gm = -8(x-x' y-y' z-z')e (2.17)-x O-x "-x' ,

where the unprimed coordinates are the coordinates of observation and the primed cobrdinates
I

are the source coordinates. Gxm satisfies the boundary conditions of the unit cell. Furtpermore,
I

let Gym and Gz
m be defined as the magnetic vector potential for a y- and Z-directe~ electric

dipole inside the unit cell, respectively. Then, the dyadic Green's functions in cartesia~ compo-
nents (indicated by a double line over the function) can be written as \

(ayG~ - azG;) (ayGz, - azG;) (ayG~ - azG;)

He = (azG~ - axG~) (azG;;' - axGz,) (azG:Z - axG~) , ( .18a)

(~G;-~G~) (~G;-~G;;') (~G;-~G:Z)

where

( .I8h)

(k5 + a~ )G~ + aXayG; + axazG~

= aiyG~ + (k5 + a~ )G; + ayazG~ ,

axazG~ + ayazG; + (k5 + a~ )G~

- 10-
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(2.19b)

(2.19c)

and

[ ~
(k2 + i )Gm + d d Gm + d d GmE 0 x xz x y yz x z zzxz

EyZ = dXdyG':z + (k5 + d~ )G:Z + dydzG':z .

Ezz dizG':z + dydzG:Z + (k5 + d~ )G':z

The dya ic Green's functions are functions of both primed and unprimed coordinates. The first
sub-ind x of the matrix elements refers to the component of the magnetic vector potential and
the secord sub-index refers to the direction of the electric dipole, (e.g. Gxz refers to the x-com-

ponent if {1zm).

Now, sUfPose there is .an electric curren~ density l~r) (i~ cartesian .component~) in~ide the unit
cell. Thi

r
current densIty can also be wntten as an mfimte summation of electnc dIpoles:

.[ (r) = f .[ (r') b (r - [') dV, (2.20)

V' cell

where r (x,y,z)T and r' =(x',y',z,)T and Vcell is the volume of the unit cell. Due to the linear

ity of M xwell's laws, the electric and magnetic fields inside the unit cell, caused by the elec
tric curr nt density, can also be written as an infinite summation:

H (r) = f He ·l(r') dV,

V'cell

E(r) = f Ee ·.[ (r') dV.

V'c<ll

(2.21a)

(2.21b)

A simil r derivation can be done for a magnetic dipole. If G/ ' G/ and G/ are the electric
vector p tentials for an X-, y- and z-directed magnetic dipole inside the unit cell, respectively,
than the yadic Green's functions in cartesian coordinates are given by

(dyG:x - dzG;x) (dyG:y - dzG;y) (d Ge -d Ge )
y zz z yz

=
Em = - (dzG~x - dxG:x) (d Ge -d Ge ) (dzG~z - dxG:z) (2.22a)z xy x zy

(dxG;x-ayG~) (d Ge -d Ge ) (dxG;z -dyG~z)xyy yxy

- 11 -
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j

(~.22b)

where

(k 2 +i)Ge +a aGe +a aGeo x xx x y yx x z zx

= aXayG~x +(kJ +a~ )G;x +ayazG;x '
aaGe +a aGe +(k2 +i)Gex z xx y z yx 0 z zx

( .23a)

(kJ +a~ )G~y +aXayG;y +axazG;y
2= aaGe +(k 2 +a )Ge +aaGe ,x y xy 0 y yy y z zy

axazG~y +ayazG;y +(kJ +a~ )G;y

and

( .23c)

Now, suppose there is magnetic current density M(r) (in cartesian components) insid the unit
cell. Since the current density can be written as an infinite summation of dipoles, ac ording to
Eq(2.24), the electric and magnetic fields inside the unit cell can be written as in Eq( .25).

2

[

H ~ (kJ +ax )G~z +aXayG;z +axazG;z
H

X

y

Z

z = aXayG~z +(kJ +a~ )G;z +ayazG;z .

Hzz axazG~z +ayazG;z +(kJ +a~ )G;z

The first sub-index of Ge refers to the component of the vector potential and the se
index refers to the direction of the dipole.

M(r) = f M(r')<5(r-r')dV,
vcell

2.24)

H(r) = f Hm·M(r')dV,
vcell

( .25a)

E(r) = f Em·M(r')dV,
vcell

( .25b)

where r = (x,y,z)T and r' = (x',y',z,)T.

Although in general the dyadic Green's functions are 3 x 3 matrices, the dyadic Gre n's func-

- 12-
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tions in ithe next chapters will be 2 x 2 matrices. This is due to the fact that all sources are 2
dimensional and the boundary conditions are formulated on horizontal or vertical planes.
Therefore, only 4 components of the dyadic Green's function are of interest in the analyses.

- 13-



Chapter 3

Metallic walls

3.1 IjtrodUCtion

It has lopg been known that metallic walls between elements of an array influence the radiation
propertifs of these elements [6]. Metallic walls are usually applied to reduce the mutual cou
pling be~ween the elements. In this chapter three configurations of metallic walls will be con
sidered: !metallic walls parallel to the x-axis, parallel to y-axis and parallel to both x- and y-axis.

.
3.2 Clonfigurations

I

In order: to analyse the effects of metallic walls on the radiating properties of an array, three
differen~ configurations have to be analysed: metallic walls parallel to the x-axis, parallel to the
y-axis a~d parallel to both x- and y-axis. The three possible configurations are presented in fig
ure 3.1 't, b, and c, respectively.

y

Figure 3.1a: Metallic walls parallel to the x-axis

y

Figure 3.1b: Metallic walls parallel to the y-axis

- 15 -
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z

z=-d
x=a

y

Figure 3.1c: Metallic walls parallel to x- and y-axis

The equivalence plane is placed on top of the metallic walls at z =0 and the height of Ithe radi
ating elements is assumed to be smaller than d. Furthermore, the metallic walls and th~ ground
plane are assumed to be perfectly conducting. I

3.3 Green's functions

3.3.1 Metallic walls parallel to the x-axis

First, an array of electric dipoles in the interior region (-d < z < 0) is considered. The metallic
walls are placed on the x =ma planes, where m is an integer and a is the distance bet~een two

I

elements in the x-direction. Since the unit cell is a homogeneous region, it is SUfficieI to con-
sider a magnetic vector potential with only a component in the direction of the dipole

Recalling the position of the ground plane, the equivalence plane and the metallic aIls, the
homogeneous boundary conditions of Eq(3.1) are obtained.

Ein X Pil = 0-e z =-d _'

Ein X Pil = 0
-e z=o _'

Einx Pil = 0
-e y=o _'

(3.1a)

(3.1h)

(3.1c)

Ein X Pil = o. (3.1d)-e y =b _

The formulation of the problem is completed by obeying the periodicity condition in the x
direction and the source jump condition.

Observing the homogeneous boundary conditions, the magnetic vector potential for a y
directed electric dipole can be described by Eq(3.2).

Ay = i ifnp(X)Cos(n~Y)Sin(P~Z).
n =Op =1

- 16-
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Metallic aDs

This ve tor potential satisfies all homogeneous boundary conditions. In order to obey the peri
odicity ¢ondition and the source jump condition, the interval -a/2 < x < a/2 is considered first.
The vector potential has to satisfy the following inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation:

I
I

V2A -ti kfiA y = -3 (z - z') 3 (y - y') 3 (x) . (3.3)
y \

Substitufing Eq(3.2) in Eq(3.3) yields

i (d~>np(X) +(kfi-(nb7ty -(p;Yrnp (x) )cos(n~Y)sin(P;Z)
I

n, n' = 0, 1, ... ,

p,p' = 1,2, ....

= -3 z - z') 3 (y - y') 3 (x) .

This eq ation can be reduced by using the orthogonality relations of Eq(3.5).

bIb

J (n7ty) (n'7tY) En
COS ~ cos b dy = T 3nn'

o I
o I

J. (~) . (P'7tz)d - ~5:sm 1 d sm d z - 2upp'
I

-d 1

(3.4)

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

In Eq(3.:5) 0nn' and Opp' are Kronecker deltas and En = 2 for n = 0 and En = 1 for n = 1,2,...
Applyin¥ these relations, Eq(3.4) becomes the following ordinary differential equation:

d2 ;
dxlnb (x) + ~~pfnp (x) = -Fnp3 (x) , (3.6a)

~~p k5-(~7tY -(p;y (Im(~np) ~O), (3.6b)

4 (n7ty') . (P7tZ')Fnp bdE
n
cos b sm d . (3.6c)

The sOIJtion is the sum of a homogeneous and a particular solution. The particular solution is
given b~

F -jl3np lxl
mar ( - np (3 7)J"np x - ~e , .

}Pnp

which s tisfies the source jump condition at x =O. The homogeneous solution is of the form

l1Iom ( ) = K+ e-jl3npx + K- jl3npx (3.8)
hip np np'

The con tants K;p and K~p can be determined by applying the remaining boundary condition:
periodic'ty in the x-direction as described by Eq(3.9).

(a -j'Pf. ( a)f np 2 = e x np -2 '

d (a) -j'P d (a)ifnp 2 = e xifnp -2 .

- 17 -
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Metallic walls

(3.11)

~3.lOa)
\

I
I

1

I:(3.12a)
f,
i
p.12b)

Q+ = 2 1
np j~npbd (l_j('I'x-~npa»)'

-2 1

where

Applying these boundary conditions yields:

FK+ = np
np 2j~np (j (~npa - 'l'x) - 1) ,

F
K- = np b.lOb)

np 2j~np (j(~npa+'I'x) '-1) r

The obtained solution is valid for Ixl < a12. In order to find a solution for 0 < x < a, th1 solution
is written as a function of 2 components: one for the interval [-al2, 0] and one for the interval
[0, al2]. Now, the component for the interval [-aI2, 0] is shifted to the interval [al2, a , includ-

ing a phase shift ,j'l'x . The magnetic vector potential for a y-directed electric dipole in the inte
rior region is now given by Eq(3.11).

Ay = i i (Q:pe-j~npx + Q~pj~npX)cos(n~y')cos(n~y): sin(P~Z')sin(P;Z),
n = Op = 1 n

For a z-directed electric dipole, an analogous derivation can be done, resulting in Eq(~.13).

Az = i i(Q:pe-j~npX+Q~pj~npX)sin(n~Y')sin(n~y)cos(p~z')cos(p;Z):. i (3.13)

n = Ip =0 P

For an x- or y-directed magnetic dipole on the inside of the aperture plane, the hom geneous
boundary conditions 3.1a, c and d remain valid, as is the periodicity condition in th x-direc
tion. Observing the homogeneous boundary conditions and the periodicity in the x- irection,
the electric vector potentials are sought in the form '

F~n = i i Amne-jk;'Xcos( n~y )cos (k;:;~ (z + d)) for an x-directed dipole, (3.14a)

m =-con =0

F~n = i i Bmne-jk;'Xsin( n~y )cos (k;:;~ (z + d») for a y-directed dipole, (3.14b)

m =-con =1

where

21tm + 'l'x
km=---

x a'

(k;:;~)2= k5 - (k:) 2_( n
b
1tY (1m (k;:;~) ~ 0) .

The source jump condition is replaced by

(3.15a)

(3.15b)

-Einxe I = of!n.e·1 = o(x-x')o(y-y')e.
-m -z z = o· Z 1 -I Z = o. -I

i = x,y, (3.16)

where the minus sign appears because the normal vector at the equivalence plane w s defined

- 18 -



(3.20)

(3.17)

(3.19a)

(3.19b)

(3.18a)

(3.18b)

i = x, Y ,

I,

Metallic tailS ,

as poindng into the interior region. Using the orthogonality relations of Eq(3.5) and the orthog
onality ~elation for the Floquet modes

a I

J-jk;ke'"k;'xdx - ~
e \ - aumm"

o I
\

the cons~ants Amn and Bmn are determined as
I

I
-2 e'"kmx' (n1ty') 1A = x cos - -

mn abk;::~ sin (k;::~d) b En'

-2 e'"kmx' . (n1tY')B = x sm - .
mn abkwx sin (kWXd) bmn mn

The ele1tric vector potentials are thus given by

" ~ ~ ~ -jkm(x-x') (n1tY') (n1tY) 1 cos (k;::~ (z + d»
Fin = £.J £.J e x cos - cos - - ,

x b b b En kWX . (kWXd)m= -oon = 0 mn SIn mn

FI"n lr'2 ~ ~ -jkm(x-x') . (n1tY') . (n1tY) cos (k;::~ (z + d»
= £.J £.J e x sm - sm - .

y bm= -oon = 1 b b k;::~ sin (k;::~d)
I

i
In the e~terior region (d> 0) nothing has changed, compared to [8, p. 16], so the electric vector
potentiats for an x- or y-directed magnetic dipole is given by

\ 00 00

Fex '.'1 ~ ~ 1 -jkxm(x-x') _jkyn(y_y') -jk z" = ~ £.J £.J -e e e mn
-I 'rb jkmn

l m = -con =_00

i

where

11tm
+ '¥xkm -

x - a '

2~n + '¥y
kn_~

y- I,,,b n'

k~. =Ik5 - (k,;') 2_ (k;) 2 (1m (km.) ,; 0),

3.3.2l\fetallic walls parallel to the y-axis

(3.21a)

(3.21b)

(3.21c)

The mai difference between this configuration and the previous one, is that the radiating ele
ment is laced inside the unit cell instead of at the sides. For this configuration, the homogene
ous bou dary conditions are formulated as

Ein xnl = 0-e z = -d _'

Ein xnl = 0-e z=O _'

Ein xnl = 0
-e x=o _'

(3.22a)

(3.22b)

(3.22c)

I

E~n x nllx = a = ~. (3.22d)

The set of boundary conditions for the magnetic vector potential of a y- or z-directed electric
dipole is completed by the periodicity condition in the y-direction and the source jump condi-

tion at x xb.

- 19-



Metallic walls

Observing the periodicity condition for the y-direction and observing the homogeneo s bound
ary conditions at z =-d and z =0, the vector potential for a y-directed electric dipole fpr°< x < a is sought in the form I

A y = i ifnp (x) e-jk;y sin(P~z),
n = -cop = 1

where

21tn + 'P
k n = y

y b

,,
J (3.23)

(3.24)

This vector potential has to satisfy the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation

V 2Ay + k5Ay = -o(z-z')o(y-y')O(x-xb). (3.25)

Using the orthogonality relations of Eq(3.5) and the orthogonality relation analbgous to
Eq(3.17) for the y-directed Floquet modes, the following ordinary differential eqbation is
obtained I[

d
2

dx2fnp (x) + ~;P!np (x) = -FnpO (x -xb
) , i(3.26a)

~;p = k5 - (k;) 2 - (p;y (1m (~np) ~ 0), !(3.26b)
i

!

2 _ikny' • (P1tZ')
Fnp = bde Y SIll d . r (3.26c)

The total solution can be written as

f. (x) = K+ e-j~npx+K- i~npx+K+I-e-j~nplx-xbl [! (3.27)
np np np np .

The remaining constants can be determined by applying the homogeneous boundar condi-

tions at x =°and x =a and by satisfying the source jump condition at x =xb
. I

,

The magnetic vector potential for a y-directed electric dipole can now be written as

A = ~ ~ (Q+ e-j~npx+ Q- i~npx + Q+I_e-j~nplx-xbl)
y £.. £.. np np np

n = _cop = 1

_jkn (y-y') . (P1tZ') . (P1tZ)·e Y sm-SIll-
d d'

where

- 20-
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(3.29a)

](3.29b)

I

(3.29c)



Metallic ails

For a z- irected electric dipole, an analogous derivation can be done, resulting in

1 00 00

A, =1~_p~l ( Q;pe-j~.,X + Q;p .,i~"X + Q;:te-j~.,lx -,>1)

r

,i -jk" (y-y') (prez') (prez) 1. e Y cos - cos - -.
! d d Ep

(3.30)

(3.32a)

(3.32b)

(3.31a)

(3.31b)

(1m (k;;;~) ~ 0) .

For an1or y-directed magnetic dipole on the inside of the aperture plane, the situation is com
pletely nalogous to that of the metallic walls parallel to the x-axis, except for the fact that x
and y need to be interchanged, as well as a and b. Hence, the electric vector potentials for an x
or y-dir cted magnetic dipole are given by

F in _ F1 2 ~ ~ . (mrex') . (mrex) -jk" (y_ y') cos (k;;;~ (z + d) )
x - b £.J £.J sm -- sm -- e Y ,

m = 1n = -00 a a k;;;~ sin (k;;;~d)

00 00 (kwy ( + d) )
Fin _ +-2 ~ ~ (mrex') (mrex) 1 -jk" (y-y') cos mn Z

- tJ £.J £.J cos -- cos -- -e Y

y rbm = On = -00 a a Em k;;;~ sin (k;;;~d) ,

where '
I;2ren + '¥y

kn '
y 4--b--""'

(k;;;~)¥ = k5 - ( :reY_(k;) 2
I

In the eJ4terior region, again nothing has changed, so the electric vector potential for an x- or y-
directedlcurrent is given by Eq(3.20).

3.3.3 etallic walls parallel to both x- and y-axis

In this c e, the radiating element is placed inside the unit cell at x =xI'. The homogeneous
bounda conditions for the magnetic vector potential of a y- or z- directed electric dipole are

formula1'ed as

Ein X ii I = 0 (3.33a)-e x=o _'

. !
E~n x ii/Ix = a = 2, (3.33b)

Ein X iii = 0-e y = 0 _'
(3.33c)

Ein X iii = 0
-e y=b _'

(3.33d)

Einxii = 0
-e z=-d _'

(3.33e)

E~n X ii,lz = 0 = 2. (3.330

The f0r1ulation of the problem is completed by the source jump condition at x = xb. Observing
the hom geneous boundary conditions of Eq(3.33c, d, e, f), the magnetic vector potential for a
y-direct d electric dipole for 0 < x < a is sought in the form
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Metallic walls

Ay = i ifnp (x) cos( n;y)sin(p;z ). I(3.34)

n =Op =1 l
which satisfies the homogeneous boundary conditions of Eq(3.33c, d, e, f). This vector poten-
tial has to satisfy the following inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation }

V2Ay + k5Ay = -~ (z - z') ~ (y - y') ~ (x - xb) • \ (3.35)

Applying Eq(3.35) to Eq(3.34) and using the orthogonality relations of Eq(3.5), the ordinary
differential equation of Eq(3.36) is obtained.

2

d~2fnp(X) +~;P!np(x) =-Fnp~(x-xb), (3.36a)

~;p =k5-(n
b
1ty -(p;y (Im(~np) ~O). (3.36b)

4 (n1ty') . (P1tZ')Fnp =bdE
n

cos b sm d .

The solution of this differential equation can be written as

f. (x) = K+ e-j~npx + K- j~npx + K+I-e-j~nplx-xblnp np np np ,

where

(3.36c)

(3.37)

F
K+I- = ---!!:J!..... (3.38)np 2'R'h.lnp

The remaining constants can be determined by applying the homogeneous boundary condi
tions at x =0 and x =a. The magnetic vector potential for a y-directed electric dipole can now
be written as !

where

+ _ _ 2_sin(~np (i -a))
Qnp - j~nid sin (~npa) •

__ 4 sin(~npi)
Q - .

np bd~np (1 _ e2j~npa)

Q +I_ _ 2
np - 'R bd"Jf'np

For a z-directed electric dipole, an analogous derivation can be done. The obtai
potential is

A = ~ ~ (Q+ e-j~npx+ Q- j~npx + Q+I_e-j~npIX-Xbl)
z ~ ~ np np np

n=-oop=l

. (n1ty') . (n1ty ) (P1tZ') (P1tz) 1. sm b sm b cos d cos d E
p

'

- 22-
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(3.40b)

(3.40c)
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Metallic ails

(3.42a)

(3.42b)Fin -_ ~ ~ B (m1tx) . (n1ty ) cos (k wxy (z + d»
y £.J £.J mncos a sm b mn '

. = -oon = 1

For the electric vector potential of an x- or y-directed magnetic dipole, on the inside of the
aperture plane, the homogeneous boundary conditions of Eq(3.33a, b, c, d, e) remain valid.
The ele tric vector potential is sought in the form

F~n = i i AmnSin(m:x)cos( n~y)cos (k;;;~Y (z +d»,
=-oon = 0

where

(k;;;~Y 2 = k5 _ ( :1ty_( ~1tY (1m (k;;;~) ~ 0) . (3.43)

The inh mogeneous boundary condition at the aperture plane, which has to be satisfied by the
electric ector potentials is

-EinXe I = aF!n'e·1 = ~(x-x')~(y-y')e.
-m -z Z =0- Z 1 -, Z =0- -,

i =x,y. (3.44)

(3.45b)

Substitu ing Eq(3.42) into Eq(3.44) and using the orthogonality relations of Eq(3.5) and the
analogOiS relations for the x-coordinate, the constants Amn and Bmn are determined as

-4 . (m1tx') (n1ty') 1A = sm -- cos - - 3.45a
mn abk;;;?sin (k;;;~Yd) a bEn' ( )

I -4 (m1tX') 1 . (n1ty')B = cos -- -sm - .
mn abk;;;~Ysin (k;;;~Yd) a Em b

Hence, t e electric vector potentials are given by

4 ~ ~ . (m1tx') . (m1tx) (n1ty') (n1ty ) 1 cos (k;;;~Y (z + d»Fin = £.J £.J sm -- sm - cos - cos - ,
x bm=_oon=O a a b b En k;;;~Ysin(k;;;~Yd)

4 ~ ~ (m1tx') (m1tx) 1 . (n1ty') . (n1ty ) cos (k;;;~Y (z + d»Fin = £.J £.J cos -- cos -- -sm - sm - .
Y bm= -oon = 1 a a Em b b k;;;~Ysin (k;;;~Yd)

(3.46a)

(3.46b)

The elec ric vector potential in the exterior region for an x- or y-directed dipole is described by
Eq(3.20 , since nothing has changed in the exterior region.

3.4 ethod of moments formulation

3.4.1 11'tegral equations

In order 0 find the electric currents on the radiating element and the magnetic currents on the
aperture, two boundary conditions remain to be satisfied: continuity of the tangential magnetic
field oV4r the equivalence plane and a disappearing tangential electric field on the radiating
element. !These conditions are described by Eq(3.47).

Ein X ix1x = x' = 2, (3.47a)

Bin X J. I = Hex X g I . (3.47b)lZ Z =0 Z Z =0

i
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where

X S = {o for metallic walls parallel to the x-axis .
xb else

Eq(3.47) can be written in tangential components (indicated by a sub-index t) as

( Ef, in + Ea, in) I = -Eg
-1 -I -1'

x =xs

(Hf, in + Ha,in _ Ha,ex) I = 0
-1 -I -1 z=O-'

(3.48)

3.49a)

(3.49b)

where the indicesfand a refer to the source plane: the fin (radiating element) and the aperture,
respectively. The indices in and ex refer to the interior and exterior region, respecti ely. The

field El is the excited field due to an impressed source for the transmitting case For the
receiving case, an incident magnetic field in the exterior region can be included in E (3.49b).
However, only the transmitting case will be addressed here.

3.50d)

::;=J, in
lifin= JH' 'l(y',z')dS'f'

Sf

Ha, in = fIt' in . Min (X' y') dS'
-I -, a'

S'a

In Eq(3.50), the tangential fields have been written in terms of the dyadic Green's {Unctions
and the elec~ic. and magnetic current distributions on the fin and the aperture, respect vely.

Ef in = JIf In ·l (y', Z') dS'f' 3.50a)

~ iEf' in = JEa
, in . Min (x', y') dS'a' 3.50b)

Sa

I
3.50c)

J=a ex ex
Ha, ex = H' . M (x' y') dS'
-I -, a'

Sa

3.50e)

where Sf and Sa are the surfaces of the fin and the aperture, respectively, and the pri
dinates refer to the source coordinates. The dyadic Green's functions are defined as

==.f, in [EJ. in Ef, i~l{' - YY yz
- Et. in Ef, in '

zy zz

ed coor-

3.51a)

=a in [Ea, in Ea, in~E' = yx YY,
Ea, in Ea, in

zx zy

3.51b)

:;;=.f, in [Hf, in Hf, i~H' - xy xz
- Hf, in Hf, in '

yy yz

(3.51c)

=a in [Ha, in Ha, in~H' = xx xy ,
Ha, in Ha,in

yx yy

b.51d)
i.

=a ex [Ha, ex Ha, ej
H ' - xx xy- ,

Ha,ex Ha,ex
yx yy

(3.51e)
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(3.53a)

(3.54a)

Metallic walls

with the dyadic components derived as in appendix AI. Recalling the fact that ~x =_Min, to
ensure continuity of the electric field over the aperture plane, and substituting Eq(3.50) into
Eq(3.49) yields

(jErr ·f (y', ,') dl'f +JgO, '" .AI" (x', y') dI'0J ~ -EfL =x" (3.52a)

I : a x=x'

(Jjjt in ·l (y', Z') dSj+ J(jjaa, in + jjaa, ex) . Min (x', y') dS'aJ = Q' (3.52b)

SI : Sa z = 0

where thle first index of the dyadic Green's function refers to the location of the tangential com
ponents ~at the fin or at the aperture) and the second index refers to the location of the current
source crusing the field (electric currents on the fin or magnetic currents on the aperture).

3.4.2 Jatrix equation
l

The nex~ step in the formulation of the method of moments is to expand the electric and mag-
netic cu*ent densities into a set of basis functions. The current densities can now be written as

, Ny Nz

l(y',4') = Ljy/yq (y',z') gy+ Ljz/zq(y',z')gz'
i q=l q=l

I Nap

Min =1 L mxsMxs (x', y') gx + mysMys (x', y') gy , (3.53b)

whereJs;n1d Nz are the number of electric expansion modes in the y- and z-direction, respec

tively, ap is the number of magnetic expansion modes, iqy and iqz are the unknown mode

coefficie ts for the electric currents on the fin in the y- and z-direction, respectively, and m xs

and mys re the unknown mode coefficients of the magnetic currents on the aperture in the x

and y-di ection, respectively. Note that the number of magnetic expansion modes in the x- and
y-directi n is the same. The expansions of the current densities are substituted into Eq(3.52),
which yi Ids

(
~ '=.ff, in ~ J"='ff, in
L.. K-' . jy/yqgydSj + £..J ,K-' . jz/ZqgzdS'f
q=l I q=ISI

~ J'=.fa in J+ L K' . (mxsMxsgx+mYSMysgy)dS'a = -Eglx=x"

s=I a x=x'

(

N N
y =af, in z =af, in

L H' . jy/yqgiS'f + L JH' . jz/zqgiS'f
q = 1 I q = lSI

~ J+ ~ J(H=aa,in H=aa,ex). (m M e +m M e )dS'L + xs xs-x ys ys-y a
s=ISa z=o

= O. (3.54b)

In order 0 be able to determine the coefficientsjyq,izq' mxs and mys ' a total number of Ny + N z
+ 2Nap quations is necessary. These equations are obtained by testing (weighing) Eq(3.54)

with test g functions. This means that the inner product of the equation and the testing func-
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tions is taken. The inner product is defined as

(f,~) = ff·~dS. ~(3.55)
S

The used testing functions have the same form as the expansion functions, which mbans that
Galerkin's method is used to formulate the method of moments. The testing function~ are dis
criminated from the basis functions by an index w (weighing). Since the left-hand sides of
Eq(3.54) are functions of the unprimed coordinates, the testing functions are d~fined in
unprimed coordinates. The testing functions for the fin are given by I

.r (y, z) = Jl;l (y, z) gy' ... , J;N
y

(y, z) gy ,J~ (y, z) gz' ... , J7N
z

(y, z) gz'

and the testing functions for the aperture are given by

(3.56)

(3.57)

quations
I

j
\

(3t58a)

I
I
)

= -fJW E . e dSyr-g -y f
Sf

MW (x, y) = M,;'l (x, y) gx' ... , M,;'N
ap

(x, y) gx ,M;l (x, y) gy' ... , M;N
ap

(x, y) gy.

Using Eq(3.56) to test Eq(3.54a) and Eq(3.57) to test Eq(3.54b), the following set of
is obtained:

[

Nv Nz

L)yqf f ElfyinJy/;rdSf dSf + Ljzqf f E!fzinJz/;rdSf dSf
q =1 SfSf q =1 S~f

N

+ ~ [m JJEfa. inM JW dS dS + m f f £fa. inM JW dS dS J]£..J xs yx XS yr a f ys yy ys yr a f
s =1 SfSa S;'a X =x'

= -fJW E . e dSzr-g -z f
Sf x =xs

(358b)

forr=1,2, ...,Nz,

[

Ny Nz
~J' ffHaf,inJ MWdSAS + ~J' ffHaf,inJ MwdSAS£..J yq xy yq xt J- a £..J zq xz zq xt J- a

q =1 Sa Sf q =1 SaSf

Nap
+ ~ m f f (Haa,in+Haa,ex)M MwdS dS£..J xs xx xx xs xt a a

s=l SaSa

~ ]+ ~ m JJCHaa. in + Haa. ex) M MW dS dS£..J ys xy xy ys xt a a
s=l Sa Sa z=o

= 0, ( .58e)

for t = 1,2, ..., Nap'
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(3.58d)

This set of equations can be written in the form of a matrix, as was done in Eq(3.59).

[zr" q zr,"J [p,~,,, P,~, ,,]
~~ [~Jzg, q zg,r

Tfa TJa v zz
ZX, rs zy, rs r (3.59)=

rat Tat J laa yaa J [m.~ [v:~xy, q xZ,lq xx, Is xy, Is

raj raj yaa yaa m ys vyy
yy, q yz, I yx, Is yy, Is t

where Z
T af is t

modes.
vector d
expressi

is the self-impedance submatrix of the fin modes, Tfa is the aperture-fin submatrix,

e fin-aperture submatrix and yaa is the self-admittance submatrix of the aperture
he vector on the right-hand side of Eq(3.59) is the source vector and the remaining
scribes the mode coefficients of the current densities, as defined in Eq(3.53). The
ns for the matrix elements are given in appendix A2.

(3.60)

3.4.3 B sis and testing functions

The mat ix elements of Eq(3.59) can be calculated when a specific choice for the basis and
testing f nctions has been made. Since the shape of the fin can be changed, a great flexibility of
the basi and testing functions is needed. Therefore, local basis and testing functions are used
on the fi (i.e. the functions for the electric currents). Observing the dyadic Green's functions,
which c ntain a large number of trigonometrical functions, piecewise sinusoidal (PWS) func
tions are chosen. The q-th y-directed basis function is defined as

, , _ sinke(Wy-Iy'-YkqP
lyq (Y, z) - W sin (k W) gy'

z e y

< '< WYk - y - Y - Yk + y'
q q

< '<z/ - - Z - z/ '
q q

where

q E {t, .. .,Ny },

kq E{2, .. .,Sy},

lq E {2, .. .,Sz + I},
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and the q'-th z-directed basis function is defined as

, , _ sinke (Wz -Iz' -Zlq'P
lzq' (y, z) - W' (k W) gz'ysm e z

W < '<Yk - y-Y -Yk '
q' q'

Zl ,- Wz ~ z' ~ Zl ,+ Wz '
q q

where

q'E{l, .. .,Nz}'

kq• E {2, .. .,Sy + I},

lq.E {l, .. .,Sz}'

The numbers Sy and Sz are the number of subdomains on the grid in the Y- and z
respectively.

The grid for Ylq and Zlq is shown in figure 3.2.

(3.62)

(3.63)

irection,

r--------,----, - - - - - - - - - - r---------,-----, ZSz

Zs

ZSz 1

r-------r------r - - - - - - - - - - r-------r-----.,

f------+----4 - - - - - - - - - -+------+-----1

'-- --I.. ....L .1.- --1.. ...1

Yl Y3 YSy-l YSy
Zl

YSy+l

Figure 3.2: Grid definition on the fin

The grid is defined in such a way that there is overlap between two successive basis functions
in one direction. By choosing the proper grid coordinates, the shape of the fin can b approxi
mated by a set of subdomains, on which the basis and testing functions are define . For the
testing functions, Eq(3.60) to Eq(3.63) remain valid, except for the change from q an q' into r
and r' and the change from primed coordinates into unprimed coordinates. Furthe ore, the
definition of the grid on the fin is the same.

For the aperture, there is no need to use local basis and testing functions, since the sh~pe of the
aperture does not change. For the basis and testing functions, Floquet modes are Iused. By

using these entire domain functions, the calculation of certain submatrices (e.g. YI) will be
less time consuming, due to orthogonality between the Green's functions and the ba is or test-

I
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ing fun tions. The Floquet modes for the basis functions are defined as

Mxs = -i(kmsx' + knsy')e x Y e-x'

Mys
-i( kmsX'+knsy')e x Y e-y'

where

·a,

b,

nms + 'Px
a

k ns =2nns + 'Py
y b

and

S E { ... , Nap}'

msE -map' ... ,ma),

ns E -nap' ... ,na),

(3.64)

(3.65)

(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68a)

+ 1) . (2nap + 1) = Nap.

For the esting functions, the conjugates of Eq(3.64) and Eq(3.65) are taken. Furthermore, s is
replace by t and the primed coordinates are replaced by unprimed coordinates.

The mat ix elements of Eq(3.59), when these basis and testing functions are used, are given in
appendi A4. In this appendix, use has been made of the integral definitions of appendix A3.

3.5 C mputational and numerical details

When t e integrals of appendix A3 and the matrix elements of appendix A4 are calculated,
several umerical problem have to be dealt with. This involves numerical stability of the
matrix e ements, singular points and symmetry in certain sub-matrices, among others.

3.5.1 umerical stability of the matrix elements

Expressions containing ~np or kmn (possibly with an upper index wx wy or wxy) combined with
an expo ential function, including sine and cosine, can cause numerical instabilities since both
~np and mn can be real or imaginary. However, all problems of this kind can be dealt with.

The firs problem of this kind occurs in the expressions for the self-impedance matrix. The
essential parts are given by Eq(3.68), for walls parallel to the x-axis, for walls parallel to the y
axis and parallel to both x- and y-axis, respectively.

Q+ + Q_ = _2_ sin (~npa)
np np ~npbdcos (~npa) - cos ('Px) ,
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_j'R Xb jR Xb 2sin(~npxb)sin(~np(a-xb»
Q+ e I'np + Q- e I'np + Q+I- - __~'----=--:--:---=-~:--__

np np np - R bd 0 (R) ,Pnp sm Pnpa
3068b)

_j'R xb jR xb 4 sin (~npxb) sin (~np (a - xb) )
Q+ e I'np + Q- e I'np + Q+I- - 3068c)np np np - R bd 0 (R) 0Pnp sm Pnpa

The extra factor two in Eq(3.68c) compared to Eq(3.68b) is due to the extra metallic alls par
allel to the x-axis. This factor can also be found when Eq(3.29) is compared to Eq(3 040). The
numerical instabilities occur when ~np is imaginary. For this case, both numerator an denom

inator become very large and can even become larger than the largest number that ca be han
dled by the numerical program used. This causes inaccuracies in the matrix ele ents. To
prevent this problem, asymptotic expressions of Eq(3.68) can be used for large ~np' The

asymptotic expressions are obtained by recognizing the dominant terms in both num rator and
denominator. In order to find these dominant terms it is recalled here that the imagin y part of
~np is negative or zero. In this way, the following expressions are obtained:

Q+ Q- 2 3069a)
np + np - Im(~np)bd'

for walls parallel to the x-axis

Q+ e-j~npxb + Q_ j~npxb + Q+I_ _ 1
np np np Im(~np)bd'

for walls parallel to the y-axis

'R b 'R b 2Q+ e-Jl'npX + Q- elf'npX + Q+I- _
np np np Im(~np)bd'

for walls parallel to both x- and y-axis.

3.69b)

3.69c)

(3.71)

(3.70)

A similar problem occurs in the expressions for the self-admittance sub-matrix. The essential
part of the problem is:

cos (kmnd)

kmnsin (kmnd) 0

Numerical inaccuracies occur when the imaginary part of kmn becomes large. This pr blem can

be solved by using the asymptotic expression of Eq(3.71), when -Im(kmnd»> 1.

cos (kmnd) 1

kmnsin (kmnd) Im(kmnr

(3.72)

(3.73a)

(3.73b)

sin (kmnd) ,

which can become very small when -Im(kmnd»> 1, and the factor

{
13)z/, m, n) for T{~ ,

14,z(z/, m, n) for T{~ and T{~,

Other stability problems occur in the sub-matrices Tfa and Taf. For Tfa the instability is caused
by the factor

1
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1

which can become very large when -Im(kmnd»> 1.
By combining both factors and dividing both numerator and denominator by the dominant
terms o( the numerator and denominator, the combination of expression (3.72) and (3.73) can
be writtfpn as in Eq(3.74).

13,zCzl"m, n) /z/_/(Zt- Wz} _ e-k(z/- Wz +2d) + e-k(z/+2d)

sink'lmd = k (1 _ e-2kd) (3.74a)

14 zCZ1,m,n) jke (k(Z+W) k(z-W)
, I = . e / z +e / z
sin(~mnd) Wysin(keWz) (k;+k2) (1_e-2kd)

+e-k(z/+2d-Wz) +e-k(z/+2d+Wz) -2eos (keW) (lz/+e-k(Z/+2d»)),

I

where

(3.74b)

(k ~ 0) . (3.75)

The rig9t-hand side of this equation is a useful expression when -Im(kmnd»> 1, while the left

hand sidle is stable otherwise.

The numerical problems of the T af sub-matrix are located within the integrals 1
3
wy (m" n, p)

I ,x

and 14.~(m" n, p) . The closed form expressions for these integrals, given in appendix A3,

become ,numerically unstable when -Im(~npa) » 1. These problems are circumvented by
j

rewriting the closed form expressions for the integrals as in Eq(3.76).
f

1 for walls parallel to the y-axis, (3.76a)
2 for walls parallel to both x- andy-axis,

13~(ml,n,p) = 2 (d'l'x(e~(xh-a) _e-~(xb+a})

, f bd (l - e-2~a) ( ~2 + ( k;'t)2 )

I

I .~){- (e~ \(xh - 2a) _ e-~Xb) _ t! x (1 _ e-2~a)

1

14.~(mlr' n, p) = -jk;'t ·If,~(m,, n, p),
I

where I

I
~ = ..!..Im(~np) (~~O).

(3.76b)

(3.77)

3.5.2 Singular points

Most of the closed form expressions of the integrals defined in appendix A3 have one or more
singularities, most of which are removable. Appendix A5 contains a list of removable singular
ities, that are likely to occur in the computations. Although most singularities are removable,
there arel still non-removable singularities, which need to be avoided.

In the case of walls parallel to the x-axis, a non-removable singularity occurs when ~np = ±k:

or when cos (~ a) = cos (\II ) , which are equivalent. The singularity occurs in the self-
I np x

impedance sub-matrix in the form of Q+ + Q- and in the integrals I~wY(m" n, p) and.' np np ,x

11,"l(m" n,p). An other non-removable singularity occurs when sin (k::;~d) = O. This singu-
'1

I
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ZfJz, rq =- (zg, qr) *,

zft = - (2ft ) *
ZZ, rq ZZ, qr '
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larity is located in the Tfa and yaa sub-matrices. These singularities can be avoided by a small
change in frequency or scan angle.

In the case of walls parallel to the y-axis or parallel to both x- and y-axis, a non-remov,able sin
gularity occurs in the self-impedance sub-matrix when sin (Pnpa) = O. This sing~larity is

located in the expression Q~pe-j~npXb + Q~pel~npxb + Q~~ and in the integrals 13,~(mt' ~,p) and

It~(mt' n, p) . An other non-removable singularity exist in the Tfa and yaa sub-matrices. This

singularity appears when sin (k;:;~d) = 0 or sin (k;:;~Yd) = 0 , for walls parallel to the y-axis

and walls parallel to both x- and y-axis, respectively. These singularities can be avoi~ed by a
small change in frequency and in the case of walls parallel to the y-axis, a change in sCan angle
can also be used to prevent these singularities.

The last non-removable singularity is located in yaa for all configurations. It occurs "Vhen
kmn =O. This singularity is avoided by a small change in frequency or scan angle.

3.5.3 Reduction of computation time

The computation of the matrix elements which have double summations, can be qpite time
consuming. A reduction in the computation time of the self-impedance matrix is po~sible by
recognizing the symmetry properties of this sub-matrix, described by Eq(3.78) in cas~ of walls
parallel to the y-axis and by Eq(3.79) in case of walls parallel to the x-axis or parallel ~o both x-
~~~. \

}
p.78a)

P·78b)

(3.78c)

where * means the complex conjugate.

2ft = 2ft
yy, rq yy, qr'

2ft =zjfyz, rq zy, qr'

2ft =zjf
ZZ, rq ZZ, qr'

(3.79a)

(3.79b)

(3.79c)

In case of walls parallel to both x- and y-axis, the self-admittance sub-matrix is completely
filled and all elements are computed by means of double summations. Therefore, use can be
made of the symmetry properties given in Eq(3.80), which will also reduce the computation
time.

y~:, ts = - (Y~:'st) * (s *" t),

yaa - (yaa ) * (s 4 t)xy, ts - - yx, st ....,

Yaa - (yaa ) * (s 4 t)yy, ts - - yy, st ....,
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where u e has been made of the following relations:

Ifl,/~t' m) = Uf6,x(mt, m» *,

12'1,/~t' m) = U2'6,x(mt, m» *,
i

13':' /~t' n) = U3't. /nt, n» *,
,

14":./tt' n) = U4"t./nt' n» *.
I

(3.81a)

(3.81b)

(3.81c)

(3.81d)

The co putation time is further reduced by calculating all relevant integrals in advance, except
when th matrices become very large, which is the case when the integrals have three argu
ments (e g. 13

wy (m, n, p) ).,x t

3.5.4 S urce modelling details

In appe dix A3, the integrals Iqwx(Yk' n) and Ifx(yk' n) are also defined for Yc-l' Yc and Yc+l.,y ,y

This wa done to model the feed strip between to the fins of a bunny ear antenna. The feed strip
width is sually not equal to the width of the subdomains, which are used to model the fins. By
allowin a different width of sub-domains, certain integrals must be redefined and recalculated
for the g id coordinates Yc-l' Yc and Yc+ l' since other basis and testingfunctions are used. These
function are adapted to the width of the feed strip. The basis and testing functions are given in
Eq(3.82 and the situation is drawn in Figure 3.3.

_m. w! wz~
Yc-l Yc Yc+l

Figure 3.3: Definition ofthe feed strip modelling

sinke (Wy +Y - Yc _ I)

Wzsin (keWy)

sinke(Wyf - Y +Yc-I)

Wzsin (keWyf)

J _ sinke(Wyf-IY-Ycl)
y(y, Y -1) - W' (k W )zsm e yf

(3.82a)

(3.82b)

sinke(Wyf + Y - Yc+ I)

Wzsin (keWyf)

sinke(Wy - Y +Yc+ I)

Wzsin (keWy)

(3.82c)

,

The integrals Iiwx(Yk' n) and 12'x(Yk' n) have to be changed when Yk =Yc or when Yk=Yc+l·
I ,y ,y

Howeve~, this is easily done by replacing Wy by Wyf"
i
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In order to model the feed lines coming from behind the ground plane, so-called half odes are
used to model the z-directed current density at z =-d. For this case, the basis and tesingfunc-
tion is defined as ~.

sinke (Wz - z + d)
liz) = W· (k W) (-d $. z $. - d + Wz) . (3.83)

ysm e z I

When the relevant integrals (i.e. Ij,z and 14,z) are determined, it is found that the clo~ed form
expression of these integrals in appendix A3 should be divided by 2 when z =-d.

For the source itself, use has been made of the delta-gap voltage generator. In cas of a y
directed source, the electric field generated by this source (i.e. E.g) can be written as

Eg = -Vgo(y-yg)gy (Zg-Wz$.Z$.ZgAX=XS
), 3.84)

where Vg is the generator voltage, yg and Zg are the grid coordinates of the generator and xr as
defined in Eq(3.48). It is noted that the delta-gap generator is always located at the oundary
between two sub-domains.

The source vector, defined in Eq(3.59) can now be written as

{
Vg when Yk =Yg,

V~y = r

o else,

vzz =0
r _'

vxx = 0,t _

V{Y=O.

3.6 Infinite array performance parameters

When an array is analysed, certain quantities are needed to express the performa e of the
array. Furthermore, the design specifications of a phased array are formulated in su h terms.
The quantities that will be used here are: the active input impedance, the active reflec ion coef
ficient and the active element pattern. The term 'active' refers to the fact that all el ments in
the array are excited.

The use of the delta-gap generator makes the expression for the active input impe ance Zin

very simple. It is stated as generator voltage divided by the current crossing the delta gap. The
current I g crossing the delta-gap can be found by integrating the basis function multi lied with
its mode coefficient, at the source grid point, over its height Wz: I

I

~3.86)
I

i
where Yg and Zg are the grid coordinates of the delta-gap generator. Hence, it is se~n that the
current crossing the delta-gap equals the mode coefficient of that basis function. The active

I
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input iJpedance is now formulated as

Iv
Zin =i-~ = Rin + jXin , (3.87)

I JyI g

where tHe minus sign appears due to the fact that the current flows through the source:
Vge-

Ig

Figure 3.4: Definition ofthe generator current

Rin and in in Eq(3.87) are called the resistance and reactance, respectively.

The acti e reflection coefficient R expresses the ratio of the amplitude of an outgoing wave v+
and the mplitude of the incoming wave V-:

R= (3.88)

(3.89)

When it is assumed that the radiating elements are connected to a feeding network with charac
teristic i pedance Zo, the active reflection coefficient can be expressed in terms of the active

input im edance, as was done in Eq(3.89).
~

R = fin-Zoo
~in + Zo

\
Finally, he (normalised) active element pattern Ge is given by [11]

Ge = (1-IRI2) cos (9). (3.90)

In [4], [ ] and [10] metallic walls parallel to the x-axis have been analysed for an array of
dipoles. In [6] a network approach is used, while in [4] and [10] a full wave analysis is per
formed. nalyses of metallic walls parallel to the y-axis and parallel to both x- and y-axis were
not foun in the literature. The analysis in this report is done for a dipole array, as was done in
[4], and or an array of folded dipoles, for which measurements also have been performed.

For the ipole array in [4], the dipole is given in figure 3.5. Furthermore, the parameters of the
unit cell are a =b = 0.5 m and d = 0.30 m (i.e. the height of the walls). The array operates at a
frequenc of 300 MHz and a 8-scan is performed in the <p =90 degrees plane (the E-plane). On
the equi alence plane, 13 Floquet modes are used for both the x- and y-directed magnetic cur
rent den$ities. The dipole is divided into 8 subdomains on which 7 y-directed basis functions
are usedj The basis functions in the center of the dipole have the same dimension as the other
basis fUI).ctions. The results of the analysis are shown in figure 3.6 and were found to be in
good agrmeot with the results of [4].

I
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0.375 m

dipole

0.225 m
ground plane

Figure 3.5: Configuration of the dipole inside the unit cell
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Figure3.6: Active input impedance ofa dipole array

For the array of folded dipoles, the dipole dimensions, in terms of Ao' and the arran ement of
the subdomains is given in figure 3.7. The white horizontal line in figure 3.7 indicat s an infi
nitely thin separation of the subdomains in the z-direction, which implies that no -directed
currents can cross this line. This is accomplished by removing those z-directed basis nctions,
which cross the white line. The unit cell dimensions are a = 0.499Ao, b = 0.715Ao, d 0.390Ao

and, in case of metallic walls parallel to the y-axis or parallel to x- and y-axis, x b = 0.564Ao.

The centre frequency is fo =crlAo, where Co is the velocity of light. Scanning is pe ormed in

the <p = 90 degrees plane (E-plane scan). The number of Floquet modes on the apertur, plane is
13 in both x- and y-direction. For all summations an upper summation index of 200 fS used to
ensure good convergence and when needed, a lower summation index of -200 is used. Previous
work by Hulshof [8] has shown that such an array has a poor scan behaviour in the E1'Plane for
the frequency fo, when no metallic walls are included in the unit cell. The numerical results in
[8] are repeated here and are shown in figure 3.8. The poor scan behaviour is seen fror the fact
that the real part of the active input impedance decreases rapidly for e> 40 degrees [and from

I

!
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0.228Ao

0.108~

'4++'_0.014Ao
sourceground plane

I
I

the fact ~hat the imaginary part is large in amplitude. When the folded dipole was placed along
the x-ax~s, it was observed that the H-plane scan (<p =90 degrees) has a good scan behaviour.

0.399~

Figure 3.7: Folded dipole configuration
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Figrre 3.8: Scan performance of the folded dipole array without metallic walls

In an att~mpt to improve the scan behaviour in the E-plane at the frequency fo, the effects of
metallic iwalls were examined. The results are presented in figure 3.9a, band c for metallic
walls patallel to the x-axis, parallel to the y-axis and parallel to both x- and y-axis, respectively.
From figure 3.9a it is seen that the effect of metallic walls parallel to the x-axis is that the real
and imaginary part of the active input impecance exhibit a more flat behaviour, compared to
figure 3.18. However, the amplitude of the imaginary part is still too large for a good scan
behavio'r. Figure 3.9b shows that the imaginary part of the active input impedance has a

I
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smaller amplitude, but the real part decreases rapidly for e> 20 degrees. Therefore, the config
uration of metallic walls parallel to the y-axis will have very poor scan characteristics.,Finally,
the combination of metallic walls parallel to the x-axis and y-axis shows a very good scan
behaviour: the real part of the impedance fluctuates slowly around 250 Ohm over a large scan
angle (up to 60 degrees) and the imaginary part has a much lower amplitude compared to the
configuration without metallic walls.
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Figure 3.9a: Metallic walls parallel to the x-axis
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Figure 3.9b: Metallic walls parallel to the y-axis
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Figure 3.9c: Metallic walls parallel to both x- and y-axis
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Since th~ configuration of metallic walls parallel to the x- and y-axis was the most promising,
the scan behaviour of this configuration has also been analysed for the frequencies 11 =0.92/0
andh ='1.08/0' The active input impedance for both frequencies is shown in figure 3.10 and

3.11 for1=11 andl=12, respectively. ForI =11, the scan behaviour is excellent because of the
slowly decaying resistance and the relatively small amplitude of the reactance. For1=12, the
scan behaviour is not very good: the resistance becomes very low for e> 40 degrees and the
reactance has a singularity-like behaviour for e=59 degrees. This is due to the fact that a grat
ing lobe is coming into real space at e =59.5 degrees. When the active input impedance is

transformed into an element pattern (Zo =Rin(e =0°)), a blind scan angle occurs at e =55
degrees. The normalised element pattern is indicated in figure 3.12 by a solid line.

A prototype of the folded dipole array was also made, in order to validate the software. The
array was analysed by measuring the element pattern. The results of the analysis for1=12 are
also shown in figure 3.12 (by hollow bullets). The measurements and theoretic results are in
good agl1eement with one another.
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Figure 3.10: Metallic walls parallel to x- and y-axis for f = fl
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Figure 3.11: Metallic walls parallel to x- and y-axis for f =h
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Chapter 4

Du~l polarization
I

I
I

4.1 I ;troduction

In the c se of radiating elements parallel to the y-axis, as described in the previous chapter, the
polariza ion of the electromagnetic field cannot be controlled. This disadvantage can be cir
cumvent d by placing an other radiating element, which is placed parallel to the x-axis, inside
the unit fell. Two questions now arise:

i
1. Does the second radiating element deteriorate the performance of the first element?
2. Can two orthogonal polarization components be excited independent of one another?

!

The first question can be answered in terms of a scattering matrix and the second one in terms
of the ~ial ratio. For the axial ratio the electric field in the far field region has to be calculated
as a function of the currents on the radiating elements. The sources on the elements have equal
amplitucie and a phase difference of 90 degrees in order to excite a left or right handed circular
electromagnetic field. However, in most cases the polarization will not be perfectly circular,
i.e. when a right handed circular polarization is wanted and the polarization is not perfectly cir
ular, then there is also a small left handed circular component present. A quantity that defines
the purity of the polarization is the axial ratio (AR). It is defined as:

AR = IIERI + IEdl' (4.1)

IIERI-IELI
where Ek is the right handed circular electric field component and EL is the left handed circular
electric tlield component. In order find the axial ratio, it is necessary to determine the currents
on both tins, which can be done by means of the method of moments.

,

4.2 Configuration

y
z=O

The conr,'guration of the unit cell, containing two radiating elements perpendicular to one
another, s shown in figure 4.1.

, ~---~---~
, Z ././ fy ././ 1./ ./

-1'--""-- -?(
./

./ I fx
I
I

~----..... x
xb x=a

Figure 4.1: Dual polarization
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Dual polarization

The radiating element (fin) parallel to the x-axis will be indicated by Ix and the radiating ele-
ment parallel to the y-axis will be indicated by fy. i

4.3 Green's functions

First, the magnetic vector potentials for an x-directed dipole inside the interior regibn of the

unit cell will be derived. The dipole is placed at y =l, i.e. on the radiating element J,arallel to
the x-axis. Since the unit cell is a homogeneous region, it is sufficient to use only the -compo
nent of the magnetic vector potential to satisfy all boundary conditions. The magne ic vector
potential has to satisfy the homogeneous boundary conditions for the electric field at = -d and
z = 0 and the periodicity conditions in the x- and y- direction. Furthermore, the so rce jump

condition at y = y b has to be satisfied. This set of conditions is formulated in Eq(4.2).

Einxnl =°-e z=-d _'

Einxnl = °-e z=O _'

''I'A{x (0, y, z) = A{x (a, y, z) t! x,

''I'A{x (x, 0, z) = A{x (x, b, z) t! y,

4.2a)

I
~4.2b)

(4.2c)

(4.2d)

V 2A{X + kaA{x = -3 (x - x') 3 (y - yb) 3 (z - z') , ;(4.2e)

where E.e is the electric field caused by the x-directed electric dipole and ex is the magnetic
vector potential inside the unit cell for the x-directed electric dipole.

The magnetic vector potential is sought in the form

A{x = i ifmp (y) e-jk;'Xsin(P~z).
m =_cop =1

(4.3)

where

21tm + '¥x
k m = (4.4)

x a

This vector potential satisfies the boundary conditions of Eq(4.2a-d). Substituting E~(4.3) into
Eq(4.2e) yields i

I
co co ( 2 ) IL L d~2fmp(y)+(ka- (k;')2_(P;Yrmp(y) e-jk;'Xsin(P~z) !!

m =-cop =1

=-3(x-x')3(y_yb)3(z-z').
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Dual pol rization

'P' and 0mm' are Kronecker deltas. Using Eq(4.6), Eq(4.5) reduces to the following
differential equation:

p,p' = 1,2, ... ,

This eq ation can be simplified by applying the orthogonality relations of Eq(4.6).
o

fsin(f:Z
) sin(p';z )dZ = ~Opp'

~d j

f -jkd Jk';"xdx = I::e (; aumm, ,

o
where

ordina
2

d~2fm (y) + Y'fn/mp(Y) = -FmpO (y - yb) ,

where

y'fnp = kZ- (k:Z)2_(P;Y (1m (Ymp) ~O).

I 2 'kmx' , prez'
Fmp =1 adt! x sm(d ).

1

The totall solution of Eq(4.7) can be written as
I

where :
iF

K +/- =[ ----!!!!!...
mp ·'2' .. J'Ymp

(4.6a)

(4.6b)

(4.7)

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

(4,9)

(4.10)

The re~aining constants can be determined by satisfying the remaining boundary conditions,
i.e. the ~eriodicity condition in the y-direction. The magnetic vector potential for an x-directed
dipole iq the interior region of the unit cell can now be found as

Afx = t~ ~ (D+ e-jympY + D- tlYmpY + D+/- e-jYmply-ybl)
x, ~ ~ mp mp mp

=_cop = 1

i -jkm(x-x'). (prez) . (prez') (4.11)

I

'e x smdsmd'

where
I 1 tlYmpyb

D~p :::1:

1

J'y ad' -j('¥y-y b) l' (4.l2a)mp e mp_

, b1 e-JYmpy
D- =I: --- , (4.12b)

mp I J'y ad 1 j('¥y+y b)'
I, mp - e mp

D+/- oJ 1 (4.12c)mp' -,--d'
i J'Ympa
1

For a z-Birected dipole in the interior region of the unit cell at y =l, the magnetic vector
potential can be found by performing a similar analysis. The magnetic vector potential for a z

j

I

'I
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Dual polarization

directed dipole can than be written as

A!x= ~ ~(D+ e-iYmpY+D- tlYmpY+D+/-e-jYmply-ybl)
z LJ LJ mp mp mp

m =-oop = 0

-jkm(x-x') (P1tz) (P1tZ') 1. e x cos - cos - -
d d Ep '

where cp = 2 for p = 0 and cp = 1 for p = 1,2,...

I
(~.13)
! .

For a y-directed electric dipole in the interior region at the radiating element paralle to the y
axis, the boundary conditions of Eq(4.2) remain valid except for Eq(4.2e), which must be
replaced by Eq(4.14). Furthermore, the upper index of the magnetic vector po ential is
replaced by fy.

V2A~Y+kZAp' = -o(x-xb)o(y-y')o(z-z'), (4.14)

where Afy is the magnetic vector potential for a y- or z-directed electric dipole placed "t x =J1.

The magnetic vector potential is sought in the form

AV = i i f np (x) e-jk;y sin(P~z).
n =_oop =1

I
I,
I

(4.15)

where
21tn + '¥

k n = y
Y b

\
I

i
(41. 18c)

(4~18d)

I
(4'118a)

(1·18b)

_pl. xbe t'np

1
j('I'x+~ a)'- e np

1
C~p = .~ bd

] np

1
C+/- --

np - oR bd'h.lnp

~~p = kZ- (k;)2_(P;Y

1 tI~npxb

C:p =j~npbd' e-j('I'x-~npa) -1'

A!Y = ~ ~ (c+ e -j~npx + c- tI~npx + C+/-e -j~nplx - xbl )
Y LJ LJ np np np

n =-oop = 1

_jkn (y - y') 0 (P1tz) 0 (P1tZ')°e Y sm-sm-
d d'

where

The analysis for this vector potential is completely analogous to the analysis of the :magnetic

vector potential of the x-directed electric dipole at y =l. The magnetic vector pot¢ntial can
now be written as :

I

I
I

I(r·1?)

I
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Dual pol rization

In the s e way, the magnetic vector potential for a z-directed electric dipole can be found as
I 00 00

AlY = r~ ~ (c+ e-j~npx + c- ~~npx + C+I-e-j~nplx-Xbl)
z : L..J L..J np np np

f' =-oop =0

i _jkn(y_y') (P1tz) (P1tZ') 1
i . e Y cos d cos dE'

p

For an -directed magnetic dipole at the aperture plane and in the interior region, the electric
vector p tential has only an x-directed component because the interior region is homogeneous.
Furthe ore, the electric vector potential has to obey the boundary conditions of Eq(4.20).

Ein X I = 0
-m z z =-d -'

F~n (x 0, z) = F~n (x, b, z) ~'¥Y,

I

Ein X fI = -d Fin. e I = -0 (x - x') 0 (y - yO) 'e-m Z Z x -x -X'; z=o' z=o'

(4.20a)

(4.20b)

(4.20c)

(4.20d)

where "4 is the electric field caused by the magnetic dipole and Fin is the electric vector poten

tial of th~ magnetic dipole in the interior region.
,

ObserviAg the boundary conditions of Eq(4.20a-c), the electric vector potential Fin is sought in
the form:, of Eq(4.21), which satisfies these conditions.

i 00

(4.21)

(4.24)

;m = -con =-00

where

k~n =1 k5 - (k';') 2 - (k;) 2 (rm ( (kmn ) $ 0)), (4.22)

Using tHe orthogonal relations of the Ploquet modes and applying the remaining boundary
condition of Eq(4.19d), the electric vector potential of an x-directed magnetic dipole in the
interior ~egiOn ~ fou~d as

Fin =:_.l.- ~ ~ e-jk;'(X-X')e-jk;(y-y')cos(kmn(z+d)) (4.23)
x ab L..J L..J kmn sin (kmnd) .

m = -con =-00
I

For a y-qirected magnetic dipole in the interior region, the same expression is found:

in _ 1 ~ ~ -jkm(x-x') -jkn(y_y') cos (kmn (z + d))
Fy - --b L..J L..J e JC e Y k' (k d) .

a _ mn sm mn
m - -con =-00

For a magnetic dipole in the exterior region, nothing has changed compared to the unit cells in
Chapter 3. Therefore, the electric vector potential is given by

00 00

Fex 1 L L 1 -jkm(x-x') _jkn(y_y') -jk z. = - -e JC eYe mn
-, ab 'kJ mnm = -con =_00

i = x, y. (4.25)

The electric vector potentials in the interior and exterior region are the same as in [8].
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Dual polarization

4.4 Method of moments

4.4.1 Integral equations i
I
I
~

In order to determine the electric and magnetic current densities on both radiating ielements
and the aperture plane, respectively, three boundary conditions remain to be satisfie~: the dis
appearance of the tangential electric field on both radiating elements and the contin~~ty of the
tangential magnetic field over the aperture plane. These conditions are expressed in E (4.26).

Ein X g I = 0, (426a)
yy=yb -

Ein X gxL =x
b

= 2, (4.26b)

Hin X gzl = Hex X gzl ' (426c)
z=o z=o

where the indices in and ex refer to the interior and exterior region, respectively. Eq( .26) can
also be written in tangential components. The tangential components are caused by th~ electric
current densities on the radiating elements parallel to the x- and y-axis (indicated by ian upper
indexfx andfy, respectively) and by the magnetic current densities on the aperture pl.ne (indi
cated by an upper index a). The tangential electric field components of the radiating element
parallel to the x-axis are indicated by a sub-index tx, the tangential electric field compbnents of
the radiating element parallel to the y-axis are indicated by a sub-index ty and the t~ngential

magnetic field components of the aperture plane are indicated by a sub-index t. Eq(4t-.26) can
J

now be written as

(~.27c)

(4.27b)

(4.27a)

=-Egxl-tx 'y =yb

( Efx, in + EfY, in + Ea, in) I = -Egxl
-tx -tx -tx -tx'y=yb y=yb

(Efx, in + EfY, in + Ea, in) I = -EgYI
-ty -ty -ty x = xb -ty x = xb '

(Hfx, in + HfY, in + Ha,in_Ha,ex) I = 0
-t -t -t -t Z = 0 -'

where ligy is the electric field due to an impressed source at x =~ and Egx is the ele~tric field

due to an impressed source at y =l. Furthermore, it is assumed that the impressed sources
only cause an electric field on the radiating element on which they are placed. ;

'I

The tangential components can be written in terms of the dyadic Green's functions op the one
hand and the electric current densities on both radiating elements and the magnetit current
density on the aperture plane on the other hand. This is done in appendix B1. Recallin~ the fact

• i

that Mex=_Mln
, to ensure continuity of the electric field over the aperture plane, and substitut-

ing the equations of appendix B 1 into Eq(4.27) yields Eq(4.28).

[JF!x,f
x
, in .!fx (X', Z') dS'fx + JF!X,fy, in .!fy (y', Z') dS'fy + JF!x, a, in . Min (x', y') dS'a)

S S S
Ix IY a y=yb

(4.28a)

[JE!Y,fx, in .!fx (X', Z') dS'fX + JF!y,fy, in .!fy (y', Z') dS'fy + JF!y, a, in. Min (x', y') dS'aJ

S S S
Ix IY a X = xb

= -EgYI
-ty x=xb '

(4.28b)
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Dual pol rization

(JH /x, in ·Ifx (X', Zl) dS'fx + JHa,fy, in 'Ify (y', Z') dSjy

Sfx I Sfy

+ J(liia
•
a
". + i/'''''). MI. (x'. y') tISa ) ~ ~ .

Sa I z=o

4.4.2 atrix equation

(4.28c)

In order to find the electric and magnetic current densities on the radiating elements and the
aperture lane, respectively, the expansion and testing procedures are applied to Eq(4.28). The
electric nd magnetic current densities are expanded according to Eq(4.29).

Nfx
x

Nix
t

If
x (x', IZ')

[

I

I

Ify (y', 1z')

= "" J'fx Jfx (x' z') e + "" J'fx Jfx (x' z') e£..J xq xq , -x £..J zq zq , -z '
q=l q=l

NfY NiY
Y t

= "" J1Y Jfy (y' Z') e + "" J'fy Jfy (x' Zl) e£..J yq yq , -y £..J zq zq , -z '
q=l q=l

(4.29a)

(4.29b)

(4.29c)

, Nap

Min - "" M (' ') M (' ')- - : £..J m xs xs x, y ~x + m ys ys x, y ~y'

's = 1

where N;X and Nf are the number of electric expansion modes in the x- and z-direction on the

radiating element parallel to the x-axis, N/Y and N/Y are the number of electric expansion

modes in the y- and z-direction on the radiating element parallel to the y-axis and Nap is the

number Of magnetic expansion modes. Furthermore,jx! andjz/x are the unknown mode coef
ficients for the electric current densities in the x- and z-direction on the radiating element paral

lel to the x-axis, jyqIY and jZqIY are the unknown mode coefficients for the electric current
densities10n the radiating element parallel to the y-axis and m xs and m ys are the unknown mode

coefficients for the magnetic current densities on the aperture plane. Substituting Eq(4.29) into
Eq(4.28). yields

[
~ ~
L!JgX,fx, in . j{~J{~ (X', Z') ~xdS'fx + L J'Ex,fx, in . j{~J{~ (x', Z') ~zdS'fx +

q=ISfx q=ISfx

Nt; Nt;
"" J'Ex,fy, in . 'fy Jfy (' ') dS' "" J'=.fx,fy, in . 'fYJfy (x' ') e dS' +£..J Jyq yq y,z ~y fy+ £..J E JZq zq ,Z -z fy

q=IS,y q=lSfy

Nap

L J'Ex, a, in. (mxsMxs (x', y') ~x + mysMys (X', y') ~y) dS'a) =-Ef:1 _b' (4.30a)
s=IS y-y

" y =yb
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Dual polarization

[
~ ~

~ JF!Y,fx, in . J'fx ffx (X' Z') e dS'f + ~ JF!Y,fx, in . J·fx ffx (X' Z') e dS' +£.J xq xq , -x x £.J zq zq , -z fx

q=lS/x q=lS/x

N/Y N/Y
Y z

~ JF!Y,fY, in . 'fy ffy (' ') dS' ~ JF!Y,fy, in . 'fy ffy (' ') dS'£.J Jyq yq y,z gy fy+ £.J JZq zq X,Z gz fy+

q=lS/y q=lS/y

Nap ::=.f a in JL JJ::
Y

" . (mxsMxs (X', y') gx + mysMys (X', y') {) dS'a = -Efl! '
x=xb

s = lSa b
x=x

[

N{x N{x
=a,fx, in =a,fx, in

~ JH 'J'fxffx (X' Z') e dS' + ~ JH 'J'fxffx (X' Z') e dS' +£.J xq xq , -x fx £.J zq zq , -z fx

q=lS/x q=lS/x

NV N{y

~ JHa,fy, in . 'fy ffy (' ') dS' ~ JHa,fy, in . 'fy ffy (' ') dS'£.J Jyq yq y,z gy fy+ £.J JZq zq X,Z gz fy+

q=lS/y q=lS'/y

~ J(=a,a,in =a,a,ex) J
S~lSa H + H . (mxsMxs (X', y') gx + mysMyS (X', y') gy) dS'a z = 0 = 0 .

}

I
(4.3 b)

(4.30c)

To determine the unknown mode coefficients of the current densities, a total number' ofNt +

N!x + N/Y + N!Y + 2Nap equations is needed. These equations are obtained by applying the
testing procedure to Eq(4.30). The testing functions have the same form as the expansion func
tion. However, they are defined in unprimed coordinates and have an extra upper index w (for
weighing). The testing functions on the radiating element parallel to the x-axis are given by

(4.31)

which are used to test Eq(4.30a). The testing functions on the radiating element parallel to the
y-axis are given by

which are used to test Eq(4.30b).
Finally, the testing functions on the aperture plane are given by

MW (x, y) = M;l (x, y) gx' •.• , M;N
ap

(x, y) gx ,M;l (x, y) gy' •.• , M;N
ap

(x, y) gy ,

which are used to test Eq(4.30c).
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Dual pol~rization
I

I
In this way, the following set of equations is obtained:

[
~! ~

~)o{x JJFlx,fx,injfxjw,fxdS dS + ~J"fX JJFJx,fx,injfxjw,fxdS dS +£.oJ (Xq xx xq xr fx fx £.oJ zq xz zq xr fx fx

q = 1; S/xS/x q = 1 S/xS/x

N/y ~, N/Y
Y , Z

~ jOf>1r: JJFJx,fy, in jfy Jw,fxdS dS + ~ JOfy JJFJx,fy, in jfy Jw,fxdS dS +£.oJ y xy yq xr fy fx £.oJ zq xz zq xr fy fx

q = 1 S/xS/y q = 1 S/xS/y

~p {I J~ [ JFJx, a, inm M Jw,fxdS' dS + JJEfx, a, inm M Jw,fxdS dS ]£.oJ xx xs xs xr a fx xy ys ys xr a fx

s = 1 fx S a S/xS a y = yb

= -~. jW,fxEgx ° e dSxr - -x fx
S. b

x Y = y

for r =Il2 ,000' Nt,

[

N/X N{x

~ j x JJFJx,fx, in jfx jw,fxdS dS + ~ jfx JJFJx,fx, in jfx JW,fxdS' dS +£.oJ Ixq ZX xq zr fx fx £.oJ zq zz zq zr fx fx

q = I J S/xS/x q = 1 S/xS/x

N/Y II N/YY z

~ j"fr JJEfx,fy, injfy jw,fxdS' dS + ~ J"fY JJEfx,fy, inJfy Jw,fXdS'f dS
f

+£.oJ YO zy yq zr fy fx £.oJ zq zz zq zr y x

q = 1 \ S/.S/y q = 1 S/.S/y

I [§ JE{;' a. inmxsMxJ;;.fXdS'adSfX + JJE{;' a, inmYSMysj7;!XdSadSfx] J
s =1 1rxSa S/x S a y =yb

(4.34a)

Jw,fxEgX" e dS
zr - -z fx

Sx

for r =1 2, 0.0' Nt,
y =yb

(4.34b)

[
~ ~

~J" X JJE!y,fx,inJfxJw,fYdS dS + ~Jofx JJFJy,fx,inJfxJw,fYdS' dS +L..J q yx xq yr fx fy £.oJ zq yz zq yr fx fy

q = 1 S/yS/x q = 1 S/yS/x

N/y N/Y
y z

~ j"f JJFJY,fy, in jfy JW,fy dS' dS + ~ )"fY JJFJY,fy, inJfy jW,fydSf dSf +£.oJ y yy yq yr fy fy £.oJ zq yz zq yr y y

q =1 S/yS/y q =1 S/yS/y

~ J~ [ JEfy,a,inm M Jw,fYdS'dS + JJE!X,a,in m M jw,fYdS'dS ]£.oJ . yx xs xs yr a fy yy ys ys yr a fy

s = 1 S ySa S/ySa X = xb

= - JW,fyEgy ° e dS
yr - -y fy

S/:

for r =I 2, ..., N/Y,

X =xb
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[

N{x N{x

"J"fx I I EfY,fx, inJfx JW,fydS dS +" J'fx I I Efy,fx, inJfxJW,fydS dS +£.J xq zx xq zr fx fy £.J zq zz zq zr fx fy
q = 1 SfyS'fX q = 1 SfyS'fX

NfY NfY
Y z

" jfy I I EfY,fy, inJfy JW,fydS dS +" J'fy I I EfY,fy, inJfy JW,fydS dS +£.J yq zy yq zr fy fy £.J zq zz zq zr fy fy
q =1 SfyS'fy q =1 SfyS'fy

N

~ [I I EfY, a, inm M JW,fYdS dS + I I EfX, a, inm M Jw,fydS' dS ] J£.J zx xs xs zr a fy zy ys ys zr a fy
s=1 SfyS'a SfyS'a x=xb

= -I Jw,fYEgy" e dSzr - -z fy
SfY x = xb

for r =1,2, ... , N/Y,

[
~ J'fx I I Ha,fx, injfx MW dS dS + ~ J'fx I I Ha,fx, inJfxMW dS' dS +£.J xq xx xq xt fx a £.J zq xz zq xt fx a

q = l SaS'fx q =1 SaS'fx

NfY Nfy
y z

"J"fY I I Ha,fy, inJfy MW dS dS + "J'fy I I Ha,fy, inJfy MW dS' dS +£.J yq xy yq xt fy a £.J zq xz zq xt fy a
q = I SaS'fy q = I SaS'fy

Nap

"m I I (Ha,a,in+Ha,a,eX)M MwdS dS +£.J xs xx xx xs xt a a
s = I SaS'a

Nap

LmysI I (H~ya'itl+H~ya,eX)MYsM;'dSadSaJ =2,
s = l SaS'a z =0

for t = 1,2, ... , Nap

[

Nfx Nfx

~ J"fXI I Ha,fx, inJfxMW dS' dS + ~ J'fx I I Ha,fx, inJfxMW dS' dS +£.J xq yx xq yt fx a £.J zq yz zq yt fx a
q = I SaStx q =1 SaS'fx

NfY NfY
y z

Lj~I I H~fy,inJ~M;'dS'fiSa+ Li{~I I H~/y,inJ{~M;'dSfydSa+
q =I SaS'fy q =1 SaS'fy

Nap

"m I I (Ha,a,in +Ha,a,eX)M MwdS dS +£.J xs yx yx xs yt a a
s=1 SaS'a

Nap

L mysI I (H~ya, in + H~ya, ex) MYSM;'dSadSa J = 2'
s=1 SaS'a z=o

for t =1,2, ... , Nap
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(4.35)

(4.36)

I

Dual polaf_iz_a_tio_D _
,

:

i

This set ~f equations can also be written in matrix form, as was done in Eq(4.35).
1

[

ztX,fX ztx,f;~ [TfX,fY TfX'/;~ [Tf
X
' 0 Tf

x
, 0Jxx, rf xz, rq xy, rq xz, rq xx, rs xy, rs

z[x,f~ z[x,fx Tfx,fy Tfx,fy Tfx,o Tfx, 0
~~ ~r ~~ ~r ~n ~n

\' r;:---------

[

TfY,f1, Tfy,f;~ I[ZlY,fY ZlY,fY] [TfY,O TfY, 0Jyx, r~ yz, rq YY, rq yz, rq yx, rs YY, rs

TfY,f~ TfyJx I Zly,fy z/y,fy TfY,o Tfy,o
zx, rq zz, r I zy, rq zz, rq zx, rs zy, rs

[

TO,fX TO,fXJ I[TO,fY TO,fY

J
[YO, 0 yo, 0 J

~t ~~ I ~~ ~~ ~u ~u

T0,fx ro,fx I ro,fy ro,fy yo,o yo, 0
yx, t yz, t YY, tq yz, t yx, ts YY, tsL ~

where Z ,fx is the self-impedance sub-matrix of the radiating element parallel to the x-axis,

Zfy,fy is he self-impedance sub-matrix of the radiating element parallel to the y-axis, ya,a is
the self-~dmittance sub-matrix of the aperture and the T matrices are coupling sub-matrices
between !the radiating elements and the aperture plane. The vector on the right-hand side of
Eq(4.35) lis the source vector, where the first part of the upper index refers to the position of the
source (t:;.g.jx is on the radiating element parallel to the x-axis), and the second part refers to
the direction of the source. The remaining vector contains the unknown mode coefficients of
the currept densities. The expressions of the matrix elements of Eq(4.35) are given in appendix
B2. .

It is noted here that the matrix equation for single polarized arrays, as described in [8], can be
obtainedpy using that part of the matrix equation, which is enclosed by dashed lines.

i

4.4.3 B~sis and testing functions
1

Once a dhoice has been made for the basis and testing functions, the matrix elements of
Eq(4.35) Ican be calculated. As in the previous chapter, local basis and testing functions will be
used on ;IOth fins (i.e. for the electric currents) and global basis and testingfunctions will be
used on he aperture plane (i.e. for the magnetic currents). The q-th basis function for an x
directed lectric current on the fin parallel to the x-axis, is given by Eq(4.36).

I

sinke (W{x-Ix' -Xk I)
JfX( I ') = q
_xq x, Wfxsin (k Wfi) ~x '

z e x

Xk - w: x :5. x' :5. xk - W{x ,
q q

z/ - w: :5.z' :5.z/ '
q q

where
q E {I, ... , Nf} ,

(

kq E {~"", S{X} ,
1

(4.37)

lq E { , ... ,S{x+ I}

The q'- basis function for a z-directed electric current on the fin parallel to the x-axis is given
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in Eq(4.38).

sinke w{x -Iz' -zl ,I)
J!x (x' ') - q
-zq' ,z - W!x· (k W!X) gz '

x Sill e z

X -W1x<x'<xkq• x - - kq,'

zl - W{x ~ z' ~ zl + W{x ,
q' q'

where

q' E {I, ... , N{X} ,

(4.38)
~

(4.39)

(4.40)

I

lq,E {1, ... ,S{X}. I

I

Furthermore, sjx and sf are the number of subdomains in the x- and z-direction, respectively,

on the fin parallel to the x-axis. I

For the basis functions on the fin parallel to the y-axis, an analogous definition is used. For a y
directed current, the q-th basis function is defined in Eq(4.40). The q' -th basis functiqn for a z
directed current is defined in Eq(4.42).

sinke( W~Y -IY' - Yk I)
J!Y(y' z') = q e
-yq , WIY' (k WIY) -Y ,

z Sill e Y

Yk - W~Y~y'~Yk - WV'
q q

Zl - W{Y ~ z' ~ Zl '
q q

where

q E {I, ... , NV} ,

Sinke( W{Y -Iz' -Zl .1)
J!Y (y' z') - q
-zq' , - W!Y' (k W1Y) gz '

Y Sill e z

Yk ,- WfyY'~ y' ~ Yk '
q q'

Zlq. - W{Y ~ Z' ~ Zlq. + W{Y ,
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where

q' E (1, ..., N{Y} ,
j

kq• E {!2, ... , Sf' + 1} ,
~

I

lq.E {~, : •. ,S{Y} ,
i

Furthefl11ore, sly and sly are the number of subdomains in the Y- and z-direction, respectively,

on the fi~ parallel to the y-axis.

For the esting functions Eq(4.36) to Eq(4.43) remain valid when the primed coordinates are
rePlaced

l

by unprimed coordinates and q and q' are replaced by rand r' respectively.

The grid! definition of the basis and testing functions on both fins is given in figure 4.2.
!

ml
.I.• - - - -rn ZSz+1
, +W

z
- zSz

.,. - - - Zs I
• ! I I I W I I z-

:EEjt.:::----rn~:Z3
, - - - - Z2
\

---- Zlxl: x2 x3 XSx-1 xSx xSx+1

· fin parallel to the x-axis

rn----rn ZSZ
+

1

t--- ZSz
Wz- - - Zs 1

I I I '~. I z-

rn: : :----rn:·Y ~: :Z3

---- Z2

- - - - Zl
YI Y2 Y3 YSy-1 YSy YSy+1

fin parallel to the y-axis

Figure 4.2: Grid definition on both fins

The grid is defined in such a way that there is overlap between two successive basis or testing
functions.

For the Basis and testing functions on the aperture, Floquet modes are used. Due to orthogonal
ity betw~en these functions and the Green's functions, the calculation of certain matrix ele
ments is Iless time consuming. The basis functions are the same as in Eq(3.64)-(3.67). For the
testing f*nctions, the complex conjugates of Eq(3.64) and Eq(3.65) are taken, s is replaced by t
and the primed coordinates are replaced by unprimed coordinates.

I

The matrix elements of Eq(4.35), using this set of basis and testing functions, are given in
appendi~ B4. In this appendix use has been made of the integral definitions of appendix B3.

I

I
I

4.5 Cpmputational and numerical details
'I

Some of!the integrals of appendix B3 and matrix elements of appendix B4 need extra attention
because they exhibit certain numerical problems. Furthermore, it is possible to reduce the com
putation ~ime of the matrix by using symmetry properties.

I

4.5.1 Npmerical stability of the matrix elements and integrals
,

I

Expressions which contain Ymp' ~np or kmn in combination with a sine or cosine function, can
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become unstable, since Ymp' ~np and kmn can be real or imaginary.

The first problem of this kind is located within the matrix elements of the self-impedance
matrices of the x- and y-fin. The essential parts of these expressions are given in Eq(4{.44a) and
Eq(4.44b) for the x- and y-fin respectively.

o bob 1 sin (y b)
D+ e-lYmpY + D- elYmpY + D+/- = __ mp

mp mp mp Ympadcos (Ymi) - cos ('I') ,

I

(i4.44a)

(41.47a)

(4i.47b)

,

oR b oR b 1 sin (~ a) I
C+ e-Jf'npX + C- elf'npX + C+/- = -- np

• (1.44b)
np np np ~nidcos (~npa) - cos ('¥x)

When Ymp or ~np becomes imaginary, both numerator and denominator become v ry large,
which causes inaccuracies. To prevent these problems, asymptotic expressions for 'q(4.44a)
and Eq(4.44b) are used when -Im(Ympb»>l or -Im(~npa»>l, respectively. These a$ymptotic
expressions are given in Eq(4.45). i

o bob 1 4D+ e-lYmpY + D- elYmpY + D+/- - ( ,.45a)
mp mp mp 1m (Ymp ) ad'

c+ e-j~npxb + c- ~~npxb + C+/- = 1 (4.45b)
np np np 1m (~np) bd'

These expressions can be obtained by dividing both numerator and denominator of ~q(4.44a)
and Eq(4.44b) by the dominant term of the denominator and by recalling the fact that the imag
inary part of Ymp and ~np is negative or zero.

Other problems, involving Ymp and ~np are located within the integrals I{~x(xk' n, p) ,

Itx(xk, n, p), ItyCxk, m, p) and I!1,Y(yk' m,p). When Ymp or ~np become imaginary, the expres
sions for these integrals in appendix B3 become unstable. The stability of these expressions
can be improved by dividing both numerator and denomination by the dominant term of the

denominator (e.g. e-j~npa for It/xk' n, p) and I{~/xk' n, p) ). The expressions oqtained in
i

this way are given in appendix B5.

Numerical problems involving kmn are located within Tfx,a, Tfy,a and yaa. The problems in the

coupling-matrices Tfx,a and Tfy,a are caused by the combination of the parts ~I
. (l d)' ( .46)sm mn

which can become very small, and

{
I[3x (Zl m n) for T!x, a and T!x, a,z ' , zx zy ,

I{~z(zl' m, n) for T{j a,

{
IIY (z m n) for T!Y, a and T!Y, a3, z l' , zx zy ,

I!1, /Zl' m, n) for T-0 a,

which can become very large.
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(4.48a)

(4.48b)

The stab'lity of these matrix elements can be improved by combining both factors and dividing
both nu erator and denominator by the dominant term of the denomintor and recalling the fact
that the ~maginary part of kmn is negative or zero. In this way, Eq(4.48) is obtained..

I

I{xz<zl' ',n, n) jke ( k(z + W/X) k(z _ wtX), t = . e / z +e / z
sin (kJ,nd) W{xsin (keW{X) (k; + F) (1- e-2kd)

+ e-k(~/+2d- W{X) + e-k(z/+2d+ W{X) _ Zcos (k
e
W{X) (lz/ + e-k(z/+2d» ).

I

Itz<ZI' 1m, n) lz/_l(z,- W{X) _ e-k(z/- W{x+2d) + e-k(z/+2d)
-"-'~--:-- = --------......"...~------

sinkmnd k ( 1 - e-2kd)

IfJ./Zl' m, n) jke (k(Z+wtY) k(z-W/Y), = . e I z +e / z
sin (kmnd) W9'sin (keW{Y) (k; + k2) (1 - e-2kd)

+ e-k(;/+ 2d- W{Y) + e-k(z/+ 2d + W{Y) _ 2cos (k
e
W{Y) (lZI + e-k (z/+ 2d» ),

I!lz(ZI' m, n) lz/_l(z/- W{Y) _ e-k(z/- W{Y + 2d) + e-k(z/+2d)
--'-';--:---:-- = --------......"...~------

sinkmnd k (1 - e-2kd)

where

(4.48c)

(4.48d)

(k ~ 0) . (4.49)

(4.51)

(4.50)

(4.52a)

(4.52b)

(4.52c)

Finally, the part of the self-admittance matrix yaa that causes stability problems is given in
Eq(4.50).

cos (kmnd)

sin (kmnd) .

Numerical inaccuracies occur when the imaginary part of kmn becomes large. This problem can

be solved by using the asymptotic expression of Eq(4.51), when -Im(kmnd»> 1.

cos (kmnd) .

sin (kmnd) -J.

4.5.2 Singular points

Most of the closed form expressions for the integrals defined in appendix B3 have singulari
ties. Hotever, most of the singularities are removable. The limits of these expressions in the
singular points are listed in appendix B6. This appendix contains only those limits which are
likely to bccur in the computations.

J

Althoug~ most singularities are removable, there are still three non-removable singularities.
These singularities occur when one of the equations in Eq(4.52) holds.

cos (~1 a) = cos ('¥ ),p x

cos (y ph) = cos ('¥y) ,

sin (kmnd) = O.
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Eq(4.52a) and Eq(4.52b) are located within the self-impedance matrix of the y- nd x-fin

respectively, and in the coupling-matrices T jx,fy and T fy,fx, respectively. When EqK4.52) is
examined more closely, it can be shown that the three equations are equivalent, Le. tl)ie singu
larities occur for the same set of dimensions of the unit-cell. Eq(4.52) can now be written as:

(
21trn + 'l'x)2 (21tn+'I'y)2 (p1t)2 __ 2 ~

a + b + d ko' (4.53)

where m, nand p are integers. I

I

In case the singular points can be avoided by a change of d, i.e. by changing the height of the
equivalence plane with respect to the ground plane, the height of the equivalence plane with
respect to the ground plane is enlarged. This kind of singular points are caused by parallel plate
resonance.

In case the singular points can not be avoided by changing d, a surface wave propagates over
the ground plane.

4.5.3 Reduction of computation time

The computation of the matrix elements is rather time consuming. In order to reduce the com
putation time, use can be made of symmetry properties of certain sub-matrices. The symmetry
properties of the self-impedance sub-matrices are given in Eq(4.54) and Eq(4.55) for the x- and
y-fin respectively.

Zfx,fx =_(ztx,fx ) *
xx, rq xx, qr '

zJx,fx =_(Zfx,fx ) *
xz, rq ZX, qr '

ztx,fx = _ (ztx,fx ) *
ZZ, rq ZZ, qr '

zty,fy = - (Zfy,fy ) *
yy, rq yy, qr '

zty,fy = - (zty,fy ) *
yz, rq zy,qr'

Zfy,fy = - (zJy,fy ) *
zz, rq ZZ, qr .

(4.54a)

(4.54b)

(4.54c)

(4.55a)

(4.55b)

(4.55c)

A minor reduction in computation time can be obtained by using the symmetry property of the
admittance sub-matrix:

yaa _ yaa
xy, ts - yx, ts (4.56)

ii

I

An other way to reduce the computation time is to calculate all integrals with two argtments in
advance. The integrals with three arguments are not calculated in advance. However, integrals
with three arguments can only change when the next row is calculated. Therefore, t ese inte
grals are calculated before the next row iscalculated.;

I
I

4.5.4 Source modelling details

In order to model the sources ofthe fins properly, three aspects need to be considered' the feed-
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(4.57b)

(4.57a)

sinke (W{x + x -Xc_I)

Wfxsin (k Wfx)
z e x

sinke ( W{j - x + Xc _1)

W{xsin (keW{j)

sinke (W{j-lx-xcP

W{xsin (keW{j)

I
I
!

Jfx(x,.xr 1) =x ,c-

i
JfX( , )-

x x, 4c - 1 -

strip, the current corning out of the ground plane and the source itself. The feedstrip is mod
elled by using slightly different testing and basis functions at the feedstrip domain. However,
using different basis and testing functions implies also different closed form expressions for

I

the integrals It/xk' n, p), I~~/xk' n, p), I{YjYk' n, p) and I¥.Y(Yk' n, p). Therefore, appendi-
ces B3, ~5 and B6 also contain expressions for the integrals when xk =xc-b xk =Xc or xk =xc+l

and Yk =iYc-b Yk =Yc or Yk =Yc+b being the left, centre and right feedstrip coordinate, respec
tively. Furthermore, the width of the feedstrip domains is indicated by an extra sub-index f

I
This conFguration is given in figure 4.3.

I

:jl----------:':'"rn. Wx wi~ i rnWy W~
xc-l Xc xc+l ---~Yc-l Yc Yc+l

1 fin parallel to the x-axis fin parallel to the y-axis

I Figure 4.3: Definition ofthefeedstrip domains

I
The basi(s and testing functions on the feedstrip domains on the fin parallel to the x-axis is
given is ~q(4.57) and those on the fin parallel to the y-axis in Eq(4.58).

I

sinke (W{j + X- Xc + 1)

Wfxsin (k WI/X)z e x

sinke(W{x -x + xc+ 1)

Wfxsin (k Wfx)
z e x

(4.57c)

(4.58b)

(4.58a)

Ji'(X'f1)=

\

~
sinke (Wty + Y - Yc-I)

WfYsin (k WfY)
Jt;(y, c-I) = z e Y

sinke (W{j- y + Yc-I)

\ W{Ysin (keW{j)

Jfy I _ sinke(W~j-Iy - YcP
Y (Y, Y~-I) - WfY' (k Wfy)

< z sm e yf

sin ke (W{f +Y - Yc + 1)

W{Ysin (keW~)

sinke ( wt; - Y + Yc + 1)

WfY sin (k WfY)z e Y
(yc + 1 :::; y :::; yc + 1 + wt;)

(4.58c)
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Due to the different dimension of the feedstrip domain, the integrals Itixk' n, p) ,

Itx<xk, n,p) , I!l,/Yk' n,p) and I!l,/Yk' n,p) also have to be changed. However, this can easily
be done by changing Wx into Wxi and Wy into "jj- .

J4.59)
I

I

14.
60

)

It,(Z)' m, n) in
\

(-d ::;; z ::;; - d + W{Y) ,

)

The modelling of the currents coming from behind the ground plane is done by u,sing half
modes in the z-direction when z/ = -d. This means that the basis and testing functions fpr z/ = -d

are defined as:
sinke (W{x - z + d)

J!X(z) - --=------.,;;:....---
Z - W'/x' (k W'/X)x SIn e z

for the fin parallel to the x-axis and

sink (W!Y - z + d)
J!Y(z) = e Z

Z W'/Y' (k W'/Y)Y sm e z

for the fin parallel to the y-axis.

It is readily shown that the integrals Itz<zl' p), I{~z<ZI' m, n), Itz<zl' p) and
appendix B3 should be divided by 2 when z/ =-d.

For the sources on the fins, the delta-gap model has been used. For the fin parallel to the x-axis,
I

the electric field generated by this source (i.e. E.gX
) can be written as in Eq(4.61). The electric

field generated by the delta-gap generator on the fin parallel to the y-axis is given in :ijq(4.62).

Egx = -y ~(x-x )e (z -W!x<z<z /\y=yb), (4.61)- gx gx -x gx z - - gx ,

where Vgx is the generator voltage on the x-fin, xgx and Zgx are the grid coordinates of the gen-

erator and i is the y-coordinate of the x-fin. \

Egy = - Y 0 (y - y ) e (z - W!Y < Z< Z /\ X =xb) J4.62)- gy gy -y gy z - - gy' ~

where Vgy is the generator voltage on the y-fin, ygy and Zgy are the grid coordinates of the gen-
I

erator and :J1 is the x-coordinate of the y-fin. It is noted that the delta-gap generator is always
I

located on the edge of a subdomain.

The source vector, defined in Eq(4.35), now takes the form of Eq(4.63).

{
Y when x = x

y{x,x = gx k r gx

o else

y!x,z = 0
r

{
Ygy when Yk = ygy

y!y,y = r

r 0 else

y!x,z = 0
r

I
I

~4.63)

I

!

ya,x = 0
t

ya,y =0
t
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4.6 Performance parameters for dual polarization

In order:to describe the performance of a dual polarized array, an objective measure is needed,
which applies to all situations. A measure to describe the coupling between the two orthogonal
elements in the unit cell is the scattering matrix, which is described in the next paragraph. A
measure: to determine the quality of the polarization is the axial ratio, for which the electric
field in the far field region is needed. The electric field in this region is examined in paragraph
4.6.2. ;

I

4.6.1 Sfattering matrix

The couhling between the two elements in the unit cell can be expressed in terms of a scatter
ing matrh. The unit cell is now regarded as a two port. The scattering matrix S of a two port
can be c~lculated from the admittance matrix Y of the same two port, according to the relation
[13] 1

S = (lyoU - Y) . (YoU + Y) -1 , (4.64)

where Y~ is the characteristic admittance of the transmission line feeding the antenna and U is

the unit)( matrix. The two port, together with the definition of the voltages and currents, is
shown iri figure 4.4.

I

\

+ +
V2

Figure 4.4: Two port definition

The admittance matrix Y for this two port is now defined as:

r~J = [Yll y1J . [vJ ,
~J Y21 y2J vJ (4.64)

(4.65)(i = 1,2) .

where i1 is the current in x-direction on the x-fin located at the delta-gap coordinates on the x

fin, i2 is he current in the y-direction on the y-fin located at the delta-gap coordinates on the y

fin. VI nd V2 are the delta-gap voltages Vgx and Vgy , respectively, which are defined in

Eq(4.61) and Eq(4.62). The current at the delta-gap coordinate is equal to the mode coefficient
of the ba isfunction at that coordinate. However, it should be noted that the currents, located at
the delta gap, need an extra minus sign to become i1 and i2, since the current flows through the

sources. j

The rela~ion of the port currents and voltages can also be expressed in terms of the complex
power p,

p")*
I j = v~

I
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~4.66)

~

where l fx is the current density on the x-fin. The current density can be written inl terms of
expansion functions and mode coefficients according to Eq(4.29a). When Eq(4.29~) is sub-
situted into Eq(4.66), Eq(4.67) is obtained. .

The complex power on port 1 (i.e. on the x-fin) can be written as:

P = -J Egx. (Jfx) *dS1 - - ,

SIx

~4.67)

I
[

NIx NIx J*
P = - JEgx . ~ J'fx Jfx (x' z') e + ~ J'lx Jlx (x' z') e dx'dz'.1 - £.J xq xq , -x £.J zq zq , -z

SIx q = 1 q = 1

The electric current on port 1 can he found hy comhining Eq(4.65) and Eq(4.67):

II = _1- J(EgX) * . ( ~ J'fx Jlx (x' z') e + ~ J'lx Jlx (x' z') e Jdx'dZ' . (4.68)V* - £.J xq xq , -x £.J zq zq , -z I
1SIx q =1 q =1

Changing integration and summation and recalling the fact that the basis functionJ are real,
gives I

II = - ~*[ I j{~[ JEgx. J{~ (x', z') ~xdx'dZ'J* + I j{~[ JEgx. J{~ (x', z') ~zdx'dZ'J*J. :.(4.69)
1 q = 1 SIx q = 1 SIx I

The fact that Galerkin testing is used on the fin (i.e. the basisfunctions are the same as the test
ing functions) and the definitions of the excitation vector on the right hand side and !the mode
coefficient vector on the left hand side of Eq(4.35) can be used to formulate Eq(4.70);.

1 [(VIX'X)~T ~/~l
II = - V; (~x. Z) *J . ~{~'

where T means the transposed of a matrix.
I

In an analogous way, the current Iz can be expressed in terms of the mode coefficientJ on the y

fin:

(4.71)[ J
T (~1 ( VlY, Y) * jlYI - __ r . yq

2 - V; (VV,Z) * HY'
Two vectors are now defined, which have the same the dimensions as the excitation vector on
the right hand side of Eq(4.35):

[V~x'~Vlx,z
r

[Vd = ~l [~

[~

( .72a)

I
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I,

[~]
[V;~

I 1 [~.~ (4.72b)l= -
I V2 yfy,z

r

[~
The sou ce vector Von the right hand side of Eq(4.35) can now be written in terms of Vex:

[~ =1 [[vd [v& [~J (4.73)

and Eq(i"70-71) is rewritten as in Eq(4.74).

r"{x~'fx
lz

~J ~: -[[vd' [vdT- ~ (4.74)

I fmxJ
I lmyJ

The vect~r containing the mode coefficients on the right hand side of Eq(4.74) is obtained from
the met~od of moments. If M is the matrix on the left hand side of Eq(4.35), then Eq(4.74)
becomes]

~J = I-[b~' [v;~T-M-l [[vd [v;~H~J (4.75)

Compari g Eq(4.75) with Eq(4.64), the admittance matrix is given by

y= - [V;~ * [V;~ jT • M-l . [[vd [vd]' (4.76)

This reI ion is also valid when other kind of excitations are used, as long as the sources only
have components unequal to zero on the fin on which they are defined and as long as Galerkin
testing is[ done with real functions. This follows from the analysis.

I

4.6.2 The electric field in the far field zone
i

The pol(}rization characteristics of the array can be studied by analysing the electric field
caused by the currents on the fins in the unit cell. The mode coefficients of the current densities
on the fins are found by applying the method of moments. Therefore, all that is needed is the
electric field in the far field region caused by an X-, y- or z-directed piecewise sinussoidal func
tion abo~e a perfectly conducting ground plane, since those are the expansion functions on the

I

i
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fins. Because the currents on the fins are the same with and without the equivalence ~lane, the
mode coefficients on the aperture plane are not needed.

The ground plane at z =-d is eliminated from the analysis by using the image principle. An x
directed electric current density lxCx,y,zk-x above the ground plane has to be replaced by:

l~ota/(x, y, z) = (Jix, y, z) -lix, y, -z-2d) gx' (~.77)

I
when the ground plane is removed. An analogous expression holds for a y-directed electric
current density. For a z-directed electric current density lzCx,y,zk-z above a ground Blane, the
ground plane can be removed by replacing the current density by: I

l;ota/(x, y, z) = (lz(x, y, z) + lix, y, -z-2d) gz . (4.78)

The electric field in the far field zone due to an electric current density l total(r) (in cartesian
components) without a ground plane, can be written as [9]:

k Z -jkor
IHr) = -~~4grXgrxSltota/(r')~ko(~r'r')dV, 14 .79)

]OOEo 1tr
y

I

where gr is the unit vector in the radial direction, V is the volume enclosing the electdc current
density and the primed coordinates are the integration variables. The inner product in lhe expo
nent of Eq(4.79) is rewritten in Eq(4.80).

(gr,r') = X'cos(<p) sin (8) +y'sin(<p) sin (8) +z'cos(8).

1 =x

i

+82)
l

For a piecewise sinusoidal current density on the y-fin in the y-direction above tIle ground
I

For a piecewise sinusoidal current density on the x-fin in the x-direction above th,e ground
plane, the current density lx(x,y,zk-x is of the form I

I
I,'

sinke(WI +x-xk)
W sin (k W) S (y - yb) for (x E [xk - WI' xk] A z E [z/- Wz' z/] ) I'

z e I (4.81)
sinke(WZ-x+xk) I

Wzsin(keW
Z
) S(y_yb) for (XE [xk,xk+WZ] AZE [z/-Wz'z/]) I

Combining expression (4.77) and Eq(4.81), the integral on the right hand side of IEq(4.79)
becomes !

I

4 'k ~ko (xkcos (cp) sin (9) +ybsin (cp) sin (9) - dcos (9»
[tX(x Z) = Spota/ (r') ~ko(~r,r')dV = _J--=..e -:-- _
x k' / y- - (k;-(kOcos(<p)sin(8»Z)kOWzcos(8)

. sin( kOWzc;s (8) ) sin(kocos (8) ( Z/ + d _ :z))
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plane, the current density lyCx,y,zky is of the form

sinke (WI +Y - Yk)
, o(x-xb) W· (kW) for(ye [Yk-Wl'Yk]Aze [ZI-Wz,ZI])

J = zsm e I (4.83)
Y sinke (Wz - Y + Yk)

o(x-xb) W· (k W) for (ye [Yk'Yk+WZ] Aze [z,-Wz,zl])
zsm e Z

Using ad analogous expression of Eq(4.77) for a y-directed current density and Eq(4.83), the
integral ~m the right hand side of Eq(4.71) becomes

4'k e.iko (xbeos (<p) sin (9) + Yk sin (<p) sin (9) - deos (9»
/!Y(y Z) = IJlotal (r') e.iko(l1,. C') dV = _J----'.-e-=- =-- _
Y k'l y- - (k~-(kosin(cp)sin(6»Z)kOWzcos(6)

kOWCOS (6) ) ( ( W))
· sin z 2 sin kocos (6) zl+d--;f

I

[

-jlkoW1sin(<p) sin (9) (k W) ~jkoW2sin(<p)sin(9) (k W)]e - cos e 1 (; - cos e Z· 1 sin (k
e
WI) + sin (k

e
W

z
) . gy . (4.84)

i

For a pi~cewise sinusoidal current density on the x-fin in the z-direction above the ground
plane, thb current density lix,y,zkz is of the form

sinke (Wz+ Iz - Zkl>
Jz = . W sin (k W) 0 (y - yb

) for (x e [xk- Wx' xk] A Ze [Zl- Wz' Zl + Wz])· (4.85)
~ x e z

Combiniing expression (4.78) and Eq(4.85), the closed form expression of the integral on the
right haIid side of Eq(4.79) can be written as:

I jko((Xk - :x)eOS(<p)Sin(9)+ybsin(<p)Sin(9)-deOS(9»)

I I 'k (') 8k eIfX(x z) = Jlotal (r') el () 11" C dV = _....:.e ....,....- ---::- _

Z k'I' y- - Wxsin(keWz)(k~-(kocos(6»Z)kocos(cp)sin(6)

I
i •

. ('\kOWxCOS (cp) sm (6»)
· sm

! 2
"I
I,

· cos (kocos (6) (zl + d» (cos (kocos (6) Wz) - cos (keWz» . gz . (4.86)

For a hat mode at z =-d, the integral has to be divided by 2.
I

Finally, for a piecewise sinusoidal current density on the y-fin in the z-direction above the
ground plane the current density lix,y,zkz is of the form

sinke(Wz+ Iz - zkl)
Jz = W· (k W) o(x-xb) for (ye [Yk-Wy,h] Aze [ZI-Wz,ZI+Wz])' (4.87)

• ysm e z
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The integral on the right hand side of Eq(4.79) can now be written as:

jko(xbcos (<p) sin (e) + (Yk- WzY) sin (<p) sin (e) -dcos (9) )
8k e ,

IfY(y z) = f]total (r') jko(fr• c') dV = e i
z k'l v- - Wysin(keWz)(k;-(kocos(a))Z)kosin(q»sin~a)

. ( kOWy sin (q» sin (a) )
. sm 2

For a half mode at z =-d, the integral has to be divided by 2.

(4.89a)

For every basis function on both fins, one of the closed form expressions for the i tegral in
Eq(4.79) holds. When the expressions for the integral are multiplied with the pro er mode
coefficients of the basis functions, the three cartesian components (Ix ' Iy , Iz) of the i tegral in

Eq(4.79) can be obtained:
N~x

I = ~ jfx . Ifx(x z)x L.. xq x kg' lq'

q =1

(4.90)

(4.89b)

{2, ... , S{x + I},

where kqE {2, ... ,S{Y} AlqE {2, ... ,S{Y+l},

N!X N!Y
z z

where kq E {2, ... , S{X} A lq E

N!Y
Y

Iy = 1 j~ . I~y(yv Zlq)'

q = !

I
Iz = lj{~· I{X(xk , zl) + lj{~· I{y(Ym' zn)' (fI-.89c)

q q q q 'I

q=l q=! .

where kqE {2, ... ,S{x+l} AlqE {1, ... ,S{X} ArnqE {2, ... ,S{y+l} AnqE {1, ...,~{y}
Furthermore, the definition of the mode coefficients of Eq(4.29) has been used. I

,
The electric field in the far field zone has two components in spherical coordinates: <lme in the
8-direction (Ee) and one in the q>-direction (Eq». These components can be expresse4 in terms

of the cartesian components of the integral: (Ix ' Iy , Iz). This is done in Eq(4.90). I

[Eel = _.k5 e-jkorf-cosq>cosa -sinq>cosa sinal. [~j.EJ ]OlEo 41tr L sinq> -cos<p 0J y
I z

The components of the electric field of Eq(4.90) are rewritten in Eq(4.9l), in terms of a left
handed and a right handed circular component: EL and ER, respectively [13].

(4.91)[
ERl = .l[1 j} .[Eel.
ELJ J2 1-jJ EJ

These components can be used to compute the axial ratio, which has been defined in Eq(4.1).
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The axia, ratio is calculated for the case

Vgy = (Vgx ' (4.92)

Le. therelis a 90 degrees phase shift between the sources on the x- and y-fin, in an attempt to
make cinl:ular polarization.

I

0.501 mdipole

ground plane

I

source
0.250 m

i
I

4.7 Results
i

The mOd~ presented in this chapter is applied to an array of dipoles and to an array of bunny
ear ante as. For each configuration, scans are performed in the principal plane and in the
diagonal lane. The two radiating elements inside the unit cell are chosen identical. Therefore,
both E- Id H-plane scan behaviour are examined when a scan in one of the principal planes is
perfome ,since this plane is the E-plane for one element and the H-plane for the other. Also,
the beha iour of both elements in the diagonal plane should be the same, due to symmetry.
This can be used as a software test.

The unit ~ell configuration of the dipole array is given in figure 4.5. The analysed frequency is
300 MHz, which means that the width of the dipoles is approximately half a wavelength. Both
dipoles ate divided into 16 subdomains, on which 15 horizontal basis functions are defined,
and the s9urces are placed in the middle of the dipoles. Furthermore, both dipoles are centered
with respect to the unit cell. For the aperture, 7 Floquet modes are used in both x- and y-direc
tion. All $ummations have an upper summation index of200 and if necessary, a lower summa
tion inde* of -200 is used.

0.500 m 0.501 m

I side-view top-view

J
Figure 4.5: Dipole arrayfor dual polarization

The sim ations for this dipole array are performed in the <p = 0 and <p = 45 degrees planes. In
all cases'lthe characteristic impedance Zo = l/Yo= 162.4 n, which is the real part of the impe-

dance at roadSide.

For <p = Qdegrees, the scattering parameters 8 11 and 822 are shown in figure 4.6. These para-
I

meters art compared with the reflection coefficient R of an array with the same dimensions but
with only one dipole (single polarized) in stead of two (dual polarized) inside the unit cell.
Since, fo <p = 0, the x-fin is scanning in its E-plane, 8 11 has to be compared with the reflection

coefficie t for the array also scanning in the E-plane. For the y-fin, <p = 0 means an H-plane
scan is rformed. Therefore 822 is compared with the reflection coefficient for the array scan-
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o dual polarizad
0.9 x single polarized

0.7

0.8

0.4

0.3

0.6

0.8

0.7

0.9 0 dual polarized
x single polarized

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.5

ning in the H-plane. For the H-plane scan S22 and R are the same, while for the E-p~ane scan
S11 and R are not the same. This can be explained by recognising that for the dipole ~canning

in E-plane the other dipole acts as some sort of metallic wall.

The scattering parameters S12 and S21 are equal to zero for the scan in the principal pIke.
I

1 <

0.1 0'--------:'::10--2.1-
0

- ......3O--40'---------'50--6-'-:-0--='70--8-'-:-0-9(

theta ldeol
0.20 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 9(

theta Ideol

a: E-plane b: H-plane

Figure 4.6: Scattering parameters in the principal planes

The axial ratio in the principal planes (either E- or H-plane) is shown in figure 4.7. The axial
ratio is compared to the axial ratio in case two half wavelength dipoles (no array envi~onment),

which are not influencing one another and are placed over a perfectly conducting gro~nd plane
perpendicular to one another. In that case, the current densities on the dipoles can be! approxi
mated by one piecewise sinusoidal function on every dipole. The sources of the twp dipoles
have a phase shift of 90 degrees. The latter case is called 'without mutual coupling', fVhile the
dual polarized array is indicated by 'mutual coupling'. i

50,.-----.----.---.----,---.---,.-----.----.----..,
mutual coupling

45 without mutual coupling

40

35

![30
o
~25

~ zo

15

'0

oOl-..-,0"""",:;;::LZO'="'::"::"':3'---0--='4O-----'-so--ao'---'70-----'-80---J9C
thota fdecll
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Figure 4.7: Axial ratio in the principal plane

i
For <p =45 degrees, the scattering parameters are given in figure 4.8. The parameters Su and
S22 are compared to the reflection coefficient R of a single polarized array of dipoles,Iscanning
in the diagonal plane. It is observed that SII =S22 (both in modulus and in argument)~ which is
expected because of symmetry. Furthermore, it is seen that S12 =S21' since the array ~s recipro-

,

i
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cal. The tract that Sl2 and S21 are not equal 10 zero, indicates that a coupling exist between the
two elerr;lents in the unit cell when the scanning is perfomed is the diagonal plane.

I

J

c ~ 80 M 80 90
theta [degl

o

0.2

0.1

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.6

0.7

0 I!NlI
X 182' I

+ IRI

+

+

+

+

+

" " " " " " "
+ II "" + II "" iii II II II

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
theta [deg]

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.7

0.6

0.8

0.9

0.3

0.5

Figure 4.8: Scattering parameters in the diagonal plane

I

In figure 14.9, the axial ratio of the array, scanning in the diagonal plane, is compared to the case
of the twp isolated dipoles over a ground plane.

18 - mutual coupling
- - without mutual coupling

16

14

jQ12
~

~10
OJ

~ 8

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
t

t
t

t
t

t
I

I
I

I
I

I

6

4

2

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

o0:--=::10:-=-=---=20---:3~0---:C':------::':50:------!::60---:7~0--:'80::------::90

theta [deg]

Figure 4.9: Axial ratio in the diagonal plane

For the bunny-ear array, the array design in [8, p. 76] has been used as a starting point. The
arrangement of the subdomains is given in figure 4.10, together with the unit cell dimensions
(top-view) and the bunny-ear dimensions. The vertical thick white line in the subdomain
arrangement indicates a separation between the two sides of the element, which implies that no
current can cross this line. The lower side of the bunny is placed 22.9 mm from the ground
plane. Due to symmetry, the unit cell in the x-direction is chosen the same as in the y-direction
and thus not the same as in [8]. The array is analysed for the frequency of 1 GHz, which was
the centre frequency in [8].

For the aperture plane, 7 Floquet modes are used in both x- and y-direction and for the summa
tions, upper summation indices of 200 are used to ensure convergence. If needed, lower sum
mation indices of -200 are used.
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109.2mm

source

side-view

111.8mm

91.4mm

111.8mm

j'
~buJny-

earl

top-view

Figure 4.10: Bunny-ear configuration for dual polarization

The bunny-ear array is analysed in the principal (<p =0 degrees) and diagonal plane (<p =45
degrees). In all cases, the characteristic impedance Zo =11Yo is taken 157 Q, which i~ the real

part of the impedance at broadside.

"

For <p =0 degrees, the scattering parameters S11 and S22 are given in figure 4.11. The ~cattering

parameters S12 and S21 were equal to zero in this plane. Sll is compared to the active reflection

coefficient R of a single polarized bunny-ear array (one bunny-ear in stead of two ipside the
unit cell) for an E-plane scan. It is seen that SII and R are not the same. This is due t~ the fact

that for dual polarization the perpendicular bunny-ear antenna acts as some sort of: metallic
wall. S22 is compared to the reflection coefficient of a single polarized bunny-ear aqay scan

ning in the H-plane. For the latter case, S22 and R are the same. The axial ratio in the !principal

plane is given in figure 4.12.

0.9 0 dual polarized
x single polarized

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0,'''''0'--"---'-:--,-'----'30--4...L..
0
---J

SO
'------L.

60
---,-7'-0- .......80----J

90
theta [deg)

a: E-plane

0.9 0 dual polarized
x single polarized

0.8

0.7

~O.6
~
OJ
~O.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0"0 '0 20

b: H-plane

60 70- 80 90

Figure 4.11: Scattering parameters in the principal plane
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Figure 4.12: Axial ratio in the principal plane
I

For the d~agOnal plane, the scattering parameters are shown is figure 4.13. It is seen that ISIl' =
IS221, but! it was observed that the phase were also the same. This is due to the symmetry in the
diagonal [plane. Furthermore, Sll and S22 are compared to the reflection coefficient R of a sin
gle polariized array of bunny-ears. The parameters S12 and S21 are the same both in modulus
and argument, which is expected because the bunny-ear antennas inside the unit cell form a
reciproc~l network. The fact that S12 and S21 are not equal to zero indicates that there is cou-
pling be~ween the two elements inside the unit cell. The axial ratio in the diagonal plane is
given in figure 4.14.

o W W 30 ~ 50 ro ro ro 9(
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Figure 4.13: Scattering para
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Figure 4.14: Axial ratio in the diagonal plane
,

Although the axial ratio is an important parameter for dual polarized arrays, it is notl a design
parameter, since it can be influenced by changing the amplitude and phase of the tw~ sources
oo~~. !

I
From Eq(4.89-9l), it follows that the left-handed and right-handed components of th~ electric
field in the far field zone are linear functions of the electric current mode coefficients on the
radiating elements, for a fixed scan angle. Furthermore, from Eq(4.35) it follows ~at these
mode coeffients are linear functions of the source voltages on both fins. Combining ~hose two
facts, it follows that the left-handed (EJ and right-handed (ER) electric field compojnents are
linear functions of the source voltages, for a fixed scan angle. Therefore, these compopents can

be written as 1
ER = R/e, q»Vx + R/e, q»Vy ' 4.93)

and

EL = L/e, q» Vx + L/e, q» Vy ' ~4.94)

where Vx and ~ are the complex voltages of the sources on the x- and y-fin, respe ti,vely. In
case only the right-handed component is wanted, the left-handed component must be made
equal to zero. This can be done by choosing

Vx L/e, cp)
V

y
= LxCe,q»' 4.95)

always be made equal to 1 (0 dB). It is noted here that in general, Eq(4.95) depends 0 the scan
angle, therefore the choice of using only a 90 degrees phase shift is in general not sui ed.
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Chapter 5

Tria;ngular grid
I
I

J

5.1 I troduction

Grating obes in an array are often causing problems like blinde scan angles. Therefore, grating
lobes sh uld be prevented in general. The presence of grating lobes depends on the unit cell
dimensi ns and the shape of the unit cell. In general, when a grating lobe is entering the array
at a cert in scan angle e, the grating lobe can be removed by decreasing the unit cell dimen
sions. Htwever, the radiating elements often have a width of 1J2, which means that the ele
ments ar practically touching one another if no grating lobes are allowed for all possible scan
angles e, when a rectangular grid is used.

I
"

In [12] i~ was shown that the distance between two elements can be enlarged somewhat, with
out the atpearance of grating lobes, when a triangular grid is used. In this chapter, the configu
ration oUriangular grid is discussed first. Then the modifications in the model described in [8]
are giveu. to bring this kind of grid into the model, after which some simulation results are pre
sented.:

I

I
I

5.2 C nfiguration

The top- iew of an array with triangular grid is shown in figure 5.1.

Tll

x

~
Tl2 1

Y

I
-- -- I _1_- unit cell

rad·atin~ -- -- __ -- ~
ele ent --I--r- --~

-- -- I

a
Figure 5.1: Top-view oftriangular grid

The unit cell has now a diamond shape in stead of a rectangular shape. The array can be
describe in terms of Tll and Tl2 with skewing parameter <X.. This coordinate system can be
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expressed in cartesian coordinates:
x

Tl 1 = sin (a)'

Tl2 = y - x . cot (a) .

(5.la)

(5.lb)
i

(5.4)

I
I

'¥ = '¥ + '¥ a , b.3a)
111 x Ybtan(a)

'¥11
2

= '¥Y' ~5.3b)
\

Performing a similar analysis as in [8], the Green's functions in [8] can be transf0l1med into
Green's functions for triangular grid by substituting

'¥ f- '¥ _ 21tna .
x x btan (a)

When expression (5.4) is also used for the test and basis functions on the aperture, E (5.4) can
be used for all expressions of the matrix elements, obtained from the method of oments.
However, in certain matrix elements, a specific choice for n has been made (e.g. n =n ), which

means that in expression (5.4) the same choice for n must be made, due to orthogon lity rela
tions used in the analysis.

-j'¥
E (Tll + a/sin (a), Tl2' z) = E (Tll' Tl2' z) e '\

-j'¥
E(Tll'Tl 2 +b,z) =E(Tll'Tl 2,z)e '\

where

5.4 Test case

Software written by Tangdiongga [14], to analyse an array of monopoles, has been us d to val
idate the model obtained from the combination of [8] and expression (5.4). Thre remarks
must be made before the results are discussed:

1. Tangdiongga uses filaments while narrow strips are used here,
2. in Tangdiongga ex is defined as the angle between the Tll- and the TlTaxis and Tll i fixed,

1
3. the excitation in Tangdiongga is a coaxial cable, while a delta-gap model is used h reo

The first remark is taken into account by recognizing that the equivalent radius (re) or a strip
of width W is re = W/4 [1]. The second remark is dealt with by scanning in an other d'rection in
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i
azimuth:l

1t
(j>T = .~ - (j>B ' (5.5)

where <i'r is the azimuth scan coordinate used by Tangdiongga and <i>B is the scan coordinate
used here.

An arrai of monopoles has been analysed for two situations: a rectangular grid (n = 90
degrees)Iand a triangular grid (n = 60 degrees). A frequency scan is performed from 1.1 to 1.6
GHz at =60 degrees and <PT= 0 degrees. The unit cell dimensions are a =b =0.115 m. The
monopo e is characterised by: height =40 mm and radius r =0.635 mm or stripwidth W =4r.

For this onfiguration, a grating lobe is expected to enter the array with a rectangular grid at a
frequenc f =1.397 GHz. For the array with a triangular grid, no grating lobes are found in this
frequenc range. The results of the analysis for the rectangular grid and for the triangular grid
are sho .n in figure 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Rectangular grid
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Figure 5.3: Triangular grid

From fig re 5.2 and 5.3 it is seen that the amplitude of the resistance and reactance calculated
by mean of Tangdiongga's software is larger compared to the model presented in this chapter.
This w probably due to the use of two different source models. However, the trend in all fig
ures is t e same. Furthermore, it is seen that the effect of the grating lobe in figure 5.2 has dis-
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appeared in figure 5.3.

5.5 Array design
I

The analysis of a bunny-ear array in [8, p.75] has been used as a starting point to ~esign an
array with the following specifications: I

I
1. Operating frequency: 1.2 - 1.6 GHz, I
2. Scanning from broadside to e=70 degrees for all <p,
3. No grating lobes within the scan-range.

The bunny-ear dimensions and the arrangement of subdomains for the analysis is pr sented in
figure 5.4. The approximate shape is estimated by the solid black curves in figure 5.4. The
lower side of the bunny was placed 16.4 mm from the ground plane.

78.0mm

65.3 mm

source
Figure 5.4: Subdomain arrangement for a bunny-ear antenna

The skewing parameter a was chosen such, that

b
tan (a.) = 2a'

where a and b are the unit cell dimensions, defined in figure 5.1. This choice for a
the elements in a row are shifted half an element compared to the next row. In the si
a was taken as the design parameter and b was chosen 79.9 mm.

(5.6)

eans that
ulations,

Since, in general, the worst scan behaviour occurs for an E-plane scan (i.e. <p =90 de rees), the
analysis was focused on the scan behaviour in this plane. Numerical results for a fre uency of
1.6 GHz, in the form of the resistance and reactance, are given in figure 5.5 and 5. ,respec
tively. It is seen that the resistance and reactance exhibit a less extreme behaviour ~ .. r smaller
a. This has also been observed for even smaller a. However, the disadvantage is that [when a is
smaller, more elements are needed to make a large aperture phased array. Furthermore, a good
scan behaviour of the proposed array can only be expected for e< 50 degrees, whic' is not far
enough according to the second specification. Other attempts to design an array, b varying
several antenna structure parameters such as height and width, were unsuccesfull, th s far.
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Figure 5.5: Resistance as function ofa and S for <p =9oo,f= 1.6 GHz
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Figure 5.5: Reactance asfunction ofa and Sfor <p = 900,f= 1.6 GHz
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations

i

In this re~ort, models have been developed to analyse arrays of tapered slot antennas with
metallic aIls, dual polarization and triangular grid. The use of an equivalence plane has
proved to I e very useful, since it has simplified the analysis. For arrays oftapered slot antennas
without ~etallic walls, the E-plane scan behaviour is poor, but it has been shown that E-plane
scan perf1mance can be improved by using metallic walls between the radiating elements, as
long as n grating lobes enter the array. Furthermore, it was found that a grating lobe entering
at end-fir can cause a blind scan angle when metallic walls are used. For dual polarization, it
was sho that scan behaviour in the principal planes is promising. However, when scanning
is perfo ed in the diagonal planes, strong coupling exist between the perpendicular placed
radiating ,lements. The triangular grid model has been used in an attempt to design a wide
band widt-angle bunny-ear array. It was observed that the scan performance of the array
improved !when the elements were place closer to one another.

The models, presented in this report, can be used to further study the performance of tapered
slot antenq.a phased arrays. First of all, it should be investigated what the minimum number of
Floquet modes is that is needed for a certain unit cell aperture, since this can reduce the com
putation time in the case of metallic walls. Furthermore, the convergence of the double sum
mations s \ouId be examined, since this also reduces the computation time.

The next tep in modelling this type of phased arrays is bringing in a dielectric substrate on
which the antennas are printed [3]. By applying a dielectric substrate, the dimensions of the
radiating lements can become smaller. However, the dielectric can also cause blind scan
angles. Al 0, the effect of a radome covering the array is an important issue, since the radome
can be use as a WAIM-sheet (Wide Angle Impedance Matching sheet), to optimise the scan
and frequ ncy behaviour of an array. In [2] a method is presented to analyse the effects of a
radome. F nally, the design ofan "optimal" wide-band wide-angle phased array should be con
tinued.
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Appendix A

Metallic walls

At: Components of the dyadic Green's functions

The the 9-yadic Green's functions have been defined in Chapter 3 (Eq(3.51)). The components
of these functions can be calculated by using the equations for the electric and magnetic field,
in terms of the electric and magnetic vector potentials.

Metall~c walls parallel to the x-axis
I

I
The components of Eq(3.51) for this case are given by

Ef, in =~ ~ ~ (k2 _ (~)2)(Q+ e-iP.px + Q- ~P.Px)cos(n7tY')cos(n7tY).!.sin(P7tZ')sin(P7tz)
YY J(J)E

O
£.J £.J 0 b np np b bEd d

: n =Op = I n

Ef. in =;;.!..- ~ ~ (p7tn7t)(Q+ e-iPnpx + Q- ~P.pX)Sin(n7tY')cos(n7tY)cos(P7tZ')Sin(P7tZ)
YZ J(i)E £.J £.J d b np np b b d d

, On = Ip = I

Ef.in = 4!- ~ ~ (P7t~)(Q+ e-iP•px + Q- ~PnpX)cos(n7tY')Sin(n7tY)Sin(P7tz')cos(P7tZ)
zy jOOE

O
£.J £.J d b np np b b d d

! n=lp=1

Ea, in = 2 ~ ~ (n7t) -jk;' (x-x') (n7tY')' (n7ty ) cos (k;;~ (z + d»
zx r £.J £.J b e cos b SIn b

. m =~n = 1 k;;~ sin (k;;~d)

1 .,,; 00 cos (kWX (z + d»
Ea in _ 2 "" "" Uk m) -jkm(x-x') . (n7tY') . (n7ty ) m_n _, -~'£.J £.J e' SIn-SIn-

zy b _ -1 x b b kwxsin (kWXd)
m--oon_ mn mn
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Hf,in = 0yy

Hf,in = _ ~ ~ (_j~ Q+ e-j13npx+j~ Q- J13npX)Sin(n1tY')Sin(n1tY)COS(P1tZ')COS(P1tZ),!"
yz L... L... np np np np b b d d E

n=lp=O p

2 ~ 'k" ( ') (n1tY') (n1tY) 1 cos (k:;;~ (z + d»
Ha,in = -.---- L L (kg-(k;,)2)e-)' x-x cos - cos - -------

xx Jrolloab b b En kWX 0 (kWXd)
m=~n=O mn S1n mn

~ cos (kWX (z+d»
Ha in _ 2 '" '" (okmn1t ) -jkm(x-x') 0 (n7tY') (n1ty) m_n__, - --- L... L... J - e' sm - cos -

xy jrolloab x b b b kWX 0 (kWXd)
m=~n=l mn sm mn

~ ~ cos (kWX (z + d»
Ha,in = _-_2_ L L (jkmn1t)e-jk':(X-x') cos (n_1t_y') sin(n_1t_y ) m_n _

yx jrolloab x b b b kWX 0 (kWXd)
m=~n = 1 mn S1n mn

Ha in _ -2 ~ ~ (k2 (n1t)2) -jk~n(x-x') . (n1ty') 0 (n1ty)COS(k:;;~(Z+d»
, - --- L... L... - - e sm - sm -

yy jrolloab 0 b b b kWX 0 (kWXd)
m= -~n = 1 mn sm mn

1 (k 2 - (km) 2)Ha, eX = '" '" 0 x -jk': (x -x') -jk; (y - y') -jkmnz
-xx JOro ll ab L... L... JOk e e e

"'0 m=-~n=-~ mn

H
a ex _ 1 ~ L~ (k;'k;) -jk"(x-x') _jkn(y_y') -jk Z, - ---- L... ---e x eYe mn

-xy jrolloab jkmnm = -oon =_00

H
a ex _ 1 ~ ~ (k;'k;) -jk."(x-x') _jkyn(y_y') -jk_nz
, - ---- L... L... ---e e e ...

-yx jrolloab jkmnm = -oon =-00

(A9)

(A10)

(All)

(A12)

(A13)

(A14)

(A15)

(A16)

(A17)

(A18)

(A19)

Ha,ex = _1_ L L
-yy jrollOab

m = -eon =-00

(kg- (k;) 2) -jkm(x-x') _jkn(y_y') -jk Z
ok e' eYe.,n

J mn
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Metallic walls parallel to the y-axis

The components of Eq(3.51) for this case are given by

FJ. in = _._1_ ~ ~ (iknP1t)(Q+ e-j~"px+ Q- t!~"px + Q+I-e-j~"plx-/I)
yz JOJE £.. £.. Y d np np np

°n=_oop=l

-jk" (y-y') (P1tZ')' (P1tz)·e Y cos d sm d

FJ.in = __. 1_ ~ ~ (iknP1t)(Q+ e-j~"px+Q- t!~"Px+Q+I-e-j~")x-/I)
zy JOJE £.. £.. y d np np np

°n=-oop=l

-ik" (y - y') . (P1tZ') (P1tZ)·e Y sm d cos d

Eu in __.1. 2 Loo Loo
. (m1tX') . (m7tx) _jk"(y_y,)sin(k::;~(z+d», _....- sm -- sm - e Y

yx (Jb a a sin (kwy d)
I m = 1n = _00 mn
I

Eu,in = <)
yy i

I

1

Eu in _ ,2 ~ ~ Uk n) . (m7tX') . (m7tx) -jk" (y_ y') cos (k::;~ (z + d», --£.. £.. sm--sm-e Y
ZX i;lb y a a kWY sin (kwy d)

1 m= 1n = -00 mn mn

E'" 12; ; (m1t) (m1tx'). (m7tx) _jk"(y_y')cos(k::;~(z+d», =h£.. £.. -cos--sm-e Y
zy tIlb a a a kWY sin (kwy d)

I m = 1n = -00 mn mn
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~ ~ cos (k wy (z + d»
H u in _ -2 ~ ~ (k2 (m1t)2). (m1tX') . (m1tx) _jkn(y_y') m_n _, - --- £.J £.J 0 - - sm -- sm - e y

xx jOJ!!oab a a a kWY . (kwYd)
m = 1n =~ mn sm mn

~ ~ cos (kwy (z + d) )
H u in -2 ~ ~ ('knm1t ) (m1tX')' (m1tx) _jkn(y_y') m_n _, = --- £.J £.J } - cos -- sm - e y

xy jOJlJ.oab y a a a kWY . (kwYd)
m=1n =~ mn sIn mn

H
u in _ 2 ~ ~ ('knm1t) . (m1tX') (m1tx) _jkn(y_y')cos(k;:;~(z+d», - --- £.J £.J } - sm -- cos - e Y ------

yx jOJ!!Oab Y a a a kWY . (kwYd)
m = 1n =~ mn sm mn

~ ~ cos (k wy (z + d) )
2 (m1tX') (m1tx) 1 'kn( ') mnHu,in = -.---- L L (kZ- (kn)2) cos -- cos - _e-J y Y-Y ------

YY jOJ!!oab Y a a Em kWY . (kwYd)
m=On=~ mn SIO mn

(A32)

(A33)

(A34)

(A35)

(A36)

HU,ex = _1_ ~ ~
- xx JOJ!! ab £.J £.J

o m = -con =-00

(kZ- (k~)2) -jk'" (x-x') _jkn(y_y') -jk z
---'=---:-:"""":''---e x eYe ",n

jkmn
(A37)

H
u ex _ 1 ~ ~ (k~k;) -jk';'(x-x') _jkyn(y_y') -jkmnz
, - ---- £.J £.J ---e e e

-xy jOJ!!Oab jkmnm = -oon =-00

H
u ex _ 1 ~ ~ (k~k;) -jk~n(x-x') _jkyn(y_y') -jkmnz
, - ---- £.J £.J ---e e e

-yx jOJlJ.oab jkmnm = -oon =_00

(A38)

(A39)

HU,ex = _1_ L L
-YY jOJlJ.oab

m = -oon =_00

(kZ- (k;) 2) -jkm(x-x') _jkn(y_y') -jk Z
'k e x eYe mn

j mn
(MO)

Metallic walls parallel to both x- and y-axis

The components of Eq(3.51) for this case are given by
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· -4 Leo Leo . (m1tX') . (m1tx) (n1tY') (n1tY) 1 sin (k;:;~Y (z + d»Ea, In = - Sill -- Sill - cos - cos - ------'----'--:--
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i
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A2: Expressions for the matrix elements

The matrix elements have been defined in Chapter 3 (Eq(3.59». The elements can be calcu
lated by using Eq(3.58) and the components of the dyadic Green's function ofthe previous par
agraph.

Metallic walls parallel to the x-axis

The matrix elements for this case are given by

Tfa =yy. rs
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.JM;'e-ik;'Xe-ik;Ydxdy JMxsjk;,x'jk;y'dx'dy'

S. S.

Metallic walls parallel to the y-axis

The matrix elements for this case are given by
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J °kn J (m7tx') °kn '
o JW e-J yY cos (kwy (z + d» dydz M cos -- el yY dx'dy'

zr mn ys a
; ~

(A81)

(A82)

(A83)

(A84)

Tafxy, tq i i (p;)
n = -cop = I

o JMw(Q+ e-jPnpx + Q- jPnpX + Q+I-e-jPn)x-xbl)e-jk;YdxdyJJ jk;y'sin(P7tZ')dy'dz'
xt np np np yq d

~ ~

(A85)

Taf = 0
YY

(A86)

. (A8?)

Taf = _ ~ ~.!.. 0 JMw(-j~ Q+ e-jPnpx +j~ Q- jPnpX_j~ Q+I-e-jPnplx-x\gn (x-xb) )e-jk;Ydx'dY
yz. tq £.. £.. E yt np np np np np np !

n = -cop = 0 p Sa i

o JJzik;Y'cos(P~z')dY'dZ' I (A88)

Sf
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yaa 2 ~ ~ cos (k;;;~d) (2 (m1t)2)
xx, ts = -jOll!oab L L kWY sin (kwy d) ko- a

m=ln=-oo mn mn

JMW' (m1tx) -jknYdxd JM . (m1tx')tlknY'dx'd'· xt SIn --;- e Y y xs sm -a- Y y
Sa Sa

I ~ ~ (k2 _(km)2)
+-- L L 0 X

jOll!oab jk
m = -oon = _00 mn

·JM':,e-jk';'xe-jk;ydxdy JMxstlk,;,x'tlk;y'dx'dy'

Sa Sa

yaa = 2_ ~ ~ cos (k;;;~d) ('knm1t )
xy,ts jOll!oab L L kWYsin (kwYd) J y a

m = 1n = -co mn mn

·JM':,Sin( m:X)e-jk;Ydxdy JMysCOS( m:x')tlk;Y'dx'dy'

Sa Sa
~ ~ (kmkn)

__1_ L L.:2..L
jOll!oabm =-~n =~ jkmn

.JM':,e-jk';'Xe-jk;Ydxdy JMystlk,;,x'tlk;Y'dx'dy'

Sa Sa

yaa = __2_ ~ ~ cos (k;;;~d) ('knm1t )
yx, ts jOll!oab L L kWY sin (kwy d) J y a

m = In:::: _00 mn mn

JMw (m1tx) _jknydxd JM . (m1tx')tlknY'dx'd'· yt COS --;- e Y y xs sm -a- Y y
sa Sa
~ ~ (kmkn)

__1_ L L _x_y
jOll!oab jk

m = -oon = -00 mn

(A89)

(A90)

(A91)

yaa
yy, ts

(A92)
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Metallic walls parallel to both x- and y-axis

The matrix elements for this case are given by

~ ~ ( b)Tfa := _.±. 1.. 1 sin m1tx
yX,rs ab L L E sin (kwxYd) a

m = In = 0 n mn

·fJ;r COS ( n~y )Sin (k;:;~y (z + d» dydz fMxsSin( m;x')COS( n~Y')dxldy'
~ ~

Tfa := 0yy, rs

~ ~ ( ) ( b)Tfa 4 n1t 1 . m1tx
zx, rs := ab L L b kwxYsin (kwxYd) Sill -a-

m =In =I mn mn

·JJ;;,sin( n~y) cos (k;:;~Y (z + d» dydz JMxs sin ( m;x')COs(n~y')dx'dy'
~ ~

~ ~ ( b)Tfa 4 m1t 1 . m1tx
zy, rs := - ab L L (-;; tWXYsin (kwxYd) Sill -a-

m = In = 1 mn mn

·JJ;;'Sin( n~y )COS (k;:;~Y (z + d» dydz JMysCOS( m;x')sin(n~Y')dx'dY'
~ ~
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Tat = 0yy

(A101)

(A102)

(AI03)

aa _ 4 ~ ~ cos (k;;;~Yd) (m1tn1t)
Yxy,ts - jrol!oab L L kwxYsin (kwxYd) -;;J;

m =In =I mn mn

J . (m1tx) (n1ty ) J (m1tx') . (n1ty'). M;;SIll a cos b dxdy Myscos -a- Sill b dx'dy'
Sa Sa
~ ~ (kmp)

~_l_ ~ ~ _x_y
: jrol!oab £oJ £.J jk

m = -oon = -00 mn
i

.JM;;e-ik;,xe-ik;Ydxdy JMyseik;'X'eik;y'dx'dY'

Sa Sa
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yaa = 4_ ~ ~ cos(k::;~Yd) (k6-(~1tY)
yy, Is jill!! ab L L kwxYsin (kwxYd) E

o m = On = 1 mn mn m
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A3: Closed form expressions for the integrals

The integrals obtained from the method of moments have been calculated in closed form and
can be written as a combination of the integrals derived in this paragraph. The integrals have
lower indices consisting of a ranking number and the integration variable, separated by a
comma. Most of the integrals also have upper indices, which describe the situation in which
they are applied: wy means that there are walls parallel to the y-axis (and possibly to the x-axis
as well), nwy means there are no walls parallel to the y-axis, wx means there are walls parallel
to the x-axis (and possibly also walls parallel to the y-axis), nwx means there are no walls par
allel to the x-axis and wxy means there are walls parallel to both x- and y-axis. When no upper
index is present, the integral applies to all situations.

(A109)

a (m1t)(( l)m -j'l'x 1)

S
. (m1tx) _jkm,x a - e -

= sm - e x dx = ( ) ( )2o a km, 2 _ m1t
x a

(AIlO)

a

JWY (m n p) =S(Q+ e-j~.px+Q- ei~'Px+Q+I·e-j~.plx-xbl)eik;'xdx
3. x I" np np np

o
2(ei't'x' (R. b) . f.l. (b ikm'xb . f.l. ) {= ,sm I'npX -sm (I'np X - an - e x sm (I' npa). 1 for walls parallel to the y-axis

: bdsin (~npa) ( ~;p - ( k;,}J 2 for walls parallel to x- and y-axis
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(A1l7)

Yc+Wy! ( )Sink (W -Iy-yl) 2keCOS(n1tbYc)(cos(n1tbWyf)-COSCkeWyf»)
/wx C ) - J n1ty e yf c dy-
l,y Yc' n - cos b W sin (k W'I) - '::Wc;--:Si,....n""':"C7"k-:W~'I):-----k-2-(7n-1t....,);-;;2:----

Yc- W
Y
! z e y. Z e y. e - b

CAl19)
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(A123)

(AI 24)

(A125)

J t/k;ydy = ~t/k; (Yt- W/2) Sin( k;;y)
Yt- wy y

(A126)

f
b (nny) ok"' -jk

n'«-l)nt/'I'Y-l)
/wx (n, n) = cos - f! yYdy = -7Y-~-r----.;,-;:--
4a,y I b ( n )2 (nn)2ok' - 

Y b
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z/ 2 ( ( W ) ) ( k
WX

W )
Jf.~ (zl' m, n) = J sin(k:~(z+d))dz = kwxsin k:~ Zl--t+ d sin m; z (Al33)

~_~ mn

z/ 2 ( ( W )) ( kWY W )
Jf.~ (zl' m, n) J sin(k:~ (z+d))dz = kWysin k:~ zl- 2

z
+ d sin m; z (Al34)

z,- Wz mn

z, 2 ( ( W )) (kWXYW)Jf.i (zl' m, n) J sin (k:~Y (z + d) ) dz = kWxy sin k:~Y zl- -t + d sin mn
2

z (Al35)

z,-wz mn

z,+wz
sink (W -lz-zIP

J~~ (zl' m, n) J cos (k:~ (z + d) ) ~ sinz(k W) dz
z/- Wz y e Z

2kecos (k:~ (zl + d)) (cos (k:~Wz) - cos (keWz))
(A136)

Wysin (keWz) k2_ (kWX) 2
e mn

z,+ WZ

J~~ (Zl' m, n)
J sink (W -lz-zIP

= cos (k~~ (z + d)) ~. z(k W) dz
ysm e Z

z,-wz

2kecos (k:~ (zl + d)) (cos (k~~Wz) - cos (keWz))
(Al3?)

Wysin (keWz) k2 _ (kwy) 2
e mn

z/+wz
sink (W -Iz - ZIP

J~i (zl' m, n) = J cos (k~~y (z + d)) ~ sinz(k W) dz
w y e Z

Zl- z

2kecos (k~~y (zl + d)) (cos (k~~YWz) - cos (keWz))
(Al38)

Wysin (keWz) k2_ (kwxy) 2
e mn

Furthermore, use can be made of the orthogonal relations for the Floquet modes:

a

Jikrnx -jkrn'xdx "e x e x = aumm,

o

b

Jeik;Ye-jk;'Ydx = bOnn'

o
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A4: Expressions for the matrix elements in closed form

The matrix elements of appendix A2 can be written in the closed form by using the integrals
defined in the previous paragraph.

Metallic walls parallel to the x-axis

The matrix elements for this case are given by

Z!!z.rq = -j~£o i i (Q~p + Q~p) (~1tP;}i.~(ykr' n)12,z(Z/r'p)I2.~(ykq' n)lljzlq'P)
n = Ip = 1

zg, rq = -j~£o i i (Q~p + Q~p) ( nb1t
p
; }2.~(ykr' n)lljz/r' p)li.~(ykq'n)12. z(\' p)

n = Ip = 1

~

Tfa _ 2 ~ I I1wX(y )IWX( )IWX ( )
yx rs - -b £.J ( )E 1 Y k' n 3 z Z/, ms' n 4b y ns' n

• n = 0 sin k;:;xnd n' r • r ',

Tfa = 0yy. rs

T;~. tq = - i i ~(p;}3.'i(mt• n, p)I'4:' int' n)le(Ykq' n)12, iz/q' p)
n = op = 1 n

T;{ tq = i i ~(nb1t}3.'i(mt, n, p)l':r:. int' n)I2.~(ykq'n)ll. z(Zlq' p)
n=lp=OP

Taf = 0yy.tq
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T;Lq = - L L f l '4,7(ml • n, p)I'3:' y(n t• n)I2.~(ykq' n)ll, Z(ZIq' p)
n = Ip = 0 p

(A152)

yaa
xx, ts

(A153)
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Metallic walls parallel to the y-axis

The matrix elements for this case are given by

ZlI = __1_ ~ ~ (Q+ e-j13.pxb +Q- ;13.pxb +Q+I-)(J'knP1C)
zy, rq jOlt £.J.L... np np np y d

on = """'p = J

, (Ii,7(Ykr' n))*IJjz1r' p)Ii,~x(ykq'n)I2, z(ZIq' p)

ztI = _.1_ ~ ~ (Q+ e-j13.pxb + Q- ;13.pxb + Q+I-)(k2_ (P1C)2)..!.
zz, rq JOlt £.J.L... np np np 0 d t

On ="""'p =0 p

, (Ii,~x(ykr' n))*IJjz1r' p)Ii,~x(ykq'n)IJjzlq' p)

..
T{~, rs = -~ L -.--,....:....-'"<Sin(m:x

b
)( Ii,~x(ykr' n))* 13.~(ZIr' m, ns)Iiljms' m)

m= J sm

Tla = 0
yy

T;{"q = - i (P;)b .13.~(mt' nt' p)Ii,~x(yV nt)I2•z(ZIq' p)
p=J

..
T:{, tq = - L jk;'~b. 13.~(mt' nt' p)Ii,~x(yVnt)IJ•z(ZIq' p)

p=O p
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raj = 0
yy (A167)

TaJ
YZ,lq

(A168)

yaa =
xx, IS

(A169)

yaa
xy, IS

yaa
yx, IS

yaa
yy, Is
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Metallic walls parallel to both x- and y-axis

The matrix elements for this case are given by

Tfa - 0yy, TS -

., 4 I,- I,- (n1t) I . (m1txb
)TJa = - - Sill -- IWX n IWX m n IW m m IWX n nZX,TS ab b kwxYsin(kwxYd) a 2,y(Yk,' )4,z(Zl,' ')I6,x( s' )4b./s')

m = In = I mn mn

T:{.tq = - i i (P:)tI3.~(mt' n,p)I4';,/nt, n)IG(Ykq' n)I2.z(Zlq'P)
n = Op = I n
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Tat = 0
yy

(A183)

(A184)

(A185)

(A186)

(A187)

yaa
yy. Is
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AS: Removable singularities

Most of the integrals, defined in appendix A3, have removable singularities. The limits, if they
exist, of these expressions in the singular points are given here.

{
-f; (m;t 0)

lim liJ. /mt, m) = ~

km,--+!!!!E 0 (m=O)
• a

. 1 (. (m b) b' ( m ) jkm'Xb)hm /3.~(ml,n,p) = () asm kx'(x -a) + (a-x )sm kx'a e'
~.p --+ k.' jk';'bdsin k';'a

· { 1 for walls parallel to the y-axis

2 for walls parallel to both x- and y-axis

. 1 (( m ) jk;'a ( m ) 'km'Xb)hm m 13.~(mt' n, p) = asin kx 'xb e - xbsin kx'a el •
~ --+-k' j'km'bdsin km'a
~ x x x

· { 1 for walls parallel to the y-axis
2 for walls parallel to both x- and y-axis

lim r4.~(mt,n,p)= -1 (asin(k';'(Xb-a») + (a_Xb)Sin(k';,a)jk;lxb)
~.p--+k;t bdsin k';ta

· { 1 for walls parallel to the y-axis

2 for walls parallel to both x- and y-axis

. -1 ( ( ) jk;'a () 'km'Xb)
hm m l~~(ml' n,p) = . ( m ) asin k';'xb e -xbsin k';'a el •

~.p --+ -k.' bdsm kx'a

· { 1 for walls parallel to the y-axis
2 for walls parallel to both x- and y-axis
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w (n7tyc)lim /wx(y n) = -licos --
.Jmt) l,y c' W b

ke-7~T z

W 0kn
lim /nwx(y, n) = -2el yYk

k ±kn l,y k W
e -7 y Z

t!k~Yc-l ( W e-jk~Wv W .fJk~WYf J
lim /nwx(y ,n) = _0_ _ y + _Y.",,-__

k-7±knl,y c-l 2]W sin(knW) sin(knW)
e y Z Y Y Y yf

W'f °kn
lim /nwx(y, n) = -l....el yYc

k ~+knl,y c W
e~- y Z

lim /nwx(y ,n) = W
k~-70 2,y k Y

{-fJ' (n*O)
lim I'r:, int' n) =

k n, nlt 0 (n =0)
y -7T

{

b
-: (n *0)

lim /wx (n n) = 2]

( )
3a, y t'

k;'-7- T 0 (n =0)

{ 2!!-Jo (n *0)
lim /ft (ns' n) =

n n1t t Y
k/-7T 0 (n=O)
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{

b
-- (n'l:O)

lim /wx (n, n) = 2j

-( It) 3b,y sk;' -+ 7;- 0 (n = 0)

{

b
I, / x ( -2 (n 'I: 0)
1m ;rb, y ns' n) =

k;'-+±(T) b (n = 0)
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AppendixB

Dual polarization

Bl: Components of the dyadic Green's functions

The tangential electric fields on the fins and the tangential magnetic fields on the aperture plane
can be expressed in terms of the dyadic Green's functions and the current distributions:

DfX, in = J'Ex,fx, in . flx (' ') dS&Ix - x,Z fx

SfX

FJ.Y, in = f 'Ex,fy, in . ffy (' ') dS
-Ix - y,z fy

Sfy

Ea, in = f l!x, a, in . Min (x' ') dS-Ix -, y a

Sa

FJ.x, in = J'Ey,fx, in . ffx (' ') dS
-Iy - x,Z fx

SfX

FJ.y, in = f l!y,fy, in . flY (' ') dS-Iy - y, Z fy

Sfy

!if;. in = f l!y, a, in. Min (x', y') dS'a

S'a

lifx, in = f 'Ha,fx, in . ffx (' ') dS
I - x, Z fx

S'fX

lily. in = f 'Ha,fy, in . ffy (' ') dS
I - y, Z fy

Sfy

lifo in = f 'H
a
, a, in. Min (x', y') dSa

Sa

lif' ex = fBa
, a, ex. Mex (x', y') dSa

Sa

(B2)

(B3)

(B4)

(B5)

(B6)

(B7)

(B8)

(B9)

(BlO)

where the primed coordinates refer to the source coordinates. Furthermore, the first part of the
upper indices of the dyadic Green's functions refers to the location of the tangential compo
nent, the second part refers to the location of the current density causing the field and the third
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Dual polarization

part refers to the region (i.e. interior of exterior). Finally, Sfx' Sfy and Sa are the surfaces of the
radiating element parallel to the x-axis, the radiating element parallel to the y-axis and the aper
ture plane, respectively. The dyadic Green's functions are defined as

F!x,fx, in _ [FJ/;fX, in E{~,fx, ij
Efx,fx, in Efx,fx, in

zx zz

~ f· [EfX,fY, in EfX'fY'injgX, Y, In = xY xz

Efx,fY, in Efx,fy, in
zy zz

~ . [EfX' a, in Efx, a, inj
~.,x, a~ In = xx xy

Elx, a, in Ffx, a, in
zx zy

~f f· [EfY,fX, in EfY,fx, injbOY' x, In = yx yz

EfY,fx, in E/Y,fx, in
zx zz

F!Y,fY, in = [EfJy/Y, in EJ;z/Y, inj
Efy,fy, in Efy,fy, in

zy zz

~f . [EfY, a, in Efy, a, injboy,a,1n = yx yy

EfY, a, in EfY, a, in
zx zy

= f· [Ha'/X'in Ha,fx, injH a, x, In = xx xz

Ha,fx, in Ha,fx, in
yx yz

= f· [Ha,fY'in Ha,/y, injH a, Y, In = xY xz

Ha,fy, in Ha,fy, in
yy yz

_ . [Ha, a, in Ha, a, injlia, a, In = xx xy

Ha, a, in Ha, a, in
yx yy

_ [Ha, a, ex Ha, a, e~lia,a,ex = xx xy

Ha, a, ex Ha, a, ex
yx yy
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The dyadic Green's functions have been defined above. The components ofthese functions can
be calculated by using the equations for the electric and magnetic field, in terms of the electric
and magnetic vector potentials.

Efx,fx,in = _1_ ~ ~ (jkmP1t)(D+ e-jympY +D- tlYmpY +D+I-e-jYmply-ybl)
xz jID£ ~ ~ x d mp mp mp

om =~p= 1

_jkm(x - x') (P1tZ')' (P1tZ)'e' cosdsm(["

Efx,fx,in = _.1_ ~ ~ (k2_(P1t)2)(D+ e-jYmpY+D- t/YmpY+D+I-e-jYmpb,-ybl)
zz JID£ ~ ~ ° d mp mp mp

°m=~p=O

-jkm(x-x') (P1tZ') (P1tZ) 1'e' cos-cos--
d d £p

Efx,!y,in = __1_ ~ ~j'kn(_j'A C+ e-jJ\px+j'A C- tI~npX_j'A C+I-e-j~npIX-Xblsgn(x_xb»)
xy jID£ ~ ~ y f.l np np f.lnp np f.lnp np

°n=~p= 1

_jkn(y_y') . (P1tz') . (P1tZ)
'e y sm d sm (["

E!x,fy,in = __1_ ~ ~ (P1t)(_j'A C+ e-j~npX+j'A C- tI~npX_j'A c+l-e-j~"plx-x\gn(x_xb»)
xz jID£ ~ ~ d f.lnp np f.l np np f.lnp np

°n=_oop=l

-jk" (y - y') (P1tz'). (P1tZ)'e Y cosdsm(["

Efx,!y,in = __. 1_ ~ ~ (jknP1t)(C+ e-j~"px+C- tI~"Px+c+l-e-j~"plx-xbl)
zy JID£ ~ ~ y d np np np

On = _oop = 1

-jk" (y- y') . (P1tZ') (P1tZ)'e y smdcos(["

Efx,a,in = 0
xx
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Dual polarization

FJxal'n 1 I~ L~ -jkm(x-x') _jkn(y_y,)sin(kmn(z+d»
,,=- ex eY

xy ab sin (k d)
m = -oon = _00 mn

Elx,a,in =..!.. ~ ~ 'kn -jk;'(x-x') _jk;(y_y')cos(kmn(z+d»)
zx ab k k J ye e k sin (k d)

m = -coon = -ClIO mn mn

E!y,!x,in = __. 1_ ~ ~ Ukm)(-j'Y D+ e-iYmpY+j'Y D- eiYmpy_j'Y D+I-e-iYmply-yblsgn(y_yb))
yx J(f)£ k k x mp mp mp mp mp mp

°m=_p=1

_jkm(x-x) . (P1tZ') . (P1tz)· e x sm d sm d

ElY,fx, in = __. 1_ ~ ~ (P1t)(_j'Y D+ e-jYmpY +j'Y D- eiYmpy_j'Y D+I-e-jYmp1y-Yb!ggn (y_ yb))
yz J(f)£ k k d mp mp mp mp mp mp

°m=_p = 1

_jkm(x-x') (P1tZ')' (P1tz)· e x cos d sm d

Ely,fx,in = __1_ ~ ~ (jkmP1t)(D+ e-jYmpy +D- /YmpY +D+I-e-jYmply-ybl)
zx j(f)£ k k x d mp mp mp

°m=_p=1

_jkm(x-x') . (P1tZ') (P1tz)· e x sm d cos d

E!y,fx,in = _1_ ~ ~ (k2_(P1t)2)(D+ e-jYmpy +D- eiYmpY +D+I-e-jYmply-ybl)
ZZ j(f)£ k k ° d mp mp mp

°m=-~p=O

-jkm(x-x') (P1tZ') (P1tz) 1· e x cos - cos - -
d d £p

ElY,fy, in = __1_ ~ ~ (jknP1t)(C+ e-j~npx + C- ei~npx + c+l-e-j~npIX-Xbl)
zy j(f)£ k k y d np np np

On = -~p = 1

_jkn(y - y') . (P1tZ') (P1tz). e y sm d cos d
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(B30)

(B31)

(B32)

(B33)

(B34)

(B35)

(B36)

(B37)

(B38)

(B39)



Dual polarization

T:'fya in - 1 L~ L~ -W;'(x-x') _jk~(y_y,)sin(kmn(z+d»
fj'." - -- e e '

yx ab sin (k d)
m = -eon = -00 mn

Ely,a,in = 0
yy

Ely,a,in = l.- ~ ~ 'kne-jk;'(X-X')e-jk;(y-y,)cos(kmn(z+d»
zx ab £.J £.J} y kmnsin (kmnd)

m=-oon =-00

Ely,a,in = _l.- ~ ~ 'kme-jk;' (x-x') e-jk; (y-y') cos (kmn(z+d»
zy ab £.J £.J} x k sin (k d)

m = -eon = -00 mn mn

Ha,fx,in = 0
xx

Ha,!x,in = ~ ~ (_jy D+ e-iYmpY+jy D- eiYmpy_jy D+I-e-jYmply-yblsgn(y_yb»)
xz £.J £.J mp mp mp mp mp mp

m =-~p =0

-jkm(x-x') (P1tZ') (P1tz) 1. e x cos - cos - -
d d E

p

Ha,fx,in = ~ ~ (P1t)(D+ e-jYmpy +D- eiYmpy +D+I·e-jYmply-ybl)
yx £.J £.J d mp mp mp

m = --p = I

_jkm(x-x') . (P1tZ') (P1tz)·e x Sin d cos d

Ha,fy,in = _ ~ ~ (P1t)(C+ e-j~npx+c, ei~npX+c+I'e-j~nplx-Xbl)
xy £.J £.J d np np np

n=~p= I

_jkn(y - y') . (P1tZ') (P1tz)·e Y Sin d cos d

Ha,!y, in = _ ~ ~ Ukn) (C+ e-j~npx + C' ei~npx + C+I'e-j~npIX-Xbl)
xz £.J £.J y np np np

n=~p =0

_jkn(y_y') (P1tZ') (P1tz) 1·e Y cos-cos--
d d Ep
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(B40)

(B41)

(B42)

(B43)

(B44)

(B45)

(B46)

(B47)

(B48)

(B49)

(B50)



Dual polarization

Ha,fy, in = 0
yy (BS1)

(BS2)

(BS3)

Ha,a,in=_I_ L L
xy jO)~Oab

m = -oon =-00

Ha,a, in = __1_ L L
yx jO)~oab

m = -oon =-00

(BS4)

(BSS)

. 1 '"Ha,a,ln =--- L £..
yy jO)~oab

m = -oon =_00
(BS6)

(k2 _ (km) 2)
1 '" '" 0 x e-jk':' (x-x') e-jk.~ (y-y') e-jkmnzHa,a,ex = __ £.. £.. "

-xx jO)~Oabm = -n = __ jkmn

H
a a ex _ 1 '" ~ (k:k;) -jk;'(x-x') _jkyn(y_y') -jkmnz
" - ---- £.. £.. ---e e e

-xy jO)~Oab jkmnm=-oon =-00

- - (kmkn)
H

a a ex _ 1 '" '" x y -jk:n(x-x') _jkyn(y_y') -jkmnz" - ---- £.. £.. ---e' e e
-yx jO)~oab jkmnm = -con =-00

(BS7)

(BSS)

(BS9)

1
Ha,a,ex =-- L L
-yy jO)~oab

m=-oon=-oo

(B60)
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Dual polarization

B2: Expressions for the matrix elements

The matrix elements have been defined in Chapter 4 (Eq(4.35)). The elements can be calcu
lated by using Eq(4.34) and the components ofthe dyadic Green's functions of appendix B 1.

( (P1t)2)~ ~ k2__

ztx,fx = _.1_ "" "" ° d (D+ e_jympyb + D- eiYmpyb + D+I-)
zz, rq J(J)E ~ ~ E mp mp mp

°m= __p=O p

J -jkmx (P1tz) J jkmx' (P1tZ'). J;;txe x cos d dxdz J{~e- x cos d dx'dz'

Stx Stx

(B61)

(B62)

(B63)

(B64)
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Dnal polarization

Tfx,a = 0xX,rq

T!x,a =..!.. ~ ~ e-jk;y
b

xy, rs ab £., £., sin (k d)
m = -oon = -00 mn

,fjw,fxe-jk;'Xsin(k (z+d»dxdZfM jk;,x'jk;y'dx'dy'xr mn ys
SfX sa

'kn bjkme-) yy

T{;: ~s = - alb L L k ~n (k d)
m = -oon = _00 mn mn

, f jW,!xe-jk~nxcos (k (z + d» dxdz f M jk~nx'jk;Y'dx'dy'
zr mn ys

Sfx Sa

(B69)

(B70)

(B7l)

(B72)

T!y,fx = __1_ ~ ~ jkme-jk;'xb
yx, rq j roE £., £., X

Om =-~p = 1

, f jW,fY(_jy D+ e-hmpY +jy D- jYmpY-jy D+I- e-jYmply - ybl sgn (y _ yb) ) sin(P1tZ)dydz
yr mp mp mp mp mp mp d

Sfy

, f j{~jk;'X'sin(P~z')dx'dZ' (B73)

Sfx

T!Y,fxyz, rq = -jroE L i (p;)e-jk;'X
b

Om =~p = 1

, f jW,fY(_jy D+ e-jympY +jy D- jYmpY-jy D+I- e-hmply - ybl sgn (y - yb) ) sin(P1tZ)dydZ
yr mp mp mp mp mp mp d

Sfy

, f j{~jk;'X'cos(P~z')dx'dz' (B74)

Sfx
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Dual polarization

( ( prt)2)00 ~ k2 __

TJY,fx = _1_ ~ ~ ° d e_jk~nxb. JJW,JY(D+ e-jympY +D- ~YmpY+ D+I- e-jYmply - Ybl)cos (PrtZ)dydZ
zz, rq jroE £.. £.. E zr mp mp mp d

°m= __p=1 p Sfy

.JJ{~~k;'X'COS(P~Z')dx'dZ'
Sf.

( ( prt)2)~ ~ k2 __

ztY,!Y = _.1_ ~ ~ ° d (C+ e-j~npxb + C- ~~npxb + C+I-)
zz, rq JroE £.. £.. E np np np

°n=-oop=O p

.JJ;/Ye-jk;YcOS(P;Z)dydZ JJ{~~k;y'COS(P~Z')dY'dZ'
~ Sh

1 -jk;,xbvy, a = __ ~ ~ --;--:e-:--~
yx, rs ab £.. £.. sin (k d)

m = -oon = -00 mn

.JJ;/Ye-jk;Y sin (k
mn

(z + d» dydz JMxs~k;'X'jk;y'dx'dy'

Sh sa

T!y,a = 0YY, rq
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(B76)

(B77)

(B78)

(B79)

(B80)
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Dual polarization

0kn -jk;,xb

T!Y, a =.l "" "".,---1"",:y_e...,...,...----,,-
zx, rs ab "'-' "'-' k sin (k d)

m=-oon=-oo mn mn

Ta,fx = 0xx, tq

(B83)

(B84)

(B85)

p,fx = ~ ~ l. 0 JMW e-jk;'X(_jy D+ e-jympY +jy D- eiYmpY-jy D+I- e-jYmply - ybl sgn (y - yb) )dxdy
xz. tq "'-' "'-' £ xt mp mp mp mp mp mp

m =-~p = 0 p sa

o f J{~eik;'X'cos(P~Z')dx'dZ' (B86)

SIx

p,fx = "" ~ (P1t) 0 fMwe-jk;'X(D+ e-jYmpY +D- eiYmpY +D+I-e-jYmply-ybl)dxdy
yx, tq "'-' "'-' d yt mp mp mp

m = -~p = 1 Sa

o JJ{~eik;'X'sin(P~Z')dx'dZ'
Sfx

p,fx = ~ ~ Uk';') fMw e-jk;,x(D+ e-iYmpy + D- eiYmpY + D+I- e-jYmply-ybl)dxdy
yz, tq "'-' "'-' £ yt mp mp mp

m = -~p = 0 p Sa

. f J{~eik:X'cos(P~z')dX'dZ'
SIx

Ta,fy = _ "" ~ (P1t). fMw(C+ e-j~npx+c- ei~apX+C+I-e-j~nplx-Xbl)e-jk;YdXdY
xy, tq "'-' "'-' d xt np np np

n =~p = 1 Sa

. f J{~eik;Y' sin(P~Z')dy'dz'
SlY

p,!y = 0yy, tq
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(B88)

(B89)

(B90)
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Dual polarization

ya,a = __1_ ~ ~ (k6 -(k;')2)(COS(kmnd) .J
xx, IS jrolloabm;--n ;--_ kmn sin (kmnd) +}

·JM';,e-jk,;xe-jk;Ydxdy f Mx/k';X'~k;y'dx'dy'

sa Sa

1 00 00 (kxmkn) (cos (k d) Jya a Y mn.
xy, Is = jrolloab L L -k-- sin (k d) + }

m=-oon=-oo mn mn

·JM';,e-jk';Xe-jk;Ydxdy f MYS~k';X'~k;Y'dx'dy'

sa Sa

ya, a = _1_ 00 00 (k;'k;) (cos (kmnd) + .J
yx, IS jrolloabm~-n ~oo kmn sin (kmnd) }

·fM;'re-jk';Xe-jk;Ydxdy f Mx/k,;x'~k;y'dx'dy'

sa Sa

ya, a = __1_ ~ (k6 - (k;) 2) (cos (kmnd) + .J
yy, Is jrolloabm~oon ~oo kmn sin (kmnd) )

·JM;'re-jk';xe-jk;ydxdy f My/k';X'~k;y'dx'dy'

sa Sa
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Dual polarization

B3: Closed form expressions for the integrals

The integrals obtained form the method of moments have been calculated in closed form and
can be written as a combination of the integrals derived in this paragraph. The integrals have
lower indices consisting of a ranking number and the integration variable, separated by a
comma. The integrals also have an upper index, which describes the location of the basis or
testing function, Le. on the fin parallel to the x-axis (indicated by fx), on the fin parallel to the y
axis (indicated by fy) or on the aperture plane (indicated by a).

(B97)

(B98)

(B99)

(BIOO)
k e-jk~'W{} - cos (k Wfx/) J

+ e e x

sin (keW{f)

For the feedstrip coordinates, a slightly different definition is used for the basis and testing
function. For the left feedstrip coordinate,xc_l ' Eq(B 100) is obtained:

x x + Wlx
Cf-' sinke (w{x -Ix -xc_II) e-jk;'xdx + c-I

f
xl sinke (W{}-Ix -Xc_I!> e-jk;'xdx

[tx(xc_l,m) =
Wfxsin (k Wfx) Wfxsin (k WI/X)

xc_t-W{x z e x Xc_I Z e x

(

"kmwlx
e-jk;'xc_1 ke t! x x - cos (keW{X)

= W{x (k; - (k~') 2) sin (keW{X)

For the centre feedstrip coordinate xc:

x + Wlx
C x/sink (wtx-Ix-x I) "m 2k e-jk;'xc (cos (kmWfx) -cos(k Wfx/»

[Ix (x , m) = f e xf c e -Jkx xdx = e x xf e x
I,x c Wfxsin(k Wfx) Wfxsin(k WI/X) k2_ (km)2

X
C

- W{} z e xf Z e x e x

(BIOI)

(BI02)

(BI03)
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Dual polarization

= (BI04)

1~\(Xk' n,p)1
• Xb~Xk+ W{x

.'P
= 2ke COS(~np(xk+a-xb» -e' XCOS(~np(Xk-Xb»

bd(k;-~;p) (cos(~npa) -cos ('Px»

(cos (~npW{X) - cos (keW{X»

Wfxsin (k Wfx)
z e x

(BI05)

(BI06)

(BI07)

+ cos (~np (Xk + a - W{x - xb» + 2cos (ke (Xk + W{x - Xb» cos (~npa) - 2cos (keW{X) cos (~np (Xk + a _Xb»

- cos (~np (Xk + W{x _xb -a» )

.'P
-e' x[cos(~ (xk-Wfx - xb» -cos(k (xk-Wfx - xb»]np x e x

+ cos (~np (Xk + a - W{x - xb» -2cos (ke (Xk - W{x _xb»cos ( (~npa) + 2cos (keW{X) cos (~np (Xk - a _xb»

- cos (~np (Xk + W{x _xb -a») )

Wfxsin (k Wfx)
z e x

(BI08)
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Dual polarization

Due to the different dimensions of the feedstrip, compared to the dimensions of the other sub
domains on the fin, different definitions are used for /3,x for the feedstrip coordinates xc-b Xc

and xc+1- For the left feedstrip domain, the definition of Eq(B 109) is used:

I{xx(xc- 1' n, p)

(BllO)

(BIll)
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Dual polarization

For the centre feedstrip domain, definition (Bl14) is used:

Itx(xc' n, p)

(B1l2)

(BIl3)

(B1l4)

(cos (\3np W{j) - cos (keW{j))

Wfx sin (k WI/X)z e x

(B1l5)
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(B116)

(B117)

Dual polarization

+ cos (~np (xc + a - W{f-Xb)) + 2cos (ke (xc + W{f-xb)) cos (~npa) - 2cos (ke W{f) cos (~np (xc + a - xb))

- cos (~np (xc + W{f-xb -a)) )

.'"-e' x[COS(R (x -Wf
J
x - xb)) -cos(k (x _Wfx _ xb»)]f'np c x e c xf

+ cos (~np (xc + a - W{f-xb)) -2cos (ke (xc - W{f-xb)) cos ( (~npa) + 2cos (keW{f) cos (~np (xc - a - xb))

- cos (~np (xc + W{f-xb-a))) )

Wfx sin (k Wf
J
X )

lex

(B118)

For the right feedstrip coordinate, the definition (B 119) is used:

Ilf x<xc + l' n, p)
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Dual polarization

(B121)

(B122)

(B123)

Xt

J (c+ e-jllnpx + c- jllnpx + C+/-e-jllnplx - X~)dx
np np np

Xt - W{X
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Dual polarization

b

Ia (n. m, p) = Jeik;tY(_jy D+ e-jympY + jy D- eiYmpY-jy D+/- e-jYmply-ybl sgn (y - yb) )dy
2, Y t mp mp mp mp mp mp

o

Yt + WIY "k"
Y sink (WIY-IY-Ykl) "k" 2k e-J yYt (cos (knWIY) -cos(k WIY))

IfY (y n) - J eYe-J yYdy _ e Y Y e Y
l,y k' - WIYsin(k WIY) - WIYsin(k WIY) k2_ (kn) 2

Yt - W{y z e Y z eye Y

For the feedstrip coordinates Yc-b Yc and Yc+b a slightly different definition is used.

Y + wly
c il" k (WIY I I) 2k e-jk;yc (cos (knWIY

f
) - cos (k Wi>;»

IfY (y n - J Sill e yf - y - yC e-jk;yd _ e Y Y e Yl
l,y C' ) - WIYsin (k WIY) Y - WIYsin (k W/~) k2 _ (kn) 2

Y _ wly z e yl z e Yl e Y
c il
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(BI25)

(BI26)

(BI27)

(B 128)

(BI29)

(Bl30)

(Bl31)

(Bl32)

(Bl33)



Dual polarization

Yt (knW/Y)Iy f -jk"Yd 2 -jk" (Yt - WIY12). Y YI'1."y(Yk,n) = e Y y = -e Y Y sm--
kn 2

Yt- W{Y Y

(8134)

=

Yt+ WIY
Y sink (W/Y-IY-Ykl) ( , . . I bl )

f e Y -jy D+ e-lYmpY+jy D- r/YmpY_jy D+I-e-lYmpY-Y sgn(y-yb) dy
W/Ysin (k W/Y) mp mp mp mp mp mp

Yt- w9' z e y

(8135)

(8136)

(8137)

(8138)

+ cos (Ymp (Yk + b - W~ - yb» + 2cos (ke (Yk + W{Y - yb» cos (Ympb) - 2cos (keW~) cos (Ymp (Yk + b - yb»

-cos(Ymp(Yk+W~_yb_b» )

k
IfJ (Yk,m,p)1 = e
-,y y._WIY<yb<y. ad(k2 _y2 ) (cos(y b) -cos('¥ »W/Ysin(k W/y)

• Y - -. e mp mp y z e y

(
''I'

. e -J Y [cos (Ymp (Yk + W~ - yb» + cos (ke (Yk - W{Y - yb» - 2cos (keW~) cos (Ymp (Yk - yb» 1

+ cos (Ymp (Yk + b - W~ - yb» -2cos (ke (Yk - W{y - yb» cos «Ympb) + 2cos (keW~) cos (Ymp (Yk - b - yb»

- cos (Ymp (Yk + W~ - yb - b») )

(cos ('V W/y) - cos (k W/y»
Imp y e Y

WIYsin (k W/Y)z e y

(8139)
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Dual polarization

Due to the different dimensions of the feedstrip domains, a different definition is used for [3,y

For the left feedstrip coordinate, Yc-b definition (B140) is used:

lfJ'jYC_l' m,p)

Yc-I sink (WIY-Iy-y 1)( . . . I bl )
J e Y c-l _jOy D+ e-J'YmpY+j"y D- (pmpY_j"Y D+/-e-J'YmpY-Y sgn(y-yb) dy

= WtYsin (k W/y) mp mp mp mp mp mp
Yc_I- W:?, z e Y
Y 1+ Wfr 1:
c- Y sink (W}'-Iy-y 11)( . . . I hi )

+ J e Yf c - _ jy D+ e-J'YmpY + jy D- tlYmpY - jy D+/- e-n.pY- Y sgn (y _ yb) dy
WIY sin (k WI}') mp mp mp mp mp mp

Yc-I Z e YI

(B140)

(B141)

(B142)
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Dual polarization

For the centre feedstrip coordinate, Yc' definition (B 145) is used

/fjyc,m,p)

Y +Wf~

c yf sink (WI)' -Iy - y I) ( . . . I hi )

J e yf c _ jy D+ e -JYmpY + jy D- f/YmpY _ jy D+I- e -JYmp Y- n sgn (y _ yb) dy
WIY sin (k WI)') mp mp mp mp mp mp

Yc-W~ z e yf

(B143)

(Bl44)

(B145)

(cos (Ymp~) - cos (keW?}»

WIY sin (k W~~)z e YJ

(BI46)
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(BI47)

(BI48)

Dual polarization

o'¥
+ e-J Y[cos (Ymp (Ye + W{f_yb» - cos (ke(Ye + W{f_yb»]

+ cos (Ymp (Ye + b- W{f_yb» + 2cos (ke (Ye + W{j_yb» cos (Ympb) -2cos (keW{j) cos (Ymp(Ye+b-yb»

- cos (Ymp (Ye + W{f_yb- b» )

o'¥
-el Y[cos (y (y - Wf?,:- yb» - cos (k (y _ Wf?,:- yb»]mp e YJ e e YJ

+ cos (Ymp (Ye +b- W{f_yb) )-2cos (ke(Ye- W{j_yb» cos «Ymi) + 2cos (keW{f) cos (Ymp (Ye- b - yb»

- cos (ymp (Ye + W{f - yb - b) » )

(cos (YmpW{P - cos (keW{f»

WfYsin (k W~nz e YJ

(BI49)

For the right feedstrip coordinate, yc+b definition (B 150) is used.

IV, y(ye+ \, m, p)

Y<+ 1 ° k (Wi. I ISill Y - Y - Y ) ( 0 0 ° I bl )= f e yf e + \ _ jy D+ e-J'YmpY + jy D- el'YmpY _ jy D+/- e-J'Ymp Y- Y sgn (y _ yb) dy
WfYsin (k Wfy) mp mp mp mp mp mp

Y _ Wly Z e Yf
c+ 1 if

Xc+I+W{X ° 'Ix I I
f

slllk(W -x-x \)( ° 0 ° I bl )+ e x e + _ jy D+ e-J'YmpY +jy D- el'YmpY _ jy D+/- e-J'Ymp Y- Y sgn (y _ yb) dx
Wfxsin (k Wfx) mp mp mp mp mp mp

X
C

+ I Z e x

(B150)
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Dual polarization

(B152)

(BI51)

(B153)

( cos (Ymp ( vC+1 +b-W~_yb» -COS(keW~)COS(Ymp(YC+l +b_yb»

. WIYsin (k WI:!>z e y.

cos (Ymp(y + 1 + b + W{Y - yb» - cos (keW{Y) cos (Ymp (yc+ 1 + b - yb» )J
WIYsin (k WIY)z e Y

k
/Yc+l,m,J )1 - e

Yc+I ~yb ~Yc+l + W9' - ad (k'?; - Y~p) (cos (Ymi) - cos ('I'b»

_r/'Py . ( co (Ymp (yc+ 1 - W{f- yb» - cos (keW~) cos (Ymp (yc+ 1 - Y »
WIY sin (k WI;>z e y.

cos (ke(yc 1 + W{Y_yb» - cos (keW{Y) cos (Ymp (yc+ I-yb» J
WIYsin (k WIY)z e Y

_.'P (cos (Ymp (yc+ 1 + W{Y - yb» - cos (ke (yc+ 1 + W{Y - yb» J
e J y.

Wlx sin (k WIt)z e x
( cos (Ymp ( c+ 1 + b - W~- yb» - cos (keW~) cos (Ymp (yc+ 1 + b _yb»

WIY sin (k WI})z e y.
2cos (ke (y + 1 + W{Y - yb» cos (Ympb) - cos (keW{Y) cos (Ymp (yc+ 1 + b - yb»

WIY sin (k WIY)z e Y
cos (Ymp (y, + I - b + W{Y - yb» JJ

WI sin (k WIY)z e Y

k
,y(Yc+l'm, ~)I = e

Yc+1 - w~y ~ yb~Yc+ 1 ad (k; - y~p) (cos (Ympb) - cos ('I'Y»

( -j'P (co~ (ke(yc + I - W~- yb» - cos (keW~) cos (Ymp (yc+ 1 - yb»
e y.

WIY sin (k WI})z e y.

cos (Ymp (y~ + 1 + W~ - yb» - cos (keW{>') cos (Ymp (yc+ 1 - yh» )

WIY sin (k WIY)z e Y

''P (cos Ymp (yc+ 1 - W~- yb» - cos (ke (yc+ 1 - W~- yb» Jt! y.
WIYsin (k WI;>

( cos (Ymp (
z e y.

yc+ 1 + b - W~- yb» - 2cos (ke (yc+ 1 - W~- yb» cos (Ympb)

WIYsin (k WI})z e y.
cos (k WI} cos (Ymp (yc+ 1 - b - yb»)e y.

WIYsin (k WI;>z e y.

cos (Ymp(y + 1 - b + W{Y - yb» -cos (keW{>') cos (Ymp (yc+ 1 - b - yb» JJ
WIYsin (k WIY)z e Y
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Yt

S (D+ e-jympY + D- dYmpY + D+I- e -iYmplY - ybl )dy
mp mp mp

Yt- wf'

< + Wlx (P1tZ/) ((P1tW{X) fx )
I l sinke (W{x -Iz - Z/I) (1tZ) 2kecos d cos -d- - cos (keWz )

Ilx (z, p) = S cos E...- dz =---,,....--......=.....,....------....,..----.,..,,....----
I, < I Wlxsin (k Wlx) d Wlxsin (k WIX) k2 (p1t)2

<'_ W{X x e < x e < e - d

<Sl (P1tZ) 2d (P1t( WIX)) ( p1tWIX)
I~~/z/,p) = sin d dz = p1t sin d z/-+ sin ~

</_ W{X
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(B 162)

z/ WlY
Z sinke (W{Y-IZ-Zll) (P1tz)

flY Z = cos - =I,z( I'P) J WfYsin(k WfY) d dz
z/ W{Y Y e z

(BI63)

Z/ (P1tZ). 2d (1t( WfY)) (p1tWfY)
f!zjZI'P) = f sin d dz = p1t sin Pd Zl--f sin 2d

z

z/ W{Y
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B4: Expressions for the matrix elenlents in closed form

The matrix elements of appendix B2 can be written in the closed form by using the integrals
defined in the previous paragraph.

_ (k2 _(P7tY)
ztx,fx = _1_ ~ ~ ° d (D+ e_jympyb +D- t/Ympyb +D+I-)

zz, rq jffiE £.. £.. E mp mp mp
°m=-cop=O p

T!x,fy = __1_ ~ ~ (P7t)e_jk;yb
xz, rq jffiE £.. £.. d

°n= __p=l

. Itx(Xkr' n, p)l~~ /Zlr' P)( I£)YV n»)*Itz(ZIq' p)

T!x,!y = __1_ ~ ~ ('knP7t ) _jk;yb
zy, rq jffiEo £.. £.. J y d e

n =-cop =1

. I{~x<xkr' n,p)It/Zlr' P)( I{:/yV n»)* I¥./Zlq'P)
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( ( p1t)2)00 00 k2 __

T!x,fy = _1_ ~ ~ 0 d e-jk;1
zz, rq jroE £.. £.. E

°n=-oop=O p

T!x,a = 0
xx, rq

T!x, a = ---'----r--"'<
ZX, rs

T{~:~s = -k--Sl-.n-r------"</tx(xk,' ms)/tz<ZI,' ms' n)
msns

T!Y,fx = __. 1_ ~ ~ (P1t)e_jk;,xb

yz, rq jroE £.. £.. d
Om = -oop = 1

./fjYk,' m, p)/£z<ZI,' P)( It/xV m»)*1{~Z<ZIq'p)

( ( P1t)2)00 00 k2--
T!Y'!x = _1_ ~ ~ ° d e-jk;'xb

zz, rq jroE £.. £.. E
Om = -oop = 1 P
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zjy,fy = _.1_ ~ ~ (iknP1t)( C+ e_j~.pxb + C· ~~.pxb + C+/-)
yz, rq lOll:. £.J £.J y d np np np

On =-«>p = !

. I{:, y(ykr' n)I!Jjz1r' P)( IfJ. y(ykq' n»)* I{:, /Zlq' p)

zjy,fy = __. 1_ ~ ~ (iknP1t)(C+ e-j~.pxb+ C· ~~.pxb + C+/-)
zy, rq lOll:. £.J £.J y d np np np

On =-«>p = !

. IfJ.y(ykr' n)If,z(ZIr' p)( I{:,y(ykq' n))* IfJ. /Zlq' p)

( ( p1t)2)00 00 k2 __

zjy,fy = _._1_ ~ ~ 0 d (C+ e_j~.pxb + C· ~~npxb + C+/-)
zz, rq lOll:. £.J £.J I:. np np np

°n=_oop=O p

T!y,a = 0yy, rq

T!y, a = ----"---r--~
ZX, rs k

m
sin

sns

Ta,!x = 0
xX,lq

00

T~l:q = a L ~Iijnl,ml,p)(I~~x(Xkq'ml»)*I{~/ZIq'P)
p =0 p

T~l:q = a i (Pd1t}fjnl,ml,p)(I{~/Xkq'ml»)*It/Zlq'P)
p=!
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T~f3q = -b 1: (p;}f./mt,nt,p)(I{:/Ykq,nt))*If,/ZIq'P)
p = 1

ra,fy = 0
yy, tq

00

T;l?q = -b I, f1z,/mt,nt,p)(If,/Ykq'nt))*I{:/Zlq'P)
p=o p

b(km'k;'lr '"' k d
yu,u = _Q_ x m,n, +j} 0xy, ts jroll k sin k d m,ms n,nso m,n, m,n,

b(km'k'.J['"' kmnd
yu,u = _Q_ x Y , , +j} 0yx, ts jroll k sin k d mimI n,nso m,n, m,n,

(B195)

(B 196)

(B197)

(B198)

(B199)

(B200)

(B20l)

yu,u
yy, ts

= ._ab(k6-(k;,)2)[_
C0

--i>-s_km,n,---'fd +jJo 0
}rollo kmn sin k d m,m, n,n,

I t m,n,
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Appendix B5: Stable expressions for 13x' 14x' 13y and 14y

When Ymp or ~np become imaginary, the expressions of [3x' f 4x' f3y and [4y in appendix B3
become unstable. These expressions can be rewritten in a stable expression.
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(B204)
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+ t/Ymp (Yk + W§" - yb_b) + e-jymp (Yk+ W§"- yb+ b) )
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+ (eiYmp (y, - yb - Wf) + e -jymp (y, - yb - W{Y + 2b) _ eiYmp (y, - yb) _ e -jymp (y, - yb + 2b» ]
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B6 Removable singularities

Most of the integrals, defined in appendix B3, have removable singularities. The limits, if they
exist, of these expressions in the singular points are given here.

wtx
lim Ifx (x m) = -=-e-jk';xt

k ±k'" I,x k' wfx
e~ x Z

(

'k'"Wlx 'k'"Wlx J-jk'"x -I Wfxe' x x Wf~-j x xl
t e x c x Xj

lim I x (x , m) = ----=- - ---""'----;:--
k~±k,"I,x c-I 2J'Wfx sin (kmWfx) sin (kmWfx)

e x Z X x x xf

Wlx
lim Ifx (x m) = -=-e-jk';xc

k +k'" I,x c' Wlx
e~- x Z

[

'k'"Wlx 'k'"Wlx Je-jk';xc+1 W~x"" x xl Wlxe-j x x
lim Ifx (x ,m) = _---=_ :J _ ---"x'---_..,....-

k ~+k .. I,x c+ I 2J'Wlx sin (kmWIX) sin (kmWlx)
e - x Z x xl x x

lim Ifx (x ,m) = Wlx
k~n ~ 0 '2, x k x

lim I{X (xk' n, p) I = 1
~np ~ ke ,x Xi ~xb ~Xt+ W{x 2W{xsin (keW~X) bd (COS (kea) - cos ('I'x»

, ([e-j'l'x (Xk + W~x - Xb) - j'l'x (Xb -Xk) ] sinke (W~X + Xk - Xb) - j'l'x. W~xsinke(Wf - Xk + Xb)

+ W~xsinke (W~X -Xk +Xb - a) + (Xb -Xk) sinke (W~X +Xk _Xb + a)

- (Xk + W~x_Xb) Sinke(W~x+Xk-Xb-a»)

lim I{X (xk' n,p)1 = I
\lnp~ ke ,x xk - W{X ~xb ~Xt 2W{Xsin (keW~X) bd (cos (kea) - cos ('I'x»

. ([_j'l'x (xb + W~x -xk) + e-j'l'x (xk _xb) ] sink
e
(W~X -x

k
+xb) + e-j'l'.. W~xsinke(W~X+xk _xb)

+ (xb + W~x -xk) sinke (W~X -xk +xb -a) - (xk _xb) sinke (W~X -xk +xb + a)

- Wfxsink (Wlx+Xk-xb-a»)x e x
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lim l{x (x, n,p)1 = 1
~np ~ k, ,x c V>xb :ox, + W{} 2W{x sin (keW{}) bd (cos (kea) - cos ('1')

. ([e-i'l'x (xc + W{}-xb) - ei'l'x (xb -xc) ] sink
e

(W{j+xc _xb) - ei'l'x. W{fsinke (W{}-xc +xb)

+WftXsink (Wf
t
X- x +xb-a) + (xb-x ) sink (Wf

t
x + x -xb+a)x ex c c ex c

- (xc + W{j-xb) sinke (W{} + Xc _xb - a) )
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lim I{x (x, n,p)1 = 1
I3np~ke ,x c xc-W{J:S;xb~xc 2W{x sin (keW{j)bd(cos (kea) -cos ('Px»
. ([_tl'f'x (xb + W{f- xc) + e-j'f'x (xc _xb)Jsinke (W{f-xc+ xb) + e-j'f'x. W{fsinke (W{f + Xc _xb)

+ (xb + W{f-xc> sinke(W{f-xc +xb- a) - (xc _xb) sinke(W{f-xc +xb+ a)

- W{fsinke(W{f+xc-xb-a»)

lim I{X (x \' n,p)1 = 1
I3np~ke ,x c+ xc+l:S;xb:S;xC+l+W{' 2W{xbd(cos(kea) -cos ('Px»

(
. . sink (wtx + x - xb)

. [e-J'f'X(x + wtx_xb) _el'f'X(xb_x )J e x c+1
c+1 x c+1 sin (keW{X)

tI'f'x. W{fsinke (W{f-xc+ 1 +xb) + W{fsinke(W{f-xc+ 1 + xb- a)

sin (keW{f) sin (keW{f)

+ (xb-xc+I) sinke (W{x +xc+1-xb+a) _ (xc+1 + W{x_xb) sinke(W{x +xc+1 -xb-a) J
sin (keW{X) sin (keW?)
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WfY .k"
lim IfY (y n) = -.2..e-) yYt

k ~±k" l,y k' WfY
e y Z

(

·k"Wfy .k"WfY)e-jk;Ye-l wfYd y j Wf?,:e-) Y yf
lim I!Y (y n) = Y _ ~YJ,------:_

k ~±k" l,y c-l' 2jWfY sin (knWfY) sin (knWf>:)
e y Z Y Y Y yf

Wfy .k"
lim I!Y (y , n) = -.l.....e-) yYe

k ~±k" l,y c WfY
e y Z

(

·k"Wfy ·k"W1Y Je-jk;Ye+l Whul y jf WfYe-) y y

lim Ify (y , n) = --- yj - ---'Y'--_-;:--
k ~±k" l,y c+l 2jWfY sin (knWfY) sin (knWfY)

e y Z Y yf Y Y

lim IfJ. (Yk' n) = WfY
k;~O ,y Y

lim If. (yk' m, p)I = 1
"f",p~ ke ,Y Yt SybsYt+ w9' 2W{Ysin (k. W{Y) ad (cos (keb) - cos ('I'Y»

( [ ."'.'" .'" 1-. e-) y(Yk+W{Y_yb)-d y(yb_Yk)]sinke(W{Y+Yk-yb)-d YoW!sinke(W{y-Yk+ yb)

+ W{Ysinke(W{Y - Yk + yb - b) + (yb - Yk) sinke(W{Y + Yk _yb + b)

- (Yk + W{Y - yb) sink. (W{Y +Yk - yb - b) )
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lim If. (y ,m, p)I = 1
Ymp~kt ,y k Yt-WfSybSYk 2W{Ysin(keWp')ad(cos(keb) -cos ('¥y))

. ([-tl'I'y (yb + Wp' - Yk) + e-j'l'y (Yk - yb) ] sinke (WP' - Yk + yb) + e-j'l'y . W{Y sinke (WP' +Yk - yb)

+ (yb + Wp' - Yk) sinke (WP' - Yk + yb - b) - (Yk - yb) sinke (W{Y - Yk + yb + b)

- W{Ysinke (W{>' +Yk - yb - b) )
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lim If. (y ,m,p)1 = 1
Ymp~ k. ,y e ycSybSyc+ w~ 2W{Ysin (keWtf) ad (cos (keb) - cos ('Py»

. ([e-j'l'y (Ye + W~l- yb) - ei'l'y (yb - Yc> ] sinke (Wtf +Ye - yb) - ei'l'v. Wtfsinke (Wtf- Ye + yb)

+ W~lsinke (Wtf- Ye + yb - b) + (yb - Ye) sinke (Wtf+ Ye - yb + b)

- (Ye + Wtf- yb) sinke (Wtf+ Ye - yb - b) )

lim If. (y ,m,p)1 = 1
Ymp~k. ,y e yc-W~SybSyc 2W{Ysin (keWtf)ad(cos (keb) -cos ('Py»
. ( [-ei'l'y (yb + Wtf- Ye) + e-j'l'y (Ye - yb) ] sinke (Wtf- Ye + yb) + e-j'l'y. Wtfsinke (Wtf +Ye - yb)

+ (yb + W~l- Ye) sinke (Wtf-Ye + yb - b) - (Ye - yb) sinke (Wtf- Ye + yb + b)

- wtfsinke(Wtf+Yc-yb_b»)
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lim IfJ'. (y I'm,p)1 = 1
Ymp -t k. ,Y c + Y

C
+l - W~$yb $yc + 1 2W{Yad (cos (keb) - cos ('I'))

[

. . sink (WIY _ y +yb)
. [-e''I'y(yb+Wf~-y ,)+e-J'I'y(y ,_yb)J e yf c+,

YJ C+ c+ sin (k WfY)
e yf

e-j'l'y·WfYsink (WfY+y ,_yb) (yb+Wf~_y ,)sink (W~~-y ,+yb_b)+ Y e Y c++ YJ C+ e YJ C+
sin (k WfY) sin (k Wf~)eye YJ

_ (yc+' - yb) sinke(W{f- yc+' + yb + b) _ W{Ysinke (W{>' +yc+' - yb - b))

sin (k Wf~) sin (k WfY)
e YJ e Y

lim It? (y ,m, p)1
Ymp-to ,Y k Yk-W~$yb$Yk

(b + Yk - W{>' - yb) 2 - 2b2 + (Xk - b - yb) 2 - j'l'y (Yk - W{>' - yb) 2 - e-j'l'y (YCyb) 2

ad(1- cos ('¥y))

Wf
x

(P1tZ1)
lim W(ZI'P) = -fZ cos -d

p1t ,Z w X

k,-t7 x

Wfx
lim lfx (Zl' m, n) = -fZ cos (k (Zl + d))

k -tk 3,z W x e
mn t X

(
Wfx )

f Wfz
x ZI--2

Z
+d. I·lz<ZI' m, n)

hm' =
kmn -t 0 sin (kmnd) d
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lim ffJ (Zl' p) = 0
p~O ,Z

w!y
lim flY (zl' m, n) = -tZ cos (k (zl + d)

k ~k 3,z wy e
mil e y
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